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FOREWORD

4, 40

This study is one of a series supported4by Special Education.
Programs (SEP) to describe the progress being made by local education
agencies in implementing P.I..;94-142 and the challenges remaining.
The information presented in thtsreport was gathered during the
1980 -1981 school year and illustps the continued commitment and
effo4t being made in our pationt"Sachools to provide all handicapped
children a free appropriate pubifiC education..

At the same time it is clear that there are remaining challenges
in assuring that each 'handicapped child receives a free appropriate
public education. This report suggests certain points where policies
may be unclear, orwherepractices may deviate from the ideals set
forth in the Act. 11These findings are consistent with those of the
monitoring visits by 80,staff to each state participating in
cP.L. 94-142: Where such deviations have been found, SEP has worked
with the states to clarify policies,'has required that corrective

.actions be taken, and has required verification that prescribed
corrective actions are made. In addition, SEP sponsors technical
assistance activities to assist state and local administrators in
appropriately serving all handicapped children.

It is our hope that the fi dings from this study will assist state
nel in examining their own policies and
es necessary to achieve the quality

and local education agency perso
procedures and in making any chan
education 1 services for all handicapped students that are the promise
of P.L.'"9 42.
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%EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

o

4

s.

This is the third 'annual update report of findings from SRI
International 's 'longitudinal study of implementation of PL 94 -142, the
Educationifor All Handicapped Children. Act, at the local education; agency

(LEA) level .*4. As part of\ its overall eval uation\of progress i n- meeting
the intent of the law, the Office of Special Education (OSE) contracted
with SRI to. conduct this multiyear study. The primary purpose of the study
isto inform OSE and Congress abotit whether spegial education at the loc'al

level is, changing in the way the Act intended and, to the extent possible,
to explain,why or why not.: This 4tudy is designed as a set of multiple
in-depth case studies of kcal school systems.

a.

Last year, we described how LEAs were responding to the law's require-.
ments during 1 979-80. That report was based on interviews'with a variety

z .

of respondents in 17 sites representing 9 states. This report presents .the
data collected during the third-year, 1 98041, irom 16 of the same local ,

-education agencies.** ,

4

z

.LEAs are a diverse group of administrative units below the state level.
In. addition to local school. districts? LEAs in our study include county
school systems, intennediat4 units, and joint agreements or consortia
among distryicts.

.

There were 22 LEAs in the original sample. Budgetary constraints resulted
in.reduction of the .sample size in Years 2 and 3.

7 .#
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In 1979-80, after 2 years of field data collectiod,, we concluded that

LEAs continued to make some progress in implementing the provisions of the

law. New procedures were being incorporated into daily practice, which

alloweprofessipnals to begin to assess whet er the procedures were accom-

plishing the purposes intended. Moreover, as rocedures became routine,

special education personnel had -more time'and energy for the delivery of-

services to handicapped, Children. However, we concluded that progress ,

toward full implementat4on of the law--in the sense of its intent to have

an individualized, child-driven system--continued,to be constrained by three'

factors in the existing local special education service delive7 system:

inadequacy of available resources, limited know4edge and skills on the part

. of education personnel, and vague definitions of the borders of LEA legal

and(fiscal responsibility.

In view of these second-year findings, the third year of data collyc-

tion focused on (1 how LEAs dealt with these factors in attempting to Meet

the full-serVice goal .for their handicappetpopulation and (2) whether\

within.these 16 local' service delivery systeths, school personnel were better

able than before to meet the intent

in depth the "remaining challenges"

ming for special education, students.

of PL 94-)42. In-particular, we pursued

associated with secondary-level program-

We looked. at 'academic and vocational

education opportunities provided by LEAs to help staduits ,prepare for the

transition to the worIA of work, continuing education, postsecondary train-

ing, or services from other agencies. 4e-here Summarize the third-year

findings, comparing them with the second year'.s, and we then draw general

concldsions about differences between the two,years,

Implementation at the LEALevel

- IF

In 1979-80, we found that in response to exttrnal pressures, emphasis ,

in a loajoritif of LEAs in the SRI study was placed on decreasing backlogs and

waitinglisq. for services. Strategies used _to reduce backlogs included

hiring.more eva!i7ation personnel and expanding services. Al thou6h the

)reduction of backlogs for-initial evaluation and placement'efmaiTed*

x v i
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o priority tiff past xear, backlogs' exiited in the 'majority of, the sites,
`primarily at the evalitation stage. Adding iiialuatori was still ilivimost
common strategy used to tackle. the backlog problem; fewer districts expanded
services to accommodate more students. HortyAr, the ;continuing existence of.
backlogs is not sum rising. Because of antici$ated limits on or decreases
in LEA resources, special educatipriadMiiltators, in general; attempted to
maintain the status quo of Vtlefr, special,, education setvice deliYery Systeins
through miinial expansion. .

1t
During 1979-80,'_. all [..EAs in- the Sainple used their available resources

,
to expand svices. in one way or.another. In, the 1980-81 School year, with
few exceptions, program expansion was more limited*in,,scope. Simultaneous"

expansion at both the preschool and secondary. levelsoccurred rarely. A few

LEAs expanded or maintained their preschool programs (often with preschool
incdntive grants availa under PL 94-142), but most districts focused
their-efforts on addressiribprogram gaps at the secondaGlevell, primar#y .
in,vocational education, specific learning disability. (SLD), and seriously
emotionally disturbed (SED) programs. Few changes were observed in the

nature or quality of services to the following handicapped populations:
18-r to. 21- year -olds, seve rellitandicapped, and children in private school s.

Although related services inc reased. slightly in half'of the study sites,
the changes can be characterized as "more of the same."

Overall, we did not observe any contraction of the delivery of special
education arid related services (SEARS) from the levels to which they have
groWri over the past 3 years: For the most part, however, 'LEA special edu-

cation administrators were attempting to limit program expansion or to
maintain. the status quo within their local service delivery systems, in
anticipation of federal 4,44 state cutbacksv in funds% fo.c education.

)

. This 'year, we found pervasive concern at the LEA level regarding the
.fate of PLA.V-142 (rescissiOn of the l'evi 95 being discussed atx the time

;of our site visits), as well as the possible weakening of federal and state
mandates for a free, appropriate public education ,(FAPE) for handicapped - .

children. The mood of fiscal conservatism under the- Reagan

1 ...";
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administration and related state deve).dpments Were perceived as major con-
straints to district planning for fu ire expansion in special education.
Although LEA admihistrators continued to fill gaps ihtheir local service
delivery systems, they tended to approach change much more cautiously. In

general, people worried more about all resources, not just Pt 94-142, which
remains an important but small peitentage.,of, their overall special education

budgets.

4
During 1979-80, dimensipns of the borders of LEAs' legal and fiscal -

i-esponsibility to-provide SEARS to all eligible children within their jur÷s-
dictions became clearer, as school districts experienced more questions

surrounding related services. In some cases,the borders were clarified by
(--

court cases, OSE monitoring, or a change in state policy. Despite some

concern last year over the 1 2-month schooling issue raised by Armstrong_ v.
---,Kline, few LEAs saw this as a 'demand on them this year.

However, (vie issue of di
provision of Antal healtlyse
psychiatrid counseling)--rem

t concern to most LEAs in the study--the
ices (psychotherapy, psychological and

ned en issue in 1Q80-81, because no clari-

*fication has come from OSE. the majority of study sites continued to draw
the line of their responsibility at th etnraditional medical/educational
border (e.g., that psychotherapy 'is a medical, not an educational service)

Education agency responsibility for related services also remained a
problematic issue in the area of interagency coordination because of (1) the
gen'eral supervision clause of PL 94-142, (2) the law's reqUirement that
related services bp,proyided 'to handicapped 'children at no `cost to their ,

parents, and (3) the, political and financial realities of how state Inman
sefvice delivery system s function on a day-to-day basis. Alijiliough some

states in the SRI study made progress in implementing interagency agreeL
ments,there 'continued to be wide variation in the extent to which inte-
gration of services to the handicapped had been accomplished by the 1980-81

school year. In addition to the continuing need to review ,rickrevise
conflicting \laws and, regulations pertaining to cooperative service

xviii
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arrangements, SEAs and LEAs must Commit resources to bring about interagency
cooperation. Adequate incentives must existfor education and other human

'service agencies to Cooperate; currently, incentives vary depending on local s,

and state -level circumstances.

Court cases continued to influence various aspects of local special
education service delivery systems, although,due process hearing activity
continued to decline this past year. Unlike court ease& due process giiear-
ing deCisions per

_,

.se do not generally produce programmatic or systematic
changes in LEA pol,icy. For the most par't; informal- resolutionlof parent
complajets through various complaint procedures has increased over the past'
3 yearso4.

:

Practices at the School Level

4

wo(

During 1979-80, we observed that the procedural requirements of
PL 9.4-142 had been refined and had been incorporated as routine .practices.
Most administrative procedures (the individual edUcation Program [IEP]
process in Particular) were a generally accepted part of the job, and the
majority of the LEAs viewe'd them as less difficult to perform than in the
fi rst year (1978-79) :

In 1980-81 , 'we saw little change in school -level practices. Techniques

designed,. to inc rease the appropriateness of referral s 'to special education
(i.e., intervention prior to formal referral to special education) continued
to be *Used. In general , /we did not find a greater emphasis on prereferral
screening and intervention, but a few LEAs showed systematic increases in
this are, in response to changes in state regulations and, in onsicase, as
part of distriCt planning. As reported last year, professional staffs in
sites tia-fpg prereferral intervention techniques believe ichatesuch techniques
increase the Appropriateness of formal referrals to special education`.

Although Vie pattern of iiicreasing multidisciplinark-evaluatiEm and
individualized assessment practices continued this past year, the evaluation
picture shifted, slightly at both the elementary and secondary levels. That
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\

1

is, the changes demanded by external factors (e.g., state regulations and

monitoring-4 6SE monitoring) teemed ,to be.irected toward refinement, rather,
-than restructuring, of thellystem. ror the most part, the changes demanded

by prev,ious "dourt cases Mattie T. v. Holladay and Larry P. v. Riles-)

have already seen !Tiede. Although we 'found this year that most LEAs provided
information to parents concerning their right to an independent educational).
evaluation at public expense if they disagree wiith an LEA evaluation, par-

ents. rarely ,u.sed this option. However, LEA evaluation teams did tend to

give consideration to the few parent-initiated independent education.evalua-

tions they .received. Reevaluatibas every 3 years continued, to be of low

priority, except in districts where external factors (court cases, monitor-
ing) created pressure to attend to them.

In determining children's services on the basis. of individual, needs,
school personnel remained .dorfstrained by wha.t services were currently

available. Given limited program expansion and change in the:continuum of

program options, professional staffs could rarely consider services not

l ready available through their individual .districts when making decisions

about children's serviets. Although parent involvement in school-level
decisionmaking is now considered a routine part of the evaluation and

placement-process, parents' input remaine, s! primarily nonsubstantive in

-.nature.

/We did °Verve maj,er changes' in IEP practices in the study' sites,

related both to the time when short-term objectives are written
before rather than after placement) and to the nature of the objectives.'
The pattern in the Majority of the LEAs was to write broader short-term

objectives. In effect' this practice made IEPs less like instructional
plans, so that they reflected the intent of OSE' s recent interpretation

of the IEP requirement;

) In general, there was.little expansion in the continuum of placement

options available to hAndicapped students, and a wider continuum of onions

continued to exist for mildly, hindicapped students (primarily and

educable mentally retarded [EMR] than for the more severe handicapped

xx
ti
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(e.g., trainablementally retarded [TM111 and severely mentally retarded
[St4R1). Although we saw no major change this year in the amount of main--,
streaming of special education students, we di-d find that new strategies to
facilitate- mainstreaming continued to be developed. We found gene rally that

regillarteachers continued to acCept their expanded role vis -a -vis special
education _students, thus making mainstreaming easier to accompl ish.

. ,.
Given limited program expansion in 1980 -61, there were few additions, -

of instru4ionil personnel. Even though LEAS, sought to maintain the status
the existing work force was required to take on additional responsi-

m& li
bilities or workloads to try tomaintain appropriate programming for
handicaildren. V

In 1978 -79, we identified boundaries, particularly the boundary between

4 ispecial.education and regular education, as a source of problems for i-mple-

mentation of PL 94-142. This was esaecially true in areasithat required-
some typtof Coordination in such activities as mainstreaming and IEP devel--

*.
opment and use. 'We found that the persbnnel whose role is to facilitate
such coordination, whom we called "boundary crossers," had a significant
effect in minimizing barriers to implementation. Where boundary crossers

had ex sted Previously, in 1980 -81, they continued in their primary function
of brid g the organizational barriers, between regular and stcial educa-
tion per onnel. This year, we. found an increase in the number of boundary- 7
crossing- personnel, primarily because of increased coordination between the
special education and vocational education systems at the secondary level.

Efforts to increase the knowledge and skills of regular and spec?'
education personnel through inservice irainirt changed little in 198081.
As has been the case in past years, both, regular and special education .

personnel `need more substantive trairting regarding working with handicapped

.students, as do regular education teach ers who work with slow learners in
the regular classroom environment. Overall, inservice training remained
a low priority at both the LEA and SEA levels.

4
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Secondary and Postsecondary Opportunities for Handicapped Individuals
A

In 1979-80, we,found that ,although a wide rartge of. high school program

options existed across the LEAs, rarely did a comprehensive range of Options

exist within a given LEA. A handicapped student's program. options we're
determined largely.bywhat was available within a district, and varied

substantially across. sites. Although our findings this year are consistent
with those of last year, we obtained Molt-depth knowledge 9f the goals
and opportunities for secondary students. In general, LEAs in tihis study
believe that their high school programs should prepare special education

students for continuing education, postsecondary training, or employment.

The employability goal is strongest or EMR and more severely handicapped

students. Overall, more program opti ns exit -for the upper: range of ,

handicapped students, primarily SLD', higher functioning EMR, and SED

students with socially appropriate behavior.

Despite budgetary constraints, the majority of LEAs in the study tar-
geted more resources to service gaps at the secondary level than to any
other level of the local special education seoice delivery system. In

. particular, efforts were made-to improve SLD, SED, and vocational education

programs and services. Factors influencing this trend, included: (1) more

students wholhad been identified as handicapped at the elementary level .were

now reaching the secondary schools, and (2) declining enrollment in the

regular education population meant that vocational program'staff and others
had time to devote td the special education population.

The majority of LEAs addressed vocational education progr.ammatic gaps

in 1980-81. While some districts expanded programs, others focused their

efforts on creating new roles, or modifying roles or procedures, to better
coordinate vecytiOnkl education services for special education students. We

observed new, collaborative efforts,between the vojtional education and

scecial education systems; such cooperation is a significant factor in pro-
viding handicapped students with access to greater vocational and technicaj

;training opportunities. Despite LEA efforts to improve the components of

it vocational education service delivery systems, however, all system

1 3
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ponents rarely linked together smoothly. The transition Of handicapped

udents from schdol* to work is often difficult. Unmet needs existed in

areas as vocational assessment, career counseling, curriculum and

quiptlent modification, and job placement services. .

.

When we looked at the effects of minimal competency testing (MCT) on

special education student programming this year, we found that-many issues

remained unresolved in the development and implementation of MCT programs.

Where such tests were used for graduation requirements; they presented

particular concerns for... the handicapped student population. MCT programs

require educators to reconsider the significance of the high school diploma

ad the validity of tests in setting educational competency standards

defined as minimal. Major MCT policy issues affetting special, education

studentS fnclude: exclution or inclusion of specific, handicapped popula-

tions4in MCT programs, dellopment and accessibility of appropriate tests,

and alternative (differential) graduation standards.

This year, for the first time in this study, we inquired about goals '

and prIgrams for the 18- tor21-year-old handicapped population and explored -

the actual postsecondary options for these special education students

when they graduated or left school. We found that 'school systems' did not

generally include postgraduation opportuncties in their domain of concern,
./

nor did any other agency think in terms of ve-defined groups. Rather,

these students fell into one or more of four options after higcschool :

,continuing education (e.g., colle% adult education); empl oyrrNt or, further ,

vocational training; clienti caretaking or other human service agencies

welfare, group homes); or " ther" (e.g., milita;y'service, at home,

-corrections system, on the street"). Again, the degree of self-sufficiency ,

or independent living that they attained depended not-only on 'their capa-

bilities and prepgration, 'jut also on the( social institutions and other

local resources for handicapped people.

Postsecond /ry opportunities for special education - students varied

considerably across districts. As is the case while in school, the mildly

handicapped (high fuwtioning SLD and mild SED) and the motor and sensory

1:3
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handicapped hiad the'most opportunities open to them in the postsecondary

world. Forjnore iiverely handicapped (e.g., low functioning EMR, TMR,S,MR), ,

there were generallyusome caretaking services available, but these service

agencies also' felt threatened by funding Cutbacks. Because low functioning

SLO and EMR, students ofte fail to meet agency eligibility criteria for

,,theSe :serVices, and becaus few suitable programs exist for them, they may

bg.least%weld 'matched with needed social services.

O'

Conclusions and Anticipated Changes

4

During the third year of this study, we collected data in 16 Of the

original 22 sites. On the basis of .6e rata, we conclude that, LEAs continue\ fl

to progress in implementing PL 94-142. In'tontrast to last.year,' the law's

requirements per se soled to have less influence on LEA special education

administrative decisionmaking than did other external factors (.e.g., court

cases, policy changes, SEA regulations) and internal factqrs`int'rinsit to

individual service delivery systems. For example, eve p when LEAs took

corrective action in response to monitoring (e.g.., makkng IEP objectives

less like instructional plans), they made additional ,adaptations consistent

.with the context of their local systems.

6

.strict continue to move toward the full-service goal of PL 94-142 by

-a'ddres ing special education program gaps, particularly at the secondary

!level. Hovtever, they remain constrained b3i the three,,problem areas of

i...inadequate resources, limited knowledge and skills of education personnel,

and the vague definitions of the borders of LEA legal and fiscal responsi-,

bility. In 1979-80, we noted that 'LEAs, were becoming more aware of the

dimensions of the constraints under which they must operate and the extent

to which they have control over them. As these diTensions became clearer,

LEAs were better able to focus their limited resources on solutions to local

SEARS problems. rn 1980-81, these dimensions became less clear because of

anticipated feral and state cutbacks in support to special education. As

a result, LEA administrators were concerned abot the future, of service

delivery to handicapped children.*
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.I _ ,.. t )Although it should be noted that we visited the.tStudy sites at a time
of great tincertainty about federal funding levels' and thus heard fears of
the worst 'possible scenarios, it seems clear thAtO4EA administratArs will be"
faced.,with future cutbacks and should plan conseiyatirly. PL 94-142 will

remain a categorical federal aid program for at' least 1 to 3 years,,after
--,.

recently being excluded from the Reagan administration's block grant legis-
lltion for federal education programs; however, the entire federal role in
education is being fundaMentaliy reassessed;`,.`PL 94-142 funds will remain

targeted to handicapped children in the short term, thus avoiding compe-
tition for dollars among the targeted population groups 4.e., Title I .

-disadvantaged; the handicapped), but the federal funding role is expected
to diminis h within the next few years.

We have suggested previgusly that local staff need OSE' s assisiance,
in clarifying their borders of responsibity. However, the issue

4

remains

this year that unless LEAs draw their own borders of legal and fiscal
responsibility for SEARS,,it is unclear at which level--federal, state,
o'r local- -such cllarification will occur. When the impending changes in

,PL 94 -142 regulations become knOwn, it should be apparent at which Aevel

such decisions most appropriately should be made; Clarific ation in this
area should also contribute to the resolution of priblems that still remain
in the area of interagency coordination of related services at the state

',level.

Given impending' changes in the locus of educational decisionmaking, we
conclude that OSE should consider 'focusing its technical assistance efforts
on assistance designed to enhanIT local capacity to adapt to the realities
of fiscal conservatism. Some of the creative strategies we observed this

o
year (described in Sections II, III, and 'IV), might be helpful to many LEA
administrators struggling with major planning decisions.

XXV.
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INTRODUCTION

'I

This is the ithird annual update report of findings-from SRI Intern.-

tironal's longitudinal study of implementation of PL 94-142, the Education

for All Handicapped Children Act, at the local education agency (L

level.* As part of its overall evaluation of progress in meeting t intent

of the law; the Office of Special Education (OSE) contracted with SR to.

conduct thik multi-year study. The. primary purpose of the study is to

inform OSE and Congress, about whether special education at the locallevel

is changing in the way the Act intended and, to the extent possible, 'to

explain why or why not. This study is designed as a set of multiple

in-depth case studies of local school systems. °

Last year, we described how LEAs were responding to the law's require-

ments during 1979-80. That report was based pn interviews with a variety of

respondents in 17 site representing 9 states. This report presents the

data collected during the third year, 1980-81, from 1.6 of the same local

education agencies.**

The main finding from the second year of the study was that LEAs

continued to make progress in implementing PL 94-142. The new procedures

were being incorporated into daily practice, wh 1 owed professi onaIs

v

* i .

LEAs are a diverse group of administnat units below the state level.
In addition to local school district LEAs in ottr study include county
school systems, intermediate units", and joint agreements or consortia
among districts.

**
There were .22 LEAs in the original sample. Budgetary constraints resulted
in reduction of the sample size in Years 2 and 3.
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A

to begin to assess whether the procedures were accomplishing the purpose
. -
intended.. Moreover, as procedures became routine, special education

personnel had more time and energy for the delivery of services to hanA
.

capped, children. However, we concluded that progress toward fUll imp1emen-'

tation of the law (in its 'intent to have an individualized,,,Oild-driven

system) continued to be constrained by three main. characteristics of the

local special education service delivery] system: "Inadequacy of available

resources, limited knowledge and skills on the part of education personnel,

and vague definition of the borders of LEA legal and fiscal responsibility.

During the third year: of data collection, therefore, we focused

generally on (1) how LEAs dealtwith these constraining factors in , .

attempting to meet the full-service goal for their gandicapped population

and (2) whether, within the 16 local service delivery systems stUdied,

school pe:rsonnel were better able to meet the intent of PI. 94-142 than

previously. And, in particular, we focused on the "remaining challenges"

associated with secondarp-level programming for special education students,

as well as postsecOndary opportunities for them.'

In 1979-80,. we noted that LEAs were becoming -more aware of the dimen-

sions of the constraints under which they must operate and the extent to

Which they have control over them.. As the dimensions became cleaner, LEAs

were better able to focus thQir limited resources on solutions to local

specialeducation and related services (SEARS) ,problems. In 1980 -81, these

dimensions became less clear, primarily because of the pervasive concern at

the LEA level rega,rding the fate of PL 94-142 (rescission of the law was

being discussed at the time of our site visits), as well as the possible

weakening of federal and state mandates for a free, appropriate- public'

education (FAPE) for handicapped children.

I

Overall, we did not observe any contraction of the delivery of special

education and related services from the levels to which they have grown over

the past 3 years. for the most part, however, LEA special education

2
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administrators were attempting to limit program expansion or to maintain the

status quo within their local service delivery systems, in anticipation of

federal and stateit-titrbacks in educational funds.' The mood of fiscal conser-

vatism under the Reagan administration and related state developments we,
perceived as major constraints to district planning for future expansion in

special education. Although LEA administrators continued to ftll gaps in

their service delivery systems, they tended to app=roach change much more

cautiously than before. In general worried more about all resources,

not just PL 94-142, which remains an important but small percentage of their

overall special education budgets.

Inquiring about, goals and programs for the 18- to 21-year-old hand-
..

c'apped population,' We found that postsecondary )pportunities for special

education students varied considerably across districts: As is the case

while in school, 'the mildly tiandicapped population has the most opportunities

open, to them in the postsecondary world. For the more peverely handicapped,

there are generally some caretaking services available, but these service

agencies also feel threatened. by funding cutbacks:

4,,/
Content of the Report

'The third year's findings are presented in the following three

sections. The' first findings section (II) examines changes in implemen-

tation at the .E-ils. licfel. The first subsection of Section II describes the

resources of and demands on the local service delivery system as LEAs

confront increasing fiscal conservatism. The next two subsections consider

the nature of le al pressures on local school districts in 1980-81 and the

status of interagency coordination to provide services to handicapped

children.. The lot subsection examines how districts are handing evalua-

tion and placement backlogs and the limited extent to which they are

expanding special education and related services. 4

3

a.
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SectiOn III presents the findings on ho4 the needs ofinNidual

students are being met. at the elemerilary and secondary .levels. Last ye r's

findings indicated that LEAs still had much to accomplish in meetin the

intent of the law in terms of individualization. Section III desc ibes the

progress id this area.duritig 1980-81. We first describe the use o pre-

referral screening strategiet designed to intervene before children are

formally referred for special. education, as well as to provide "high-risk"

children with supportive services in.the regular classroom. We then present

findings about procedures from evalu Lion to placement, including evalua-r

tion/reevaluation procedures, indi idual edudation program '(IEP) practices,

and parent involvement in decisio making. In thefourthlUbsectiOrl, we

consider how the concepts of "least restrictive envirOnmene (LRE) and

mainstreaming are giving impetus to changes in the continuum of program.

options and the coordination of services between regular and special

education. Finally, we describe changes in personnel roles (including the

boundary-crosser role) designed to coordinate services for special education

students, and we update the status of inservice training for school

.personnil.

Secondary-level programs, graduation requirements, and postsecondary

-opportunities for handicapped students are discussed in Secticin IV. First,

we describe changes in high school program options, with particularemphasis

on vocational education Opportunities. We then present our findings about

the effects of graduation requirements and minimal competency testin9 on

handicapped students. In the final subsection of Section IV, we discuss the

transition of special education students fr.* high Khool to the.post-

secondary world.

4
The intent of Sections II, III, and IV is to compare the findings from

the third year with those from the second year wherever possible, so that

conclusions can be drawn about changes and movement toward meeting the full
4 r

intent of the law. These sections also highlight examples of strategies

that various districts are using in their implemeliption efforts'.

V
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Finally, Section V presents a summary and 'conclusions.. We first
present an overview of the progress we observed during the 1980-81 schoo1-
year, then discuss anticipated change% in the, context °fa changing federal

, .

. role in education. (

Design of the Study

.

le

(

The design of third-year study viv based on the conceptual frame-
-

work and {method of approact,developed,dalii the first year and described in
the first7itea_hr report (see Appenifices lifinf).* .Our basic data collection
strategy lis*to .conduct interviews in the study sites twice each school, year

.

for aeriod of several days. This year, however, budgetary consthaints .

resultel'in our visiting the sites only once, in February and March 1981.
Interviews were conducted at both the school .and district levels. Respon-

dents included special education administrators, rincipals, special
education teachers, psychologists, vocational education personnel, and
represe atives of human .service agencies.

Our original site selection procedure (including the selective elimina-
tion of some sites from the study in Years 2 and 3) was designed to proVide
maximum variation among LEAs in the. study on the factors most likely to .

explain differences in local implementation of the -law. These factors
include: different state special education laws and funding formulas,
different special education administrative structures, availability of local
resources (i .e., amount of 1 ocal funding, facil i ti es, squal ified staff , ;
administrative leadership, and community involvement); and. a,ccessi bi 1 i ty Pof

resources (i.e., geographic size and- populatiOn dispersal). 'The sites
intluded in-the, third year were:

*
M. S. Stearns, D. Greene; J. L. David, Local Implementation of PL. 94-142:
First Year Report of a Longitudinal Study. SRI interT-Lational,. Menlo Park,
talfornia, April 1980.

5
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. California
(

r Butte County Consortium
- Fresno Unified School District-

- SarrDiego Unified School District

. Florida

- Hillsborough County School s

. Illinois .

- Lee County Joint Agreement
-- Northern Suburban Special Education Dstritt

. Mississippi

Pascagoula Municipal Separate School District

Oklahoma

- Guthrie Independent School District ,

- Tulsa Independent School District

. Pennsylvania

- Philadelphia Intermediate Unit #26

'. Rhode Island

- °Coventry School District
- Woonsocket School District

11.
. 'Tennessee

-- Campbell -County School System..

- Memphis City School System
- Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools

. Washi ngton

- Edmonds School District;

e

The findings presented in this report are derived from a croSs-site-,

analysis of the 1980-81 case Stu data. Our-analysis of findings across

the 16 ease studies permits us to extend inferences about what explains

progress or Tack of progress to sites beyond those in our sample. That is,

when provide a reason or explanation for how or wily something being

27



done, we are 'reasonably certain that the relationship is applicable to LEAs

in general across the country. In contrast, when we report how frequently

we observed some event or activity (e.g., the majority of the LEAs addressed

vocational education programmatic gaps; most LEAs seemed to be filling

service gaps), ouclaims about prevalence are explicitly limited to the 16

LEAs we actually visited. A study of this type' cannot support any inference

or extrapolation about prpvalene(*to the nation as a whole.

4
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j IMPLEMENTATION AT THE LEA LEVEL

f-

This section desCribes the progress of the implementation dPL,94-142-

as obser4ved in the 16 special education per:vice delivery systems visited

during the 1980 -'81 school year. We first discuss local-education agency

resources, demands on the service delivery system, and the ways that various

factors (i.e., local sand outside influences) affected the allocation of,

special education resources. Next, we diicuss legal pressures onLU,s1

11 h including court cases And due 'process hearings. We then describe the status

bf.'interagency, coordination, including an update on legal and fiscal

re4ontibility for the provision of SEARS to handicapped'children.'-ffnally,

vve describe the'changes (compared wittithe 1979-80 school year) in backlogs
. of the service delivery systft, as well as changes in the provision of

special education and related services/to beneficiaries within the juris-,

.dictions<of LEAs. In particular, the focus is on describing the nature of

program expansion by age range, handicapping condition, services to,

nonpublic schools:
--1

lr"

Resodrces of and Demands on Local Special Education Delivery Systems
0 0

With few exceptions, we found that LEA special education administrators '

were more concerned this past year than in 1979-80 about, local and exiernalIM

factors that may greatly inhibit their future ability46 move toward

PL 94-142's fullzservice goal. For example,4beCause of the sudden fiscar,

conservatism of the local school board, one LW- Special education director

planned no expansion of-special education servijes. The board denied

approval of the director's request to pursue state grant monies to identify

borderline childin with a specific learning disability (SLD). According to

a board member, special education is "big enough."

9
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% Although local support. for, education was of concern, the

Fervasive e cern across the study sites was anticipated cutbacks in federal

and state support educiron under the influence of the .conservative

Reagan administration. A sense of uncertainty about funding levels

prevailed and, Made it very diffIcit for LEA adminiArators to plan for thia./

coming year. As one local administrator commentee

Funding insecurity is a majorltonstraint.... We're in a holding

'pattern for the next ears, with little or no new programs

expected. .q

State Education,Agency Initiatives

,

The general tone in at least seven of the nine states irithe study was

that "special education cannot serve everyone." The other two states are in

areas of rapid economiegrowthJthe Sunbelt) so that their resources are not

yet an obstacle to program expansion. If federal and state mandates for a

free, appropriate public education for handicapped children weaken, local

administrators anticipate that the mildly handicapped population will suffer

as federal and state 'resources are targeted to the more severely handicapped.

During-WY' 1980-81 site visits; we found ev4dehce that some states have

already limited, or were planning to limit, their support for special

education. Under new regulation's guiding California's.Master Planrfor

Special Educatiwimplementation, a 10% cap (down from 11%) was imposed on

the number of special educatiOn students that can be counted for state

reimbursement purposes. The maximum proportions for specific instructional

service cateries were also dgsignated. The state education agency

also tighten& somewhat the eligibility criteria,for the learning

handicapped populat.iOn.* The -impact, on, twd of the study sites in this tate

was evident in 1980-81. One LEA already had reached the funding m um for

*Under the fornia Education Code, learning handicapped students are

those Wi significant disabilities in learning or behavipr, such as
learning disabilities, bepavforliisorders, and educational retardation.

3, la .
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self-contained classes, yet had many children waiting for such placements.

The LEA special education director had already asked for a waiver to

transfer related services money to pay for additional self-contained

classes. The other district decertified some resource room children and

returned them to the 'regular classroom with supportive, services.

In Tennesiee, state sales and property tax revenues did not reach the

amount ,expected for this year, so state special education support was cut by

$18*llion statewide. An SEA task force developed proposed regulations to

make,the'state law (Chapter 839) more consistent with PL 94-142 mandates.

These proposed regulations would-delete the following categories from state

law: learning problems, socially maladjusted, intellectually gifted, and

pregnant minors. The proWed regulations also call for tightening of SLD

eligibility criteria by using stanine scores to define the required

discrepancy between achteveMent and ability.

Pennsylvania's SEA proposed a new special education funding model in an

effort to "level bff" state support for special education. The current

open-ended, excess-cost model concerns legislators because "everyone wants'

to see the end.of the road here." The proposed funding model' was designed

to reduce state funding of special education by placing a limit on the

number of handicapped children for which LEAs would receive reimbursemeht.

Although themodelywas dropped after a series of ,statewide hearings, the

'state education secretary commdbte,d;

Itm conyincedbthat the issues that have been raised are important
ones, I'm also convinced that changes must be made in the way we
fund special education in Pennsylvania, and in how we control the
cost and how we deal with court mandates.*

Finally,'inMarch 1981, in anticipation,Of impending federal cutbacks

iD/PL 94-142 funding levels, the Illinois SEA required LEAs to cut their-,A

1981-82 applications.for PL 94-142 entitlement grants by 25%. In addition,

Education of the Handicapped, June 3, 1'981.

- 11
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i,a bill tO "demandate" the Illinois special e ucatiOn law was introduced into
-.4Vk

the state legislature. Although the bill failed to pass by one vote, a a

local'superintendent expressed concern that "...the climate of fiscal
..

conservatism created in Washington under Reagan has been imported to state
, .

captOls.7

I
Local Education Agency Allocation of Resources

Despite such SEA initiatives and LEA administrators' concerns regarding

ated federal and state funding cutbacks, the additions to special

ation service delivery over the past 3 years were not reduced greatly in

the 1980 -81 school year: However, it appeared that/the rate of growth
w. .

slowed as the services provided to handicapped children expanded only

,Only two sited in Sunbel states had special education service

delivery systems that continued .to grow at a rapid pace.

Factors related to changes in LEAs' special education service delivery

systems and their capacity to meet the individual needs of handicapped

'children are discuised throughout this section and in orer sections of this

report. Such factors include: 4

. PL 94-142.
.

. Changes in state legislation and/or regulations.

./ Budgetary constraints.

.

. New service demands (e.g., extended school year, private schools,
deinstitutionalization).

Declining enrollment.
4.

. Legal/advocacy pressure (i.e., due process hearings, court cases).

7
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Summary

The most significant,of our findings during the 1980-81 school year
, regarding the resources of and demands on the special education delqery

system are the following:

. The major concern of district special 'education administrators, as
anticipated cutbacks in federal and state support to education.

N.
Uncertainty regarding funding levels has -made it very difficult for

N. LEA administrators to plan for 1981-82. They fear that current
fiscal conservatism may greatly. inhibit their future ability to move
toward PI. 94-142's full -use *ce goal.

. Some states have already limited or.are. pl anni ng to limit their
support for special education through various means -- placing
limitations on the Timber of the handicapped children who can be
counted for reimbursement purposes, t tening eligibility cdteria,
dropping some special education disab ty categories, and
establ i stii ng new funding model s.

. Local administrators anticipate that the mildly handicapped
population will suffer as support to special educatipn weakens
because resources will be targeted to the severely impaired.
Despite these concerns, no overall contraction in SEARS -delivery
has occurred this year in the study sites:

Legal Pressure of Court Cases' and-Due Process Hearings and Proced$'es

Court Cases

Court cases related "td specific issues affecting special education, are
stni-generally discussed where relevant in other sections of s report. For

example, court cases related to the issue of minimal competency testing are
mentioned in Section IV. However, the cases related to the 12-month

schooling issue are discusstd here. Following this discussion, we describe
changes in due process hearings and procedures.

In T979 -8Q, Pennsylvania's Armstrong v. Kline eecision caused some

concern, in other states, but no trend toward an 'extended school' year (i.e4,

c.
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12-month schooling-for handicapped students) was apparent in the sites

participating in our study.* The Pennsylvania State Department of Education

appealed the 12-month schooling case to the U.S. Supreme Court, saying that

the ruling would hurt'its budget and local control of education.** On June

22, 1981,,,the U.S., Supreme Court refused to review the case, now referred to

as Scanlon v. Battle. Thus, Pennsylvania must find the money to keep its

schools open to severely handicapped children on a year-round basis. Since

1979, the state has provided summer schooling for more than 2,000 disabled

students at a cost of more than $1 millidn per summer.***

The Philadelphia School District implemented the Armstrong v. kline

decision in Summer 1980. The Education Law Center assisted the LEA in its

implementation efforts, and there was gen ral agreement that the program had

been a success The individuals we talkerwi eported that approximately
4P

300 severely handicapped students were identified and served. Although the

SEA funded the program in-1980, funding for Summer 1981 was still- in

question at the local level:

The provision of an extended school year was at issue in one other

state this year. In Mississippi, the Crawford v. Pittman decision required

the state to provide 12-month services to several severely handicapped

students. However, at the time of our visit, no impact was seen at the

local level because an SEA policy'had not been issued.

On June 21, 1979, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania ruled that the state's blanket refusal to provide 12-month
education services"violated PL94-142, That is, the court held that,-
under federal law, each handicapped child jn the Commonwealth is .entitled
to receive a "tree appropriate public education" and recognized that, to
have meaningful access to public education, handicapped students may
require a continuous program of SEARS in excess of the normal 180-day
school year.

**
Educatio9 Daily, June 18, 1981.

***
Education of the Handicapped, July 1, 1981.

14
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For the most part,,the 12-month schooling issue was mentioned as a

concern in about one-third of the study sites. Only in one LEA was the

s er sch9o1 issue the subject of a due process hearing this past year;

however, the LEA won the hearing and did not have to provide summer school
services. In another LEA wile summer school had been an issue in due

process hearings in the past, there was continued pressure from some

parents. However, because the district had won the hearings previously, LEA

administrators were not greatly concerned and indicated that most parents

did not seem to be pushing fry harTfor 12-month schooling.

In summary, it appeared that various local administrators were aware of

the national attention that 12-month schooling has received. Nevertheless,

demand for this service is not strong in most of the LEAs participating Ain

the longitudinal study.

.4*

Due Process Hearings and,Procedures.

3
Due.process hearing activity can be characterized as minimal in all the

study sites this year. Half of the LEAs had frog-one to three hearings; ,

half had none. Over the past 3 years, we have observed a gradual decline in

due process hearIng activity. For the most part, LEAs have tended to win

hearings. As' one local superintendent reflected on the change in due

process activity (the district initiated both due process hearings this

year), he commented that parents no longer seem interested in going through

the hearing process any longer. He though that perhaps this was because

parents perceive that "it's a losing game--they lose because they're wrong

or because we have an edge with lawyers."

I/As was true last year, due process hearings generally were over the

issues of private school placement and related services. In the one LEA

that experienced' its first due process hearing this year, parents objected

to the ,district's recommendation that their child be erved in* trainable

tmentally retarded classroom within the LEA, rather than in a costly private

15



hospital where he had been served previously. Although the case was

unresolved at-the time of our LEA special education director was

concerned that losing this case might upset the calm school-community

relationship that has existed for...the past 3 years: The school board will

go crazy if we have to pay." A due process hearing in another district ,

involved a different issue. 'Parents wanted to specify the amount of related

services and the specific form of service delivery for their autistic

child. The LEA was able to establish that it was providing appropriate

SEARS for this child and won the hearing.

k
As wee reported in 1979-80, the resolution of complaints without a due

process hearing depended on'a variety of local factors, such as the presence

of parent advocates and availability of mediation as a prior alternative..

In particular, the past history and general tone of parent-school

relatieghips in a district, as well is the desire and capacity of

individual LEA personnel to use informal dispute resolution procedures, were

factors that appeared to be influential in all districts. Dispute

reseution strategies, such as negotiation and prehearing conferences, were

also found to be effective by LEA per§onnel in some of the study'sites last'

year.

In at least one district, complaint procedures were created in 1980431

so that parents could present their complaints to an executive committee of

the school board,. Another LEA established a "data review committee" this

year. The committee, consisting of administrative-level personnel, review

cases of special education students for whom a change-'in placement in being
.

recommended (e.g., by school-level personnel placement committees, teachers,

or parents). Because parents were able to ask for a review of placement or

services through the commUtee, the effect was to reduce due process

activity in this district.

The significant decrease in due process hearings in one LEA was

attributable largely to the success 0 a school-based parent outreach

program that the LEA initiated in 1979-.80. As the LEA special education

r16
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director stated, "I attribute a lot of this decrease to the parent

facilitators--the administration is getting fewer phone calls from irate

parents."

It continues to'be true that due process hearing dec sions per se do

not generally produce programmatic or systematic changes i LEA policy, but

they have caused some LEAs to focus more attention on progratic gaps

within their SEARS delivery systems. Court cases are muchmore likely than

due process hearings to affect LEA policy and resource allocatip as

described later under changes in services and benJitiarips.

Summary

To summarize, the findings from the 1980-81 examination of legal-

' pressures affecting special education in the study sites were the following:

. Despite the national attention given to the 12-month schooling issue
as a result of the Armstrong v.. Kline court case, the demand for

this service was not-strong in most of the longitudinal study sites.

. Minimal due process hearing activity occurred this year, reflecting
a gradual decline in hearing activities over `the past 3 years. The
most frequent topic of hearings continues to be the issues of'
private school placement and related services.,

. For-the most part, LEAs continue to rely oh informal dispute
resolution strategies to resolve parent demands (e.g., parent
facilitator program, data review committee).

. .Due process hearing decisions'per se.do not generally produce
programmatic or systematic changes in LEA policy, although they have
caused some LEAs to focus more attention on programmatic gaps.

1' Court cases have more significantly. affected LEA policy and resource,
allocation.

Status of Interagency Coordination

An issue that persists in the area of interagency coordination is the

problem of education agency responsibility for related services crated by:

17
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(1) the "general supervision" clause of PL 94-142: (2) the Act's requirement

to provide related services to handicapped children at no cost to their

parents, and (3) the political and financial realities of how state human

service delivery systems function on a day -to -day basis.*

ander the general supervision clause (Section 300a.600 of the final

regulations), PL 94-142.re4uiresAthat SEAs be responsible only for ensuring

that related services are provided to special education 'students, and it is

presumed that other human service agencies will acknowledge shared

responsibility for the provision of these services. But, as we reported

last year, other agencies in our study sites are responsible for only

lijited and fragmented services, and none has a universal obligation to

provide services to all handicapped students who need them. This year, the

problem still remains: under PL 94-142 the agencies heTd accountable if

services are not provided are the LEA and, ultimptely, the SEA.

Although states have been making progress in implementing interagency

agreements, there continues to be wide variation in the extent to which

human services to the handicapped havepeen effectively integrated. The

nine states,Zour study are in various stages of development with regard to

interagency cooperation.° For example, in one state the SEA has worked

proactively. with other human service agencies terchange legislation and

regulations to promote the integration of services for the special education

population. At the, other end of the continuum is a state that recently

negotiated cvrftten interagency agreements that have had little or no impact

on cooperation because the agencies have not been committed to the need for

change. Between these two extremes are., states that recently have begun to

negotiate agreements between agencies thit,have resulted in increased
.

lity
interagen6y coopetation.

* A more thorough dikussion of this problem is containetin an SRI paper
entitled "Local Implementationlof PL 94-142: Education Agency Respon-
sibility for 'Related Services,'" by David Greene (November 15, 1980).
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Although we can track states' progress related to interagency

collaboration, it is not possible to make genera4 statements regarding the

reasons for progress or the lack of progress by states and LEAs. Issues

arise that affect agen, cy relationships in inconsistent ways (i.e.,,tlie same

factor can have different impacts depending on the state of development of IP

(

interagency agreements at the SEA or LEA level). As we have reported in

past years, prOgress in implementing interagenv coordination reflects each

state's existing political and financial realities concerning the delivery 6

of human and social services. In some instances, state laws and regulations

create strong disincentives for cross-agency coordination.

This. year, we observed three factors that appeared to influence the

level of interagency coordination:' court cases, SEA leadership and state

laws, and the level of resources within an LEA. The influences of these

factors are discussed below.

Court Cases

In two of the states in our study, court cases have involved

interagency coordination issues, but with very different results. In

Illinois, a state that has a moderately developed level of interagency

cooperation, a class-action suit was filed by the Office of Civil Rights

-(OCR) in February 1980 over the issue of fiscal liability for the full costs

of 'educating handicapped children in private residential placements.

Because parents had to pay)the difference between allowable state rates and

the actual costs of serving handicapped children in these facilities, OCR

charged the state with failing to provide a free, appropriate public

education (FAPE) to many handicapped children. This case induced the state

to make changes 'in state law during 1980; these changes have affected

interagency coordination. The state agencies responsible for payment for

services to special education students in private residential facilities

issued a Memorandum-of understanding in August 1980 detailing responsibility

for the relative liability of each agency in cooperative placements, and the

state passed emergency regulations to provide the administrative means of
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carrying out the agreement between the Department of-Mental Health (DMH) and

the SEA. Although the changes at the state levelhad"not been in place long

enough to hive had any long-range results, the reaction of local special

education administrators interviewed this year was positive., As one

superintendent stated, "Agency peopl know that they-have to respond to

LEAs. There's less frustration at t e interface level and bette0

communication."

The Nattie T. v. Holladay court case in Mississippi, which has very

little formal interagency cooperation, reqdired that the SEA take a more

active role in ensuring an appropriate education for the state's special,

education population. One result of the consent decree was that interagency

agreements had to be drawn up among all agencies serving the handicapped.

Although 2 years have passed since these agreements were drafted,

interagency cooperation has improved little. Because the interagency

agreements did not clearly determine funding responsibility for services,

the SEA ..can provide little assistance when LEAs have problems Working out

arrangements with local 'service agencies. The SEA can only try to find

alternative services for LEAs at the same price, because the SEA\Oas no

regulatory authoOty ("clout") over the other agencies.

SEA Leadership and State Law

Important elemensin facilitating the integration of,services to the

handicapped are the level of SEA leadership visa -Vis LEAs (e.g., state-

level agreements, technical assistance) and the provisions of theate

law. For example, one state's tradition of close cooperation betweenAt

SEA and LEAs has facilitated the integration of services to the

handicapped. The SEA has providqd technical assistance on issues-such as

deinstitutionalization'(through the establishment of joint SEA-DMH and

4 LEA-QMH task, forces to,_work out the problems involved) and the clarifiCation

,of LIA legal responsibility for(telated sermices (through policy statements

on psychotherapy). In addition, the organization of.human service agencies

K
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-
under a centralized-authority makes it easier to'..negaiate agreements among-
agencies.

.

r
In contrasts another state in our study hal avoided policy promulgation

because the SEA has adopted the philosophy that lthe key to change is local

ownership. Although some People argue that this philos'ophy-holds great i.-111

merit, the LEAs in the state Bite this.laissq -faire attitude as the source

of-many of their problems in detemilkng responsiltlity r providi
.0.

frelated services to special educaticin students. Communicati poor

between the SEA and the districts in our study; and,When the LEAs have taken
'tio.4he initiatiVe in seqirg local special education policy; they have received %

ssurances of subpart, from he SEA. Al so;the lack orSEA' leadership and
unclear- state interagency agreements have proVided LEAs with little leverage
over other servic2 agencies. In some cases, the LEAs have beenput in

legal bind when the state has issued recommendations that_are contradietory
with-local- practices. For :example, one LEA is' sing *SEA as a result of
such an incident during, 19sq-81 . Without clear guide,,,. nes from the state on

the Issue of what is to be considered a medic-al vs. .kiucational" related

service, this LEFdrew its own.border of responsibility in this area. The
LEA' _s decision, was Challenged by a parent, who wanted a 'behavioral therapist

3

to providetherapeutic services in the.child's home after school hours in.

addition to the. services already provided during the school day. The

'district refuied to provide the services; but the due pflicess hearing,

decision from the state directed the LEA to provide this additionalr.relatee

service. Because it disagrees, the LEA is suing -the SEA in order to appeal

the.due process decision. As a result-of this court action, the SEA \ay be
a

forced to establish sine clear guidelines on what constitutes a relate.
.

sdrvlce. .

As reported last year,' state law ..in one of our states has created a.

problem over proyidirig services that fall on the medical/educational
,

border. At issue was, the expenditure of education dollars for medical

"treatment's:services, a procedure that is prohibited by-state law. - F

example, if it was determined by the L that a special education tudent
needed psychiatric therapy; the distric could not recommend such services

1
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in the IEP because this would require the LEA to seek DMH services for which

a fee is charged. However, the payment of this fee by the LEA would haVe

been contrary to state law. This situation still existed this past year and

continued ta pu the state's LEAs in an obvious bind: if they recommend

medical treatme services necessary for a student to benefit from his or

her education hen they are responsi under FAPE provisions- to provide

these service at no cost to parents:- However, LEAs are prohibited from

paying for such services. The _result is that necessag services are not

recommelided.

' Level of Local Resources

,

The availability of resources within school districs ofteh is a factor

in determining incentives for interagency cooperation. For example,

consider,the following two LEAs within the same state. The legislature has

givgn LEAs leverage over other human service agencies by requiring in state

law, that these agencies cooperate with school 'districts in Order to receive

. agency funding. On% economically depressed LEA within the state 'has used

the law,to -force interagency cooperation and gain some control over services

provided to special education students. Another suburban LEA within the

state, which is not as hard pressed financially, has not pushed for an

integratSon of services.. Thus!, when adequate local resources exist, there

is generally net a great need toi,seek formal interagency coordination.

Although it would' seem obv ous that districts shr king_ resources

have a strong incentive to integrate services and. d stricts wi 'amp ye or

adequate resources do not, our 'findings in some sites do not sup rtithis

pothesis. It appear, that inch Lives greater than finances may at work

(e.g., gaining administrative control over student Programming). An one

district, for example, agencies have refined their interagency agreements
.

6,11 for two reasons: finance. and administrative control. To cope with funding

cutbacks fn both agencies, the LEA and DMH have refined their informal

agreement over the provision of servfces to the severer handicapped, to the
.

benefits of both agencies. More impdrtantto district personnel, though, 4
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was.that the district-cutback on services contracts with other agencies

gave them administrative control over special educ om service delivery.

Although this change did not represent financial savings for the district

(and in some cases the costs were higher), administrators felt that it gate

them the control they really needed if the LEA was to be held accountable

for service delivery under PL 94-142 provisions.

Summary

Our principal observations on the status of interagency coordination

during the 1980-81 school year were the following:

.. There is wide variation in the extent to which integ tibn of
services to the handicapped has been accomplished through
interagency agreements. Establishing interagency agreement& has not

- been enough; there is still a need to review laws and regulations
pertaining to cooperative service arrangements and to.revise those
that can interfere with the provisiOn of services -to han
students, as well as to inc14e provisions for accounta
measures.

. Commitment of resources by SEAs and LEAs has facilitated interagency
cooperation (e.g., technical assistance, c000perative planning).

. Adequate incentives must exist for education and other human service
agencies to cooperate; and incentives vary, depending on local and
state-level circumstances.

Chahges'in Sermices and Beneficiaries

yr

005.;°41Initial Evaluation and Placement Ba ogs

toy

Last.year,-we reported decreases"in.backlogs that pliously existed in

the majority of the study sites. In 1979-80, initial evaluation and.

*cement backlogs were effectively reduced by...use of two strategies:
,

adding evaluation personnel and expanding services. Where available
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resources did

alleViated to

class sizes.

;
not permit use "of these strategies,., the 'backlogs w re

some extent by using other strategies, such as increasing

Although the reduction of backlogs for initial evaluation and

placement remained a priority for action in,the study .sites this past year,
, -

the majority of the LEAs continued to have baCklogs, primarily at the

evaluation state. .In 1980-81, the most common strategy used to address the

backlog ,problem was hiring g additional evaluation Personnel .° Fewer LEAs

expanded services to accommodate more special education students as a

L236) aog-reducing strategy. didipecial ,education administrators in one

district, which had,oexpandelltervices last year, changed their strategy this

past' year in response to new state regulations calling for more prereferral

screening and tighter eligibility criteria for the resource program.

Although prereferril screening, in general, did not expand dramatically thii

past=year, several LEAs :did use this strategy for attaining more appropriate

referral s. In one,district, al)rog ram implemented in 1980-81 by regular
educators provided- anearly detection system iflor special education referrals

at the kindergalen tnrougi:!.3rd=grade level. The assessments completed by

d iagnosticia4 ;aye- eased theleval uation burden for special educati on

placement. A 'ityktegy used leis frequently to deal with evaluation 'backlogs

Was,increasing ,51As'stzeS toward the maximum allowed by ,each -state.

However, an LEF:ps9010bgist one di strict conrnented that ,speci al .

education cl a slei- "Or.ljm 1

, .

Placement backlogs weri less frequent than those for evaluation, but

,they were a prob m in a few:sites. Even in the two LEAs with considerable

program expan41 thi past'year, district personnel reported that Children

were waiting for special 'education placement.. In one district, children can

wait up to a ieirTefor placement because of a Tacloof space-and personnel.

ReCognizing,thOileed fon even more .special education servfces, tha LEA is

planning program expansion in 1981-82. The.other district also pi ns

pr4ram expansion and, this year, is using options. such as remedial '.

4 ,
N

clas-,'srooms or service in the regular lassroom With an individual education
. (.-

pillORm (IEP) to. serve a co rally increasing SLD,populations

A,
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Reevaluation Backlogs.

Our general finding last year was that the requirement to complete

reevaluation of special education students.every 3 years also resulted in

backlogs.. The study sites were just beginning to address their reevaluation

backlogs, most often by hiring more evaluation personnel or by making the

reevaluation process more systematic. This y.ear, reevaluation .backlogs

remained a relatively low priority across the study sites. In one large,

LEA, for example,/the district's management information system (MIS), which

keeps track of the need for initial evaluations, annual reviews, and

reeValuation, listed reevaluation as the third priority.

Although reevaluation backlogs were reported to be a problem in half of

the study sites this year, .only.four districts seemed to be directly

addressing these backlogs in their systems. The strategies used by these

LEAs were to hire additional evaluation personnel and to allO4ate staff

resources differently. One district was about 2-1/2 years behind in

reevaluations; having regarded them as a low priority. This year, however,

in an effort to be in compliance with this requirement, the LEA decided to

hire a new psychologist specifically to perform reevaluations. Another

district hired an intern psychologist to work under the district

psychologist's supervision in an effort to reduce evaluation and
4

reevaluation backlogs. Although this strategy helped to reduce the

backlogs, anticipateddibudget cuts for next year have forced the special

education director to delete the intern position from the budget. Because

SEA monitors al so cited reevaluation backlogs, for corrective action, this

local directbr is in a bind regarding how to cope with this situation next

year.. In a third district, referrals for initial evaluations had decreased,

so the district psychologists were advised to reallocate their time to

reevaluations, thus reducing the backlog from last year.

The reevaluation backlog problem, grew'substantially worse in only one

district during 1980-81.. Thrs financially constrained urban LEA is the same

district that had serious backlog problems year. Tht' ever worsens ng

backlog (currently dearly 7,000 children) in this site is due to many

25
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- factors. First, as discussed last year, becadse the mental health agency

that has the responsibility for conducting psycilologiewal reevaluations has

several funding sources it haA numerous priorities other khan providing

services for the school district and hence is slow to conduct

reevaluations. In addition, several proposed changes in state regulatibns

(regarding eligible handicapping_panditions and required testing procedures)

are contributing td the reevaluation backlog. For example, the proposed

removal of one mildly handicapped category from inclusion under state law is

causing LEA administrators to push for reevaluation of children in this

category, to determine whether some of these children are eligible to be

reclassified in handicappelcategory. SEA monitoring this

year resulted in a d for corrective action in this area.

Given all this pressure, the LEA special education director has

developed several strategies to confront this problem; there is little

support from either the SEA or the state mental health agency. This backlog

Problem is not amenable to easy resolution and may continue to grow.

Overview of Changes in Services and Beneficiaries

.New,program development and/or expansion of existing programs was

evident in all the study sites last year. In contrast, during the 1980-81

school' year, program expansion was more limited in Cope, with few

exceptions. For thirost part, LEAs either maintained the status quo or

filled in some gaps within their special education service delivery

systems. Many districts focused on areas of programmatic weakness at the

secondary level, especially with regard to SLD, seriously emotionally

disturbed (SED), and vocational education programs.

. Preschool Prog wE 1L

, 1pp.

New-preschool programs or program expansion occurred in one-third of

the study sites during 1979-80. During 1980-81, there were no new preschool
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programs. Because the majority of the study sites now serve preschool'
'children, the LEAs tended to focus their effohts on maintaining the status.

quo or on expanding the services that they already deliver. Four LEAs
continued to use PL 94-142 preschool incentive grants to help maintain their
programs. Three other districts used preschool incentiye grants to expand'
their services at the preschool level. For example, one large LEA served
more 4-year-old trainable mentally retarded (TtjR) and orthopedically

.,..,handicapped (OH) children this year. ,Another district added a class for
hard-of-hearing preschool TMR-children. Finally, an urban LEA hired four

( ,..c.speech and--langtoge therapists underits preschool incentive grant.

Elementary School Programs

I
.Although several new programs were introduced at the elementary level

in 1979-80, the primary activity was the expansion of existing programs. In
ir more than half of the sites, we found an increase inservices to SLD

students. In 1980-81, only one new program was started to -serve a .

previoLlsly unserved population. Limited program expansion characterized the
situation at the elementary level in about half of the.LEAs. For most
part, distrtcts seemed to focus on filling gaps in their special educOion4service delivery systems ". Compared with last year, we observe relatively
little growth ,in SU) services across the sites during the 1980-81 school
year.

However, tine of the large urban districts started a nse program for
previously unserved SED students during 1980-81. Although the LEA had
planned and funded three, classes tit the elementary and junior high levels,
only one class (at the elementary level) was operational this year because
state reimbursement for the classes arrj.ved too late in the school year to
fund more than ene teacher.'

,
....-.."

Three other districts expanded their existing programs at the
elementary level. A 'rural district filled a service delivery.gap by adding
an SLD resourceclass at one school. Now all member LEAs of this special

27
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education cooperative have SLD programs. An increase in the SLD population

prompted another disfict to open twa cross-categoriCal classes to serve

SLD, SED, or educable mentally retarded (EMR) students. Nevertheless,' given

LEA coneern over funding levels for 1981-82, the' district did not further

expand its service delivery systeM, despite the fact that there were about

20 Sft) students waiting for Rlacement., In contrast; the third site, located

in a Sunbelt state, expanded programs considerably for its increasing SLD

population at both the elementary and secondary levels.

Growth in SLD services was not as great at the elementary level this

year. In some instances, LEAs have continued to tighten SLD eligibility,

criteria. In response to,stricter state eligibility criteria for the mildly

handicapped population, one district,decertified some children from its

resource progpm. Now the resource program serves more severe SLD students,

as well as sow EMR and SED studeilts.4

+01

Secondary School Programs

Last year, we reported that all but three LEAs were making progress in

expanding services to handicapped iudents at the secondary level,

particularly in the area of SLD and vocationat education programs and

services. Despite this growth in progr

students represented an area of great n

rjriti SED programs for secondary

ed. In 1980-81, in all but two of

the study sites, LEAs were allocating resources to expind secondary programs

for the handicapped to a greatbr extent than they targeted resources at

other levels of their special education service delivery systems. In

addition to changes in SLD services and vocational educatioN programs,

districts began to make so

secondary SED studen

progress in addressing the unmet needs of

r the most part, LEAs' again seemedo be filling

gaps within their service delivery systems. In some cases, the programmatic

changes were in response to outside pressures of court eases or SEA

monitoring.

lOr

4
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In general, SLD program growth at the secondary level was very limited;;

howati.,,three districts experielliced'nontinued rapid expansion of these

programs. One LEA expanded SLD services at both the elementary and

secondary levels:in response to the district's awareness ofebhe unmet needs

of its growinp SLD populOionts.well- as parent.pressure;'and in 'accordance

with continuing implementation of an SEA-developed policy of phased-in

service expansion. Another large LEA added several-Nngw SLD classes at the

secondary level to better serve an increasing SLD population. Both of these

sites are in areas of rapid economic growth (i.e., the Sunbelt), solthat.

resource'limitat4ons are not yet an Obstacle to expansion. The third LEA

offered an interesting contrast to the other two districts. In 1980-81,

this large urbah LEA was operating at a $70-million deficit, but placed

program priorities on expanding services to the secondary SLD and severely

Mentally retarded (SMR) populations in response-to the external force of

legal pressure. Given the state's excess cost formula for reimbursement to

LEAs, the district was able foiliccomplish this expansion despite declining

local' support for special education. However, the SEA wants to change its

special -education funding mechanism soon, to cut back on the.state's cost of

educating handikapped children. -LEA administrators are growing very

concerned about future budgetary constraints on the system.

About half of the study sites either expanded services to secondary SED

students or were planning to do so in 1981-82. For example, one distrist

that had opened a new facility for SED students last year, doubled the

number of classes at this school in order to serve more students this past

year. As the LEA special education director commented:

...in a large urban district, there is a greater number of this
type of student.... I'm satisfied in my own mind that these students
have been properly assessed and genuinely.need the services in a

self-contained class.

AfYleast two other LEAs plan to address gaps in their SED programs in

1981-82.
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Changes in vocational education program options and services for

special eduOation students are discussed in Section IV. However, it should

be noted-here that over half of the stu4y sites addressed this area of need

"in 1980=81: In some cases, programs were acided'at the high schOOd level.

In others, new roles were created to better coordinate vocational services

for special education students. 'Firially, some LEAs focused their efforts on

trying to better match student skills with the requirements of specific jobs

in the community.

/

LEA addlinistrators in the two rural districts that did not expand

services at the secondary level this year acknowledged that service gaps

still exist. However, local support for special edUcation is not strong.

As one special education director commented, "This is a conservative area.

We have to fight for what we get in special education."

The Handicapped Population,18 to 21 Years Old

. Our 1980-81 findings regarding'.services to handicapped students aged 18

to 21 are presented in Section IV of this report. As was true last year,

the general pattern is for LEAs to offer secondarrstudents the opportunity

to stay in existing special education programs through the age Of 21.

Although many of the more severely impaired students (e.g., TMR, SMR) do

stay in school that long, mildly handicapped (e.g., SLD, SED, EMR) students

fe9dleither to drop out of school or to graduate by the time they are 18.

Services to the Severely ,Handicapped

Overall, there were few changes in either the nature or quality of

services proyided to the severely handicapped population (e.g., TMR, SMR).

Nevertheless, a few LEAs did expand services to this pbpulationr In one

large urban district, deinstitutionalization and. legal pressure have forced

the LEA to expand servfces to the SMR population within the public schools.

In addition to new classes, a number of "model" SMR programs operated

6
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throughout the district in 1980-81. There was also an effort to place SMR
students in schools, with peers theirr own age and to emphasize functional
living skills in the community (e.g., going to the laundrOmat, riding
buses). In another urban district, a TMR class was added at the high school
level in response to advocate pressure to do more mainstreaming of the
severely handicapped. Before the 1980-81 year, TMR students at the
secondary level could in served only in special schools within the LEA. A
rural district continued to expand its services to children in a state
mental institution within its jurisdiction; the local special education
director used PL 94-142.funds to hire teachers and aides to accommodate 25. .

more SMR children. Despite outreach to this population,
.

SEA monitoring

team criticized ttk district this year for not serving all 160 children from
the institution. Given tight local budgetary constraints and lotmited

financial support from the state mental health department, it seems
unrealistic to expect this district ti take corrective action. As the

special education di-rector commented, "We'-ve been acting in good faith.
Maybe we- should have g6ne to court instead of trying to serve kids."
Finally, a fourth district plans to end its contract with a private agency
that has been serving the district's SMR children. ''This year, the LEA used
PL 94-142 funds toircquire the facilities necessary to serve these children
within the district in 1981-82. -

)4.

Services to Nonpublic Schools

For the most part, there were few changes in the provision of services
to nonpublic schools within the jurisdictions of the study sites.- Almost
all the LEAs provide diagnostic serviceelo the nonpublic schools, if

(requested. However, procedures have become more routine in some sites this

year. In response to an SEA directive, is ed last year, that LEAs are
responsible for evaluating chil onpublfc schools, one LEA organized

a new "special admissions team" this year to deal with services to children
from nonpublic schools. The team, funded by PL 94-142 'monies, is composed'

of five members: a program Supervisor, a social worker, a psychologist, a
speech therapist, and an SLD teacher. The team can provide referral,

D
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testing, placement, and inservic#,functions for private schools o refer

their students for LEA special education services. When making re uests for

evaluation and/or services, private schools must use all of the LE 's forms

and must abide by its procedures. If it is determined that a studet needs

special education and related services that the private school does not

have, then the student is enrolled in both the private and public schools.

Perhaps a few more LEAs provided direct services to nonpublic Sc ols

in 1980-81 than in the preceding year, but the services most COmmonly \

delivered continue to he speech therapy and SLD'services. Only one'sit has

gradually been expanding diagnostic and direct services to nonpublic school

children within its jurisdiction; however, there was concern in that sit

about the impact .of anticipated budget cutbacks on service delivery to 1

nonpublic school children. Because parent expectations have now been

raised, LEA officials anticipate public resistance if and when LEA services

,are cut back. At a district.administrator commented, "The local diocese

ready for this fight and will-go after us demanding services for-kids who

have been diagnosed and identified."

Private School 'Placements

A pattern that we have observed over the past 3 years is that LEAs have,

been able to reduce the number of students that they place in private day or'

residential schools primarily by expanding their own SEARS delivery systems

to accommodate these handicapped students. During 1980-81, in one district

that is experiencing continuing LEA budgetary constrats, the special

education director, who came to the district 2 years ago, had reduced the

number of students in,private.school placements by 50% (from 11U to 52) by

opening special education classes within the LEA. This reduction Was

permitted- reallocation of LEA resources to expand SEARS within the

district. In another LEA experiencing budgetary constraints, very few

children had been served in private placements:' This past year, the

district was able to return four hearing impaired children to the LEA

program so that there were no children placed outside the district.
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An urban LEA has had a, history of due process hearings over the issue

of private school placements. -LEA administrators have attempted over the

last 3 years to develop programs within'theAistrict in order to bring some

students back from private placements. For example, during the 1980-81

school year, the LEA ran-its own program for several autistic children

formerly served privately. Although the LEA is actually paying more to

serve these children through its own program than through its contractual

arrangements with a local medical center, the district administrators have

gained ma* fiscal and administrative control over their service. delivery

system. In addition, one key impetus for changing and improving services

was that parents of autistic children were reported to be "very vocal."

Although local circumstances (e.g., legal/advocacy presiure, budgetary

constraints) usually explain changes in private school placements, a change

in state legislatiOn somewhat affected a suburban. district in one state this

year. Because of the historical lack of private residential options for SED

-children within this state, the district has traditionally served large

numbers of students in out-of-state residential placements.. A recent change

in state law slightly increased LEA. access to residential options within the

state. Although the district special education director thought that this

change was a move in^the right direction in terms of expanding the continuum.

of residential options to consider, there are still not enough appropriate

residential settings to bring back all the SED students who are currently
le

served in out-of-state placements.

a
One LEA was the exception to the general pattern, in that it slightly

increased the number of students placed in private schools this Year.

Despite growth of SED services within the ?LEA special education delivery

system, the system cannot accommodate a ll of the SED students who have been

identified. As the LEA spbcial education director noted: "We have 30 SED`

kids we don't have places for; they're either in SLD classes, at home, or in

private schools."

Last year, .we noted that the issue of fisCal liability for the fall

costs of educating handicapped children placed in private schools was a
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major concern in two state: Illinois and Pennsylvania. In.Gary B. v.
Cronin, the plaintiffs objected to parents' having to pay for psychotherapy

as a related service 'for children placed in private residential placements.
.r,,,

Although Gary B. v. Cronin remains in litigation (i.e.`; the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Illinoiragreed to hear
arguments from Ipth'sides),* anassociated Office of Civil giets (OAL
class action suit resulted in changes in interagency agreements for
1980.81. Clarification of fiscal liability was di scussed earl ier irr thi s
section wider the status of interagency coordin'ation. .

The class action -suit, Gittelman v. Scanlon, filed by the Education Law

Center (ELC) against the4Pennsylvania SEA and an LEA, also concerned-the

full costs of educiting handicapped students in state-approved private

schopls. Parents, ere being charged the difference between the cost of

SEARS in the private school and what the state paid toward tuition and
related services. The Gittelman v. Scanlon case is still pending; according

to ELC, settlement negotiations were in progress as of JUly 1981. .

Status of Related Services

c
The provision of services related to special education increased

,

slightly in half of the study sites during 1980 -81. For the most part,

''air changes can be characterized as "more of the same." Seteral LEAs used

rk '94-142 funds to Wrovi,de related services. At least two districts in

t
c.

'.' different states used PL-94-142 funds for related services because these
e

funds could be targeted to areas of need more easily than couldstate

funds. Thus, the avarability of PL 94-142 funds enabled the LEAs to

provide services that( were inadequately funded by their states. ederal

funds also accounted for the change in related services in one .oth

*
NASDSE liaison Bulletin, June 16, 1981.
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0 I.diitriZt. This-large urban district, in- response to' feedback from the SEA, '-

monitoring team and local advocjiy.pressure, used PL .94-142 funds this -
,year. to develop a parent traini% effort. In addition, the LEA used its

PL 89-313" (Title I for the handicapped) funds to develop related services
and supplemental aids needed by the district's many deinstitutionilized SMR

students.

Two sites different states provided catheterization as a new relOed .

service this year. In both districts, this service was aided because the
special edutption administrators anticipated the demand for it, given legal-
decisions ih other states that ruled in favor qf parents who requested
catheterization. As one LEA special educ on director stated: "Rather
than wait until we were told to do it, we d it."

. . ,..
_ .

. .. At le'ast two LEAs uiedstrategies to "stretch" related services or to.,.. A
a treat some related services as Itition items. One large district increased

las physical therapy (PT)'serv(c'es this year byg PT technicians. The
special education -di rector: 4_134ays looting for waysgto tnaximi ze his s special,
ethica4on dollars, analyzed state personnel requirements and 'found that PT y
services 'need only to be supervised' (not provided) by physical therapists,
Thus, PT technkians now deliver services at a cheaper rate (whichiprovi'des
twice the services for the'same amount ofrtnie4S;), and physical therapists
superiise the technicians. In anticipation of future funding cutbacks,...
district adniinistrators in a spaal.efiucatio'n cooperative plan to use-the
strategy of "pricing out" relatedltervices tar its member LEAs.'1'his past'
year, foAxample,- occupational thpy, physical therapy, and adaptive
physical education -ervices were transferred fro' e PL 94-142 budget- to
the cooperaiOe's regular spegial education bud t as tuition items for the
piember LEAs.that use such services.

,

. kecorriiendatibns 'in IEPs

In genes,' , there are no changesfrdm otr 1%79-80 findings that IEPs
for student M n LEA-based,programs regularly include needed i lated .services

D.
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to the extent that: (1) t

are provided by contract

0e-basis of a personal

her counterpart inanother

e

LEA provides ihese.services directly, (2) they

another agenap, or (3) they'are provided on' .

ement between an LEA administrator ancchiS,or :

agency.

o.

'4, In practice, what this means is that the services recommended in the

IEP are the related services accessible to the LEA. This does not always

translate in*what is "appropriate" for a student. As one LEA psychologist

commented: "It's'more realistic but not necessarily meeting student`

needs." Although LEA personnel 4n'the study sites' were concerned about

.Meeting tile needs of their special ed tion population, s ial educatiot

admjnistratbrs in all the L ned Cbncerned about district liability

for IEP recommendations of related services. Three LEAs continued explicit

policies regarding what services could be recommended in theme IEP because

district admiAstratbrs view the IEP as defining the LEA's legal

respohsibilitY. One of these LEAs established a committee during 1979-8U to

review the resulis_of diagnostic evaluations to determine which students

,required psychotherapy at a "necessary IEP related service," and this year,

- they established a similar committee for recommending OT and PT:services in

the IEP.

Few LEAs have explicit policies regarding serviqps that may or'may, riot

be recommended in the IEP, but the issue of psychotherapy as an

educatiAally related service continue to generate Concern in Many of e .

study sites: As reported last year, the' majority of the LEAs regarded

psychotherapy and, psychiatric counseling services as medical, not
"qv

A educationa/ services. The LEA2therefore drew a line at the

mlOical/educational border of responsibility. In 1987 81, 1U LEAs

(including 2 of the 3 LEAs mentioned n the previous paragraph) still

considered psychbtherapy and psychiatric counseling to be noneducational

services.* District administratorsi concerns were often based on a large

demand for these services and/or on past experience with due process

hearings (or the possibility of hearings).over district liability for r

sUggested or actual serxice recommendations. In one district, state'faw

still defined psychotherapy as a medical service, and in another LEA, itie
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SEA continued its policy that LEAs are not required .to provide psychiatric

services beyond sits. Five LEAs havetnot classified psychOtherapy ands

psychiatric counseli as either edUcational or medical services because the

issue has not arisen (i.e., there fs little demand for these services).

F4nally, one district may or may not recommend psychotherapy:depending-4a

the diagnostic evaluation committee's recommendation as described in the

preceding, paragraph. -

Remaining Challenges for Local SEARS Delivery Systems

As was true last year, individual school districts in 1980-81 still,had'

specific areas of unmet,needs hat depended primarily on their local

contexts (e.g., local tax base, natare of handicapped student population,

parental expeciationt, history and tradition of SEARS delivery system).

Although these unique needs, or remaining challenges, continued to be

influenced by such local factors, the influence of external factors on LEA

speCial education administrators' petspectives of remaining challenges

seemed'greater. Anticipated cutbacks in federal and state funding for

speci0 education were a pervasive concern. Despite some limited progham

expansion this year, contraction may very well characterize local special

°education service delivery' systems in the 1981-432 school year. Thus,

whereas in 1980-81 th-e LEAs addressed,someof the programmatic gaps that we

identifiedolast year (e.g., SED and secondary programs), the remaining

challenge will be to maintain the status quo or to expand special education

programs, given steadily diminishing resources to meet the'unique needs of

handicapped/children:

*
,Sectibn.3006.13 of the final regulations defines counseling services as
"services*provided by ,qualified social wor.kers, psychologists, guidance
counselors, or other qualified personnel. Currently, the policy issue of
whether schools should provide special education"students with "necessary"
seViceS such as psychotherapy and psychiatric counseling is stiil
unresolved at the federal level. 'A-
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Summary

The following are our findings regarding expari§ion of services and
Increases in the number of beneficiaries served during the 1980-81 school
year: .

. Backlogs for, ttial evaluation, placement, and reevaluation
continued to xist in the majorityof LEAs, Reevaluation backlogs
remained a low prioriti, but a few LEAs used various strategies to
reduce this problem.

. With few exceptions, program expansion was more limitee,in scope
than last year. Most LEAs focused their efforts on addressing gaps
at the secondary level,

. Although there were no new pre§chool programs this year, # few LEAs
expanded pnd refined their prechool programs..

. Limited program expansion a d refinement occurredat the elementary
level.

. Districts allocatedmore re ounces to the secondary level than to
any other age range in orde to address programmatic gaps.

Efforts at the secondary level focused primarily on the areas of
SLD, ,SEDI and vocational education programs for handicapped students.

. Few changes occurred in -providing services, to handicapped
individual s aged 18 to 21. LEAs' general ly provide secondary
students with the .opportunity to remain it school through the age'
of .21.

. Few changes were observed in either 'the nature or quality of
services to the severely handicapped. However, a few LEAs 'did
expand services to this population, primarily In' response to
internal and external pressures.

. Aimost all the LEAs prov,ided diagnoStic services to the nonpublic
schools viithin their. jurisdictions. Perhaps a few more than last
year provided direct services,,, which ,were typically SLD and speech
tfierapy services. 94

. LEAs continued'to redqe the number
private day or residential schools,
§EARS delivery systems.

of students that they placed,in
primarily by expanding !their own

. Provision of related services increased slightly in half of .the,
study sites, but the changes can be characterized as "more of the
same." PL 94-142 funds were often used to 'expand related services.
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. Related services recommended in IEPs continu to be those that were

accessible to the LEA. The majority of the study sites considered
psychotherapy to be a medal rather than an educational service.

a

I
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III MEETING NEEDS AT THE ELEMENTARY '& SECONDARY SCHOOL LEVELS

The preceding. section presented findings related to LEA special
education service delivery systems in response to the requirements of
PL 94-142, as well as to local contextual factors and outside influences.

0 In this section,, we discuss the school-level changes with regard to those
requirements of the law that directly affect the extent to which the needs
of individual students are met. First, we present findings on prereferral

> C 4.

screening, which is designed to intervene before children are referred to
special ethfation and to provide "high- risk" children with supportive
services in the regular classroom. Next, we examine changes in the

eval uation-to-placement process, including evaluation /reevaluation
procedures. We then discuss changes in 440 practices and parent involvement
in school -level decisionmaki ng about their children. Next, we describe how
the concept of least restrictive environment (LRE) is affecting the
continuum of program options and the coordination of mainstreaming
activities between regular and special education. Finally, we describe
changes in personnel roles and inservice training for special and regular

.education personnel.

Prereferral Screening and Intervention

Elementary School Level

,Last year, we- fetind that in about
prerefenral screening and intervention
level had increased: - These strategies
of inappropriate referrals and thereby

half of the LEAs the use of
strategieS at the elementary school
were desig.ned to decrease the, Number

to reduce the number of referrals to
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special education generally. This year, given the context of limited

program expansion and expected contraction of services in 1981-82, we

expected to find an even greater emphasis on prereferral screening and

intervention-. However, we did not see as large a change as expected. At

least one-third of the LEAs in our study continued to have no formal

prereferral intervention strategy. In those sites that had initiated or

expanded formal prescreening in 1979-80, their efforts continued at about

the same level. Only three LEAs significantly expanded their prescreening

intervention efforts for 1980-81,. These three LEAs were the sites affected.-

by California's Master Plan for Special Education and one progressive

diitrict in another state.

California's new Master Plan regulations, being implemented this year,

"prohibit" special -education referral: withoa consideution or use of

regular education program resources. 'Previously, interventions were merely

encouraged, but tighter regulationi were instituted as a result of statewide

complaints that special education programs were being overloaded. In

response'to these new regulatiShs, and in an effort to reduce inappropriate

referrals (in response to the new state cap imposed on the number of special

education students that can be counted for state reimbursement purposes),

both. of the Master Plan sites in our study have placed, more emphasis on

their prereferral intervention efforts. For example, in one district, the

special educTon administration tried to get resource specialists to

emphasize interventions such as Title I or special reading programs prior to

rqferral to special education. The other LEA developed, and is using,

standardized or teacher-developed instruments for prereferral screening;

these instruments inclilde an adaptive, behavior scale and a classrooM

observation scale. These changes indicate a more formal, systematic attempt

toward prereferral intervention in this LEA. Thiseffort already s having

an effect; a resource specialist noted that "only 2 out of 50 [referred]

did not qualify." In this LEA, the special education director views the
-0

prescreening aspect of the new Master,Plan regulations as a positive move

because it gives the district some needed influence with regular eduCation

to prevent special education from becoming a "dumping ground". As he

commented: "For the first time, due to the Master Plan guidelines, we are
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doing more -pr4c reening. We have more teeth as to hat regular education

teachers must try."

Only one other district significantly expanded its prereferral

screening and intervention efforts for 1980-81. This suburban district

continued its focus on school-based prereferral intervention. In one

school, the pupil services teen continued to review each regular teacher's

class list to identify airy "high-risk" children with learning problems. The

team members then provided the regular teachers with information or

materials on intervention techniques that might be appropriate forspecific

children. In 1979-80, only children in the primary grades could get

remedial help; the intermediate-level children could only be put on a "watch

and consult" basis. In 1980-81, the program expanded to provide more

services to intermediate students (grades 4-6)-who are slow learners. This

program provides support to students in .the areas of reading and math. The

students move through a learning center and the SLD resource room. A

full-time aide.was hired this past year to help with the program. Although

the SLD teacher cannot proiide direct services to regular education students

(under state law), she does consult w3h the learning center aide and the

regular teachers to develop plans for childrenf She also provides materials

to the aidt,a0.1.thereteactIers.

This district also demonstrated its commitment to increased prereferral.

interventions by-continuing a pilot Teacher Assistance Team (TAT) approach

with its own funding when the OSE grant ended. The goal of this team

approach is to assist regular teachers to help children with learning or

behavior problems within the regUlar classroom setting by indiyidualizing

instruction.

This general pattern of little expansion was further highlighted by

three LEAs that either cut back or did 'not implement p1.4!'ed prereferral

efforts. The, two LEAs that deemphasized prereferral intervention were

responding to outside.preisures. One of these LEAs instituted prereferral

intervention in anticipation of the requirements from a court case; however,

..the decision is.now on appeal, and the requirements to attempt intervention
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strategies before special educatioti referral were dropped by the LEA for

1980-81. Although this move has decreased the burden on regular and special

education teachers, it has resulted in even more inappropriate referrals and

has increased the'burden on the psychologists who are responsible for

conducting initial evaluations. In the other-district, procedures were

tightened as a result of OSE monitoring in 1979-80, so that informal

interventions (i.e., the resource teacher would take informal referrals from

regular teachers and "watch and consult" to determine whether official

special education referrals were indicated) are no longer peAitted. A

principal explained that resource teachers no longer do this because parent

permission "must be given, according to the law. The psychologist must

verify.the disability first [before any service can begin]."

Finally, jn a large urban district, a key special education

administrator had planned in 1979-80 to make increased use of prereferral

intervention his- next priority. For example, as part of the LEA's overall

referral-to-placement model, it was anticipated that after a referral was

submitted, an,ingtructional advisor would observe the student in the regular

classroom setting and would provide recommendations to the teacher regarding

possible intervention strategies. However, because of outside pressures

such as monitoring and court cases, the LEA's priorities had to be put

elsewhere, so that resources and energy Were not directed toward prereferral

intervention in 1980-81.

Secondary School Level

In general, prereferral scree ing was nat a big issue at the secondary

level; although efforts similar to those at the elementarY level often

exist, they are often less emphasized and less systematic because there are

fewer referrals at the secondary' level than at the elementary level. Thus,

although many of the changes referred to earlier in this section were'

districtwide (and thus also applied to the secondary level), the impact of

those changes at the high school level was far less, and we found no changes

this year in prereferral screening specific to the high school level.
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However, with the implementation of minimal competency testing (MCT), an

interesting issue arose. In several sites where there was concern that

regular students failing the compqtency tests might try to get into special .

education to benefit from differential standards (if they exist), some

people felt that more emphasis might have to be placed on high school'

prescreening efforts in the future. For example, a program manager in one

LEA mentioned this as a "potential" problem area that needs to be carefully.,

Monitored.

Summary

As

To summarize, the findings from the 1980-81 examination of prereferral

screening and intervention strategies were the following:

o

. The overall pattern was no large increase in the emphasis on
prereferral intervention; this was contrary to our expectations,
given the context of anticipated cutbacks in special education.

. Few sites expanded their prereferral intervention efforts or
initiated new ones; as a result of outside pressures, several LEAs
decreased their emphasis On prereferral intervention.

. There were some exceptions to this general pattern, the most
prominent of which were in the LEAs subject to California's Master
Plan for Special Education; because of a change in Master Plan
regulations, there was a further emphasis in these sites on
prereferral intervention.

Changes in Evaluation and Reevaluation Practices

Initial Evaluation Practices

Last year,we reported that nearly every study site' ttempted to meet

the intent of PL 94-142 through the use of a multidisciplinary approach to

evaluating children fOr special education. We also noted that, in the

majoritY%of the LEAs, evaluation practices had changed little from 1978-79



except where stimulated by outside forces such as the courts (e.g., the

Larry P. v. Riles and Wattle T. v. Holl,aday decisions) and monitoring by OSE

and OCR. In addition, we observed several examples of refinement in

evalualpion practices. Although most LEAs emphasized individually tailored

evaluations, the availability of services; as well as special education

eligibility criteria, continued to strongly influence decisionmaking

concerning student placement.

Despite similar findings this year, we found no major changes or

refinements in evaluation practices in over half the LEAs visited during the

.1980-81 school year. LEAs continued to use a multidisciplinary approach to

evaluation. In fact,- when recently monitoring a large urban distritt, the

SEA commended the LEA on its 32year-old school-based assessment model, which
rr-lk

incorporates multidisciplinary evaluation practices.

In the few sites where there was some change this past year, the

evaluation picture at both the elementary and secondary levels shifted

slightly, in response to both, external and internal factors. Outside forces

(e.g., state regulations and monitoring, OSE monitoring) have had effects on

evaluation practices in some sites; however, the changes demanded by these

external factors in 1980-81 seemed to be more in the nature of refinements,

rather than major changes. This may be because restructuring of entire

evaluation systems usually occurs as a result of court cases, and there were

no new court cases influencing evaluation practices in 1980-81. In

addition, the changes demanded by previous court cases have already been

madd; In some sites, factors internal to the LEA context accounted for

small refinements in local evaluation practices. These refinements, in

response to both external and internal factors, ar* dNeussed below.

Effects of. External Factors

The influence of court cases on evaluation practices was less in

19 0 than in 1979-80 because there' have been no new cases in the study

'si es, and the sites affected by the two previous court cases, Larry P. v.
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Riles and Mattie T. v. Holladay have made the changes demanded of them. For

example, in response to Larry P. v. Riles, sites in California. continued

such practices as.rarelyclassifying youngsters as EMR or not using IQ tests

as the Sole criterion for EMR placement'. In addition, the Mississippi site

affected by Mattie T. v. Wolladay tOtituted shorter timelines between

referral and placement, as well as multidisciplinary evaluations; these

changes continued, although the Mississippi SEA was appealing the Mattie T.

case. 6

Th/major outside influence on evaluation practices this year, however,

was the state education agency. Although the changes demanded by the SEAs

varied, they concerned mainly refineMents in existing evaluation practices.

No consistent pattern was evident in what the states emphasized; perhaps

each state simply reacted to areas of weakness in the LEAs.

In California, new Master Plan regulations (in effect in 1980-81) gave
\,

LEAs the option to collapse the dual-level assessment system (i.e.,-school

level and district level). The effect of this change .on tchool-level

assessment during'1980-81 was site-specific in the two Master Plan districts

studied; the state guidelines are vague, and each district interpreted the

guidelines4ifferently. In one site, the guidelines had little effect on

evaluation; tle only change was that the district-level assessment committee

met on the s ool site, whickincreased parental participation. On the

other hand although special education administrators in the second district

had.r int ntion of moving to a single-level -assessment system, the LEA

psycRologi is took on a consuW4i-role to the resource, specialists at the

school level. This move was motivated, in part, by the allowance ora

single_19vel assessment; it helped to avoid duplication of effort (e.g.,

retesting) because the psychologists could discuss the need for additional

district-level assessment with the resource specialists. It also relieved

some of the additional burden that the resource specialists have 'assumed

under the Master Plan.

f

SEAs in other states influenced LEA evaluation practices in several

other ways. In one site, SEA monitors told the district during 1979-80 that
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individual achievement tests' must be given every year because tests of group

achievement were not sufficient. Therefore, in 1980-81, this district added

individual achievement tests at both the elementary and secondary levels and

(1) trained every special education teacher to give these tests; (2) gave .

teachers proficiency exams to make sure that they. had been adequately

trained to test children; and (3) bought materials to be.used in each school

building. The SEA also encouraged LEAs in the state to let the

multidisciplinary placement team have more discretion in making decisions

about'a child's placement in special education.

In another LEA in a different state, new evaluation forms were added to

comply with SEA requirements. There.is now a special page for recording

informal testing results of secondary-level students. High school special

educators told us that eiS' appreciated this pricedural change.

Finally, we saw one change motivated by OSE monitoring. As a result of

OSE monitoring in 1978-79e one large district added a bilingual assessment

tam
this past year. There are 65 different languages spoken in this city,

" but because Spanish the most prevalent, the LEA decided to target this

population's needs Mn taking some corrective action toward meeting

PL 94-142's nondiscriminatory and native language testing provision.

.0. ------................,,-

Effects of Internal Factors

A few sites refined their evaluation practices this year-in response to
*

internal factors. These changes generally streamyined procedures that were

already in effect or were part of an effort to p,ay greater attention to the

individual needs of handicapped children. For example, two LEAs 'attempted

to avoid duplication of effort in their evaluation systems. In one

district, a central assessment team approach was implemented at the

elementiry level to reduce duplication of testing and to share the

educational testing among the psychologist, the educational diagnostician,

and the SLO teachers. The central assessment team reviewed all referrals

once a week and then developed an assessment plan to divide the evaluation
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responsibility. This strategy worked until the SLD teachers' caseloads

'increased to the extent that they could no longer share the educational

evaluation responsibility with the educational diagnostician. At the time
0A of our site visit, a committee was working to develop a new evaluation

strategy. The other'LEA, one of the California districts, took advantage of

external changes in Master Plan regulations and made an internal decision to

have LEA psychologists consult with resource specialists at the school

level, as mentioned earlier in this section. This change helped to reduce

duplication of testing between the school Ind district assessment levels.

Refinement of evaluation practices also occurred in a high school

district in one special education cooperative. This effort was directed

toward better meeting the needs of potential SED students. Because the

district felt that the diagnosis of these StudeDts been inadequate, the

LEA contracted with a psychiatrist for one day a week o address this

diagnostic gap in the evaluation system. In addition, diagnostic and

eligibility criteria for this population were clarified% The director of

special education felt that the needs of these adolescents were.now being

met: "We're doing a better job diagnosticallywe're paying $40 an hour for

the best. He'll meet with kids for as many as 10 sessions to'complete his

diagnosis." Finally, another distrtct, in a different state, changedhe
assessment test battery slightly this past year to provide a better overview

of.student ability. In addition, the district re'Csix0 a, grant from a local

company that enabled it to initiate a new screening team to provide better

assessment of nonverbal children (an area of weakness in this LEA's

evaluation system). This broad-based team of seven members was trained in

special testing procedures, the use of which should provide a better picture

of students' needs.

Independent Educational Evaluation

Section 300a.503 of PL.94-142's regulations states that the parents of.

a handicapped child have the right to obtain an independent educational

evaluation at no cost to them if the parents disagree with an LEA's
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valuatiob of their child, unless the LEA initiates a due process hearing to .)

shiow that its evaluation is appropriate. If pirents initiate an independen- t

41educational kvaluation. at their own expense, the results must be considered

by the LEA,Th maktkg...deD*Iiiins about the provision of FARE to a handicapped

child.

This yea'r, we investigated parental use of their, right to an

independent educational evaluation. In general, we found that most of the

LEAs ,in our study did provide information to parents concerning their right

to an independent evaluatiOn at public expense if ,they disagreed with the

LEA't evaluation. This information often was given in the formof a Written

statement of'rights, or a"parentsv tights" booklet, LEAs Qften gave such

statements to parents before the initial evaluation when parents gave

their consent to have their child evaluated).

In the majority of the-sites, studied, parents Very seldom exercised

their right to an independent educational evaluation. In some sites, we

heard that parents never asked for such evaluations, and in others, that

parents rarely requested them%(e.g., one percent-of the time). For the.most

part, parents appearecito be satisfied with the evaluations condutted by the

LEAs. It'should be.noted, however,-that although LEAs didinform.parents of

their rights regarding independe evalmationti district persollpdid not

generally emphasize this parental ight strongly.

When we asked district person el about how they "consider" the few
t

independent educational evaluations tRat parents may bringto them,-most

indicated that they did consider them to some extent. For example, we heard

the following:.

a

In one LEA, the district evaluators looked at the independeh t
'evaluation data and used "wha't we are comfortable with."

I another district, the'multidisciplinary staffing team coniidereb
an -independent evaluation' "along,with our other, data when making

.placement decision's.
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In another site, the'di-rector: of psychological services said that,

,. whenoconfronted with an independent evaluation: "Most of the time
-you acquiesce to the parents because they have to sign before you
can act. If 'they went out and paid, for this independent evaluation,
you try to go, along; we don't fight- them in the courts."

. In a fourth district, a guidance counselor commented. that when an
independent exalti tion supports the LEA's evaluation in general,

--4--slle draws, on fi gs from both evaluations in making her
recommen.d4tions or a" child.

ro

Thus, it appeared that districts at least attempted to consider
independent educational evaluations. We did hear of one exception, however,
which specifically concerned indek'ndent psychiatric evaluations. In this
di-strict, the tirector of spe ial education would not accept any psychiatric
Rospital 's evaluation: "I wan my own psychiatrist to do the evaluation."

p: This attitude was not surpris ng, given the district's experience in this
community local psychiatrisys have urged parents to make unilateral
privat &cements without LEA involvement and parents have then sought
payMent om the school district).

Changes in Reevaluation Practices

There seemed to be no major changes:in reevaluation practices this year
Iit:_tile/etzites visited. Reevaluations continued to be of low

priority, except in sites' where outside factors (court cases, monitoring)
nave changed this '6y highlighting reevaletion`backlogs. Various LEA
attempts to reduce backlogs in response to outside forces are described in
Section II.,

In comprehensiveness, the reevaluations generally tended tc be v ery
similar to the initial evaluations, although in at east one district, we
learned that the SEA was consider4g changing its requirements and might
encourage LEAs to update only the compbnents of the evaluation thati-Are
invalid. In at least one other LEA; an attempt was madeathis past year to
streamline the reevalilationprocess. As an LEA psychologist commented:
"...it's ridiculous to think you' re. going, to do the whole thing over when
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you already have reams of data on the kids." LEA policy essentially adyised
psychologists to, look at the disability and to test differentially. For

example; SLD students would not be given IQ tests unless the special:
education teacher specifically requested it.

In sum, although there have been changes in several sites,,, regarding

reevaluatiOn, in the majority Of our sites, reevaluation practices (both the
procedures and the priority) remained.essentially the same. The major
change we saw in the area oifisreevaluation was that in several sites,
reevaluatips became more of a priority in response to such external factors
as court cls'es or monitoring.

Summary

The findings during 1980-81 regarding changes in evaluation and
reevaluation practices are' 'summarized as follows;

. LE4s. continued to use"a multidisciplinary approach to evaluation,
whidll reflects the intent of PL 94-142. External factors; primarily
theEA, had some impaCt on local evaluation practicesi -but more in

*the Ai rection -of refinements than of majde.changes.

.k A fewl,LEAs, under their own initiative, refined their .evaluatiOn
practides in order to streamline procedures or in an effort to pay
greater. attention to individual needs of handicapped children.

Although most LEAs emphasized individually tailored evaluations, the
availability of resources:tas we'll as eligibilit .criteria,
continued to strongly influence decisionmaki concerning student
placement.

Most LEAs provided. parents-willrinformation on their right to an
'independent educational evaluation at public expense if they
disagreed with LEA evaluation: however, district personnel did

4 not generally ert this parental right strongly., Parents.
rarely exercised this right, but when they did, the LEAs atleast
ofnsidered the independent educational. evaluations in making,
decisions about a child's placement.

. -

. Reevaluations, generally continued to be of low priority, except in
sites where-outside forces (cdurt caees`, monitoring) have-
.highlighted reevaluation backlogs..-
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IEP Practices and Parent Involvement in Decisionmaking

.
Changes ieTEP Praftices

In January 1981, the Secretary of Education issued an interpretation of
the individualized education program (IEP) requirements under PL 94 -142. As

part of .this interpretation, the Department of Education reiterated that IEP
objectives (also called short-term4obctives) must be written befor:e a0child is placed in special education. The department also stated that the

.IEP is not intended to be detailed enough to be used as an instructional
plan. The following distinction was made in this regard

IEP objectives provide general be arks for determining progress
toward, meeting the annual goal s. These objectives should be
projected to be accomplished over an extended period of time
(e.g., an'entire school quarter or semester). On the other hand,'

_the objectives in classroom instructional plans deal with more
specific.poutcoures that are 'to be accomplished on a daily, weekly,
or monthly basis.*

Given' this recent clarificatiOn, it was interesting to find that the
major.changes i n IEP practices observed this year in the study sites were
related to. when short-term oblectivessare written, and to the nature of
these objectives themselves. In a few LEAs participating in the SRI study,
recent OSE or SEA monitoring has .had' an impacton completing the IEP
(including short-term objectives) in a one -st prOcess efore placement.
We also found a. pattern,'in over half th As, toward iting broader
short-term otectives in the IEP.,,ma
lesson p14 Although the reasons f
commonly .itil-Was made in response to OSE or STA monitocing or,.
directives..

ing the IEP less like an instructional
this latter change varied, most

,
* Federal Registeit,(Vol. 46, No. 12), January' 19, -19.81.
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These changes are discussed below. First we discuss those motivated by

external factors, followed by those motivated by internal factors. We then

discuss several interesting exceptions'to the general pattern of findings,

as well as changes specific to thesecondary level. Finally, we describe

..changes in the tine and paperwork burden of IEPs.

Effects of External Factors.

LEAs, in the study still tended routinely to write'

short-term objectives34-thin30 days of a child's placement in special

educatiOn. The.speciaLeducators' rationale for this prattice was that it

'met children't needs better because the special education teacher hadtime

to work with.a Child before writing tht short-term objectives. In 1.9W-81,

,primarily in response to the outside pressure noted above, a few dis

in three states changed their practices t
irt

o qpipty with OSE's interpre

that IEP objectives must be written before placement. Although the SEA

,fourth state reiterated this IEP requirement to its LEAs, we saw no impa

at the school level in the two study sites visited there this year.

O

In one district where staffing teams'had to complete the short-term

objectives,before pfacemerit, as well as reconvene for' changes in.the

IEP objectives were generally broader, so that they' encompassed any minor."

changes that might be'made in service delivery to avoid additional staffing
.

team meetings. For example,,a short-term objective covered a year and-might

state that "the student will*learn upper case letters."

n

a

0

Another district also made` substantial nges in IEP practices, in

response to SEA directives. This year, the I Ps were4not typed so that they

The OSE interpretation is
revision of a chilli's IEP
another IEP meeting.

that a chinge in IEP objectives constitutes a
and, therefore, requires the LEA to initiate
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would not apppar too "pre-prepared" to-parents. The placement team no

longer mentioned specific materials in the IEP; they also wrote broader

short-term objectives. Because of these charlges, the IEP written at the

placement meeting was called an "interim" IEP. This interim IEP was of

necessity more general than the old IEP in this it 'WS a eleton
IEP. School-level personnel told us that the short-term objectives "need to

be goals, not objectives." For exmnple,..agoal might be "to improve reading

skills" whereas an objective would be "to be able to blend sounds."

Generally, these short-term objectives were stated i'n a one-line phrase.

f
In' the sites where IEP objectives had become broader, it was generally

agreed that, as a' result, the IEP was less useful as a daily instructional

guide.* For example, some teachers reported that they could no longer teach

from the IEP. 'Nevertheless, we saw examples of teachers adapting and

compensating for this change. In the district where.the placement team

completed an interim IEP, one teacher told us that she took the interim IEP

and rewrote it 'into a more 'specific form after placement; this new IEP was

then discussed with a child's parents in a conference 30 days after the

placement meeting. Another teacher'said that she used the interim IEP until

a more specific IEP w itlin at the first annul review. During the

year, however, this teac -r unotificially filled somd specifics (including

. progress made) in the interim IEP. She also wrote more detailed lesson

plans to substitute for the previously more specific IEP.

Thus, it appeared that many teachers were compensating for the loss of,

the more specific IEPs. In fact, even though some people saw 'the move to

broader IEPs as a "step backward,""the fact that IEPs were more specific in

the past may have a long-asting benefit. That is, according to one

administrator, althougft IEP objectives may be more general now, the positive'

N

* However, thi finding is consistent, withOSE's poi'ition regarding the
appropriat level of detail of short-term objectives. ,
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effects of teachers' writing specifiCs in the past may "stick with them" and

help them to teach' more effectively.

Because the teachers adapted to -the changes in- IEP procedures, it

seemed that the new procedures did not affect the children served. That is

teachers added objectives, used lesson plans/instead of the IEPs, or

"started all over anyway," and thechildren did not appear to have

( suffered. -However, ,a teacher in one LEA pointed out some disadvantages to

this pattern. She noted that parents liked More detailed, rather than less

detailed, IEPs. She also thought that more detailed IEPs had helped the

special education teacher who received students the following year.

Effects of Internal Factors

'Several other sites also changed the IEPs to be less like lesson plans,

although
,

in response to internal facts, rather than state or federal

influence. In one rural district, special education teachers attempted to

ma e the IEPs "for parents," by adjusting the language of the IEP to the

p ents' level of understanding. One teacher noted, "This communicates to

pay nts better. We went haywir:e at first: they [IEPs] were lesson plans

and Written for clinicians." In another rural site, teachers were also

writing less technical and less specific short-term objectives in IEPs in

order to make them more understandable to parents. For example, one teacher

changed the wording in one IEP from "will decode 20 words" to will read at

the fourth grade...level-6y Christmas." Finally, the director of special

educitioit in a third site streamlined the IEP process this past year by

limiting the number of short-term objectives to three. This change, at the

divector's initiative, was an attempt to reduce paperwork and to reassure

teachers that they did not have to specify every 'detail in writing IEPs.
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Exceptions to the General Pattern

Whereas short-term objectives did become broader in over half of the

` study sites, we found two sites where IEPs became mdre specific. In these

two districts, the changes were motivated by both external and internal

factors.

In response to a court case, one ,LEA made a greater effort in 1980-81

to improve programming for its SMR population. As part of this effort, IEPs

flir these children became more specific ed were 10 to 12 pages lorg.

4' Although one special educator' referred to these longer IEPS as the "Chinese

menu method," more aspects of services for SMR children were inclucVd. For

example, a community life skills component (e.g., personal maintenance,

recreation /leisure) was written into the IEP.

The other district, motivated by the LEA's concern for teacher

accountability, also made its.IEPs more detailed. The major change in the

IEP form was the addition of an "IEP insert." This insert is a separate

sheet that contains the short-term objecti'ves. These objectives are

developed after placement on the basis of a teacher-administered diagnostic

instrument. Teachers update the short-term objectives in the insert every 6

weeks during the school year. This change in the IEP process accompanied'

sevq4a1 other changes made in 'response to compliance concerns. The district

now uses about 40 new forms to meet state requirements and requires more

professionals to bkinvolved in the staffing team meetings.

In the two sites where IEPs became more specific, there was agreement

among LEA personnel that this change was better for children, For example,

the new IEPs for the severely and profoundly handicapped population made the

teachers address program components that they viewed as the "perfect thing

for these kids." The reaction to the "IEP insert" in the second district

was also positive. Elementary teachers felt that, because the insert was

easily kept in'the classroom, it helped teachers to becole more organized

Wand to keep up with their children's progress. For example, one teacher

reported that she tended to look at the insert every week and informed the
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parents (by mail) every 6. weeks of their child's progress vis-a-vis these

goals. The teacher report that this insert also .helped her toNbetter

communicate with parents. The high school teachers also praised the IEP

insert. Ore teacher felt that the insert gave her a chance to plan.in more

detail, which was useful.1 Another teacher said that the insert was easily

kept in the room and referred to; she added that the insert made the IEP "so

greatly improved," and made IEP writing easier.

Changes in IEP Practices Specific to the Secondary Level

In several study sites, we observed changes in IEPs that were related

to issues specific to the secondary level. The first such change related to

the coordination between special education and vocational- education. In a

number of sites, we saw greater coordination between the two through use of

the IEP document. For example, in two districts, personnel involved in

vocational programs attended IEP meetings at the high school level for the

first time, helping to coordinate the vocational' andaademic components of

students' programs. In other sites, vocational objectives were expanded.*

For example, in one Of these LEAs, the vocational rehabilitation counselor

assisted with writing the 'vocational component of the IEP. for all special

education students. In another district, although vocational objectives had

been-written for EMR students for the past several years, in 998D-81 the

special education work experience program coordinator also contributed

objectives for SO and SED students.

Another change in IEPs, relating to high school suspension/expulsion

.procedures, was found in one site. Because in this district it was now

possible to expel a special education student whose offending behaviors were

unrelated to his or her handicap, thyEP now included statements of

concomitant behaviors not related to the handicap, such as truancy or

drug/alcohol abuse. -11
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Changes in Time and Paperwork Burden of IEPs

This year, we generally found that, unless procedural changes pequired
school personnel to do more work, the time and paperwork. burden of IEPs
continued to lessen as people devised shortcuts or accepted the-IEP process'

as a routine part of their jobs. As one teacher remarked, ":..this isthe
way it is: you quit complaining; you do it." In addition, in'districts

where IEPs had become broader or simpler, respondents felt either that the

burden had lessened or that it had at least stayed the same and was perhaps
more accepted. _One reason that the burden had not lessened in a few of

these LEAs may be that, although the IEPs written at the placemeRt meeting

may have been broader, teachers ended up doing what they used to do, 'either

by filling in more details in the IEP later or by using a-specific lesson

plan to substitute for the less specific IEP.

In general, the only. complaints we heard about the IEP process came in
the LEAs where new procedures that had been imposed were perceived as
burdensome. For example,.'in a district mandated by the SEA to reconvene the
staffing team for IEP revisions, we heard complaints about the additional

time burden. In addition, in the two districts where the IEP had become

more specific and more like lesson plans., we.also heard complaints (although

balanced by the feeling that 'the IEPs had become more useful). In one of
these latter sites,' it was agreed that the paperwork burden had increased
since last year.

. TeaChers felt that this may have had some negative effects

on children, because some teachers would leave their students with busy work

so that they could fill out the numerous new form's. Other teachers in this

district called the increase in paperwork "unbelievable." At least one

teacher claimed that her "kids are paying the price"; in addition, the

teacher reported that some teachers worked on their IEPs during inservice

training, because they received no release time to do IEPs. To confront the

paperwork burden in this LEA, district administrators set up an ad hoc

committee of teaChers to see whether the number of forms could be reducgd
while still complying with federal and state requirqments.
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Parent Involvement in 5Viool-Level Decisionmaking

As was the case last year, parent involvement and satisfaction,

although not, necessarily linked, continued to 'vary greatly, both within and

'between districts; factors influenctng the level of parental involvement or

satisfaction (e.g., traditions, neighborhood demographics, school policy)

were discussed in last year's report. Last year, we also found that, in

most df the LEAs, the quantity and quality of parental involvement were low;

that is, parent participation was low, and few parental contributions were

substantive. This year, at both the elementary and high school* levels, the

picture was essentially the same; most parents did not participate much, and

they continued to make few substantive contributions to decisions regarding

their children. The few exceptions to this pattern pertained to the

quantity of parent involvement; some districts implemented changes in

practices that either encouraged or discouraged parental involvement. But .

even in places where parent participation may have increased and parents may

have felt less inhibited, talked more, and understood morel the lack of

substantive parent involvement continued.

In the district where parent involvement was encouraged by an effort to

adjust the language of the IEP to the parents' level of understanding, there

seemed to be more sharing of information about children on parents' day.

However, although parents might have understood more and been better

informed, their contributions continued to be nonsubstantive. According to

a district survey in another LEA, parent participation at the placement

meetings (though still low) increased 11.3% from 1979-80. This change was

attributed to the district's concerted effort to conduct all staffing

meetings at the school level this past year rather than at the district

11 evel .

* Parent involvement at the high schoo level continues to be less than at
the elementary :level.
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Two rural districts encouraged parentpartitipationat the secondary

level by changing procedures this pastioyear. In one LEA, the guidance

counselor met with parents before the placement meeting to discuss what

would take place at the meeting. Although this lessened the feeling of

intimidation on the part of parents and led to their feeling more inTorred
and saying more, there was no change in the nature of their input (i.e., it

was still nonsubstantive). The other district required the special

education coordinator to chair the high school IEP, meetings. Because of

this, "parents are better being made aware of their rights--parent

participation is better now." However, even though the parents might have

talked more, their contributiOns did not tend to be substantive.

Finally, we saw only one example of a new district practice that

discouraged parent involvement. In an LEA where the number of forms had

proliferated rapidly since last year, we heard that it was harder to get

some parents to come in for the placement meetings because they felt as if

they were "signing their lives away" with so many forms.

Summary,

Regarding changes in IEP practices and parent involvementp

decisionmakfng, our findings in 1980-81 were as-f,ollowi:

. Major changes in IEP practices observed ill the study sites were
related to when short-term objectives are written and to the nature
of these objectives. Ijary;esponse to OSE and SEA monitoring, some
LEAs were completing thi"---1EP in a one-step process before placement
rather than comp4ting them after placement. Over.half the LEAs
were writing broader short-term objectives in the IEP, making the
IEP less like an instructional Ite4sson plan.

. Many teachers adapted to less Oecific IEPs, and it appeared
benerally that the new procedures dip' not negatively affect the
1-children served. In some cases, the use of less technical IEPs made
the IEPs more understandable to parents.

. At the secondary level, greater coordination between special and
vocational education occurred in some sites through the use of the
IEP document.
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. In general, the time and paperwork burden of IEPs continued to
lessen as people devised shortcuts or accepted the IEP process as a
routine part of their jobs. Complaints were usually heard-only in
LEAs where new procedures that had just been imposed were perceived
as burdensome.

. In general, parents continued to make few substantive contributions
to the school-level decisionmaking process regarding their
children. Although some LEAs made changes that increased parent
participation, parents continued to make few substantive
contributions.

Least Restrictive Environment

Last year, we examined the continuum of alternative placement settings

available.to handicapped students and the specific ways that the mutual

exposure of handicapped.ansd nonhandicapped chil was being accomplished

at the ,school level. This year, w' continued to investigate these topics,

focusing on changes since last year in the continuum of placethent options

and mainstreaming activities.

Changes in the Continuum of Placement Options

Last year, we reported that a wider continuum of placement options was

available to mildly handicapped students (e.g., EMR) than was available

to the more severely handicapped (e.g.WED, TMR, SMR). This year, we

investigated any changes in the continuum of options available to

handicapped students. We defined a change in the continuum from a system

perspective; that is, a continuum was considered to have expanded if an

additional prOgram Or setting option Was added for a particular handicapping

condition. We did not consider &the continuum changed if more of the same

types of program were added, or if shifts in eligibility criteria resulted

in children being served in,different options.

In general, we found the-same situation as last year; in 1980-81 theiv

. was still a wider continuum of placement options available to the mildly

handicapped than to the severely handicapped. The general pattern across
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the majority of the LEAs vi ted also showed no expansion in the continuum

for special education st gents. However, in several sites we did observe

some exceptions, which included at least three different types.of expansion:

. Expansion in the continuum of options available to the severely
handicapped (SED and, to some extent, TMR), primarily at the high
scheol level.

Imp. 1

. Expansion "the continuum of options available to the mildly
handicapped at the eleMentary level. -

. Expansion in the continuum of vocational educatf'on options at the
. high school level.

In addition, in several sites we saw expansion in regular education options,

that can serve borderline students not eligible for special education or

those transitioning out of special education.

Below, we iscuss types of expansion observed injpecial and regular-

education opti ns: Expansion in the continuum of vocational dducation

options will b discussed in section IV.

Options for the Severely Handicapped

The greatest expansion of a continuum in special education options

.appears to have occurred in programs for the severely handicapped (i.e., for cr
the SED and; to some extent, TMR). The expansion for SEP students was as

expected; it seemed that,severaf districts were coming to grips with the SED

problem, because these students cannot easily be' ignored. A few sites are

exploring the .edges of the state of the art- to fiqii,program alternatives in,

which to serve SED students better.
11,

In particular, two progressive districts expanded their continuum of

program options for SED students. Over the past few years, one district has

developed a rahge of placement options for SED students (including

off-campus programs as well as part-time placements). In'1980-8l, this

district added an option for intermediate SED students, which entails more
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intensive supportive services than other existing options. This

intermediate SED plaCement option serves seven. fourth- to sixth-grader and

is staffed' by two teachers and. an elde. Intensive support services to, these
children include social work servics, psychiatric consultation,1

111

prevacattonal'services,.and. adaptive physical ,educ,Ition. The other LEA

increased its continuum d options to,SED adolescents by starting a -

cooperatve program with a community mental health agency. This prggram is
ah alterti tive to its existing out-of-county and institutional placements.
The LEA p vides

health agenc p °vides the.P chological component.

/Both of ese districts *ere -al'so' Planning to further increase thecr
continuum for SED students ill) 3981-82. In .the first site, a high school,"./
district provided release, tine this pastar for a special education

"teather to' plan an. alternati5e- SED program for'high school students who need
mare structareand containment; The gOal is to better serve studentS wh-ose
needs are not, being, met. Afte wysiting various alternative programs.and

,
thlki,ng with to hers and rogramertors', the teacher proposed an

off-campus mode). ith therapeutic intervention to the school board.. Despite
focal fisca l conservatism; the.'LE-iV special education director planned to

, begin- this progra m in 1981 -82. The, second LEA planned to furtnerkrefine the

continuum of options available to the SED population MI5 reducing itinerant
6

services, increasing resource c.jasses, and placing new self-contained
clAses at schoosites.

In -Contrast to

tional componentof this program, and the mental

7"--

ese sites viith plans for expansion, LEA adininistrators-
at one site planned to drop the SED alternative high school that was funded

.

under PL 94-142, because of anticipated fundsing cutbacks. This program loss
#

significantly Teduce the 'options availableAtt SED youngsters in 1981-82.
+fa

I. . ,

-As mentioned a ove, we al si ,observed at least ro,e, expanoifi of the: .' ib
..

Continuum available to. T (and more severely refrded) individuals. in a
1

di.itrict tnat in'l 979410-ci4eated a new placement option ko!accOmmodate- , . ,
high-functi:oning: elementary-aged TR children, a new option wassopenedti

.

past year for high-functioning, high-School-aged TM` students, ThiS option
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for "gifted" TMR stu eats, located at a high school, was instituted in ,

response to advQcate press e to do more mainstreaming of the severely
handicapped...PHor to 19 -81, the only option available. for these students
was special schoSls within the LEA. This, expansion Qf the continuum may be
part of the trend we have seen toward serving the severely handicapped in
age-appropriate settings; however, in other sites where classes for the
severely handicapped had 'been rabved to high school settings, these new
cl'sses tended to be the only options available to these youngsters and thus
did not `represent an expansion of a continuum.

Options for the Mildly Handicapped

.
Although not very .common we saw at teat two instahces where the

continuum of options had .been expanded for the mildly handicapped the
elementary level. However, these were not major 'changes; they invo d r
increased flexibility in existing programs,. rather than the addition of news
programs. In one district:a slight change in the range of options for the
mildly handic'apped at the elementary level resulted from the implementation
of a new state 'funding model. -The biggest change WaS that the LEA was no

longer restricted to either a resource room placement or a self-contaihed
setting. The hours spent'by a studeq.iih,a special education .classrbom
could be more flexible; thus, this LEA 'theoretically could better address
the individual needs of students. For example, we vi sited one classoom__
organized as a combination- resource room-and self-tontained class. Special

'education students began each day in the regular class, at least Mr opening
actiities. Then, depending on individual needs, they spent varying amounts
of ;time in the special education class. Students returneel to the regular

A class for the last period of each day. This model would not have been
acceptable under the-old funding system; this type of class wasitrii4d on an
experimental basis in 1.979-80, and was a bona fide option" this past rear.

In another LEA, we saw *1/4expanVon of the continuum, although not on a
districtwide basis. During 1979-80 in this LEA, schools'had'either
itinerant or resource teachers; in the middle of that year, some of the

4

7'
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schools eliminated the resource teachers in favor of self-contained 1'

classes. . However, this past year, at least one school had both
A

self-contained class and resource room options for SLD students. Because

Ni..SLD students were typically set-ved in their. home schools, this change, in

effect, expanded the continuum of services available to at least sbme SLD

students i ni this district..

Options in Regular Education

We also visited some LEAs where options added in regular education

. could serve borderline students not eligible for sprcial edUcation. In

addition, these options could_be used to aid students in the transition out

of s'cial education.

At kt)F elementary level in one LEA, a regular education grogram had

. just beennmpiemented for children in grades K-3. This program, instituted

in response to new minimal' competency testing recijirements, was not for

special education students but for students with possible learning

problems. All children are t4isted by diagnosticians in this program; and if

their learni ng problems are severe enough, they are referred to special

education. Children with less severe problems are placed in this special

remedial Oogi-am.

. w..

In 'another LEA, new basic skills classes were established, in the high

school Dilis past ye r. These classes were started to serve students who do

l

.

not qualify for sp g i al education, but who are not capable of functioning in

the low-track high school classes. In addition, these classes serve

students who are transitioping out of special education.

1

,

Changes in Mainstreaming Activities

Last year,,. we observed continued movement toward greater individualized

programming through-the mutual exposure of handicapped and nonhandicapped
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'children. Tills year, we found that this pattern continued. Overall, we,

found no large change in the amount of mainstreaming, at either the
elementary or secondary level. -However, new strategies to facilitate
mainstreaming continued to be developed , and regular teachers were
continuing to- accept their expanded role vis -a -vis special education

'tpdents, thus making mainstreaming easier to accomplish.
o

4
Changes in -the Amour] ortiainstreathing

''.

.
, .At each of thed16 LEAs we' visited, mainstreaming activities continued..-on both grou0 and individual bases. At 'the elementary school level, the

overwhelming trend was no ihange in the amount of mainstreaming. In fact,. . -

we_ founechanges in the amount of mainstreaming in only two ,LEAs: in one,
the amount of mainstreaming increased; in the other, it decreased. The.. _

changes in these two-districts were the retult of internal factors \

7

i-

'idiosyncratic to each LEA. . ,
,

.

* One of the two districts licked, enough el
,*

its,expanding elementary SLD population:,,Thik,
were used more as "la'b" settings; that Vs, SL

tarySI.D 'classes to handle
.past year, the SLD classes4;

students spent less time in
the SO classes than in ttl previous year. In addition, more' use was made

. this past year of the "indirect'service" option; where children are-served
wjth an IEP in the regular classroom., These changes- 'resulte'd in a greater
amount of mainstreaming for childrenat tife elventary level. im generaj/,'
respondents in this district felt that this practite did not affect children
negatively, because thoise students who needed more time fin the SLD 1,abs _.

could stay there all day. HoWever, some school-level personnel acknowledged
that 'this change might, not be to 11y appropriate. They felt .that .some
children needed more time in .the SLD classes, although this need had to be
balanced agst the problem of i§olating elementary school children frOm

--..'heir rionhandicapped peers. I
,

.
,

In a small; contervatiVe district, a cnge in program options resulted
in a decreaseAn the amount ;of mainstreaming, at the elementary lever..

..-

.*,
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Periemnel in this LEA generally felt .that self-contained options were

appropriate for children in the l'ower eleMentary grades. Thus, this past.
4year, the part -time EMR tlasifor the second and .third grades was chdnged to

a full time EMR class. The EMR teacher tormented that children were being
served better since the EMR class is full-time. She felt that thy, children
get more individual help, and that. there' was "too much 4bing on" in the .

regular class for her children to benefit from being there..

At the high schoOl level, although we say no significant changes in the
amount of mainstreaming in the majority of the study sites, there were'more ,

4

changes than at the elementary .school level. Most of these changes related-
..

to i'noreasing efforts tp place special education students in regular
vocational education options. In at 'least three sites, this increased

,effort resulted in a greater amount of mainstreaVng at the tNitgirchool
, level. This type of mainstreaming was, in some sites, facilitated by new .

boundary-crossing personnel (see 'next subsectioi, whose job was to
establish more formal means f coordination between special education and

_vocational education.

Except for these areas of increaswi vocational mainstreaming, there/ was

minimal change in the' amount of mainstreaming at the high school level. We

did-, however;' also see the continuation of the trend of putting severely
handicapped high-school -aged individuals in age-approptiate settings. For

example, one large urban site,whiciiin .979-80 had moved "a class for the
7 .........

severe and profoundly handicapped into a h'gh scho&l, moved a TMR class into
a high' school in 1980-81. TMR classes al o-were placed in high schoolt in
two. ether LEAs this past year. Although TMR students typically were not

'"vgai-estreamed, their placement. in .,age-appropriate settings provides more

opportunities to increase their exposure to their nonhandicapped peers.
\

O

. , .,
,---'..----j t Changes in Mainstreaming Strategies

iv A C.

Although, O-verall, we saw no major change" in the amount of

mainstreamjng'in the LEAs, visited, we generally found that mairiitreaMing was
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mbre accepted and easier to accomplish tttjs past year, compared with

In part, this change happened becau-se districts over the last few

years have devised new strategies to facilitate mainstreaming.. For example,

last year we reported .e;iidence that. mainstreaming was facilitated by' aides

and boundary - tossing personnel,* as well as by a number of strategies such

as the use of notebooks and indivi-dudr assignment,sheets. This year, we

also observed "several new strategies designed to'facilitate mainttreating,

. as follows.

1

In a, conservative district, a special education coordinator (hired last

year): implemented several strategies designed to facilitate mainstreaming ar

the elementary level. Each special education teacher As given an aide to .

'help with wainstreaming activities,. Ih addition, each specia'l education

student ,in a self-contained class wag automatically put on a 'regular

classroom teacher's class list so that t he teacher's class list would' not

exceed its maximum limit in the event that mainstreaming became- an

appropriate option for that particulr- student. Although there was no

funding incentive to mainstream,.this practice ensureci'that a chair in the

regular classroom was available if .teachers wanted to mainstream a special to
ef

.educati on student.,.

c .In another -district, a boundary crosser developed anew mainstreaming

strategy for the elementary level that defined the' grading and instructional

_responsibill.ties. of bol the regular and ,special education teachers:

. Children could be mainstreamed under two options: "competitive" and

:'noncompetitive" maihstr-eamin§. If a child was mainstreamed ,into a regular

classroom in a cbmpetttive menstreaming role, the regular teacher graded

the child On .objectives mutually agreed on with the special education,

teacher and written into the IEP. 'The ObjeCtives (a.cademic or .social) were

detailed, as were the teaching and reinforcement responsibijities' oS the '

t

. .4.

* ' .
.

The role of boundary crassers- is to minimize the barriers associated with
the eganizational boundary kbetween^ regular _a special educaton.

.
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rgguPar and special education teachers. If a chifd.was mainstreamed into a.
regular classroom in a noncompetitive role, the special. educatiqn teacher
graded the child's progress on the outlined IEP objectives. Previously,
special education teachers had been responsible for grading all mainstreamed
children. Now if a child was mainstreamed and judged, at.least somewhat;
on the same basis as other children (competitive mainstreaming), the regular
teacher was .given the responsibility for grading and could view his or her
role as more than a babysitter. There were pla`*ns to implement this strategy
at the high school level for:1981-82.

Mainstreaming was also facil
added boundary-croscrsing personnel
education and vocational educatio

personnel (such as the vocational
were faeilitIors of mai

facilitated the accessibil ity. of
education youngsters.

itated in at least two other sites that
w

to increase coordination between special
n at the secondary level. These new

education coordinator and the vocational ,

nstreami-ng to the sense -that they

regular vocational options for special

.

Another,high-school-level strategy; although not new, was 'very
interesting. A resource room teacher in one district became frustrated
several years ago with the haphazard way that mainstreaming was being -
carried out (i.e., special education teachers. begging regular education to
take students when no one knew whether the students were competent enotigh to

cope in the reguier crass). She designed 'a system-to try to rectify this
situatlkon. First she surveyed -every regularteacher of each high school'

*course to find out what minimal skills.were;,,neceissary for students to
function in each dais. Then she ranked each 'course on aescale-of one to

eee A

five-7five -being the mostdifficult, (e.g., Advanced Placement Chemistry)--
and designed an informal '`crucial skills test" that she used to determine
whether students* were ready to tle mainstreamed into certain-Classy. For

example, when a students wanted to be mainstreamed for typing, she checked

the skill s. the typing teacher reii red, and then assessed the student to see'e "
'how close he or she caMe tq meeting the requirements. She either showed the

student specifically what skil 1 s' had to be mastered beforelope or she.coul d

Abe successful in that class or if the class seemed totally inappropriate,
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recommended another one. If a student came close to meeting the entry

requirements of a course, the resource teacher would see whether the regular

her was willing to make some adaptations. .At that point, the resource

teach r had a fairly clear idea-of what adaptations needed to be ma ; an$

teac ers were usually open to doing so'because they understood exact' what
she was talking about She felt that this system did not encourage regular

"teachers to set standards that excluded special education students, but

rather helped her to make appropriate mainstreaming choices for students.

This system worked best with the mildly handicapped,resource room students

who generally could get by in the regular program with minor adaptations.

This past year, the resource teacher was asked to help the vocational -1

education teachers develop a similar system to help identify the most

appropriate vocational classes for special education students.

Summary

7

-; The following are the major findings of omr investigation of.provisions

regarding least restrictive. environment during the 1980-81 sch2o1 year:

In the majority of LEAs, noLexpansibn in the Continuum of placement
e 'options for special education students occurred. As w4s true during

1979-80, there was stila wider continuum of placement options
't available Wthe mildly handicapped, although there was some

expansion of program optiont for the'more severely handicapped.
Finally, several sites increased regular education options-that

. could serve borderline students not eligible forspeciaT education,

.' The movement toward greater individualized programming through the
,mutual exposure of handicapped and nonhandicapped children
continued. Overall, howeverf there was no change in the, amount 6T .

mainstreaming. On the other hand, mainstreaming of special
education students was generally more accepted and psier to-
accomplish, in part because of the continued develoloment of new
strategies to facilitate mainstreaming'(e.g., use of aides, new
grading strategies, new boundary-crossing roles).

A

a.

11*

4
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Changes in Personnel, Roles, and Inservice Training

A

In the first part of this-subsection, we describe the overall change in

the personnel who constituted the special education delivery system at the

school level for T980-81. Next we discuss the "boundary crosser" role at

- the school level, followed by a description of other new roles that have

.. been developed, as well as traditional roles that have been adap'ed, in

response to various local and outside influences. Finally, we provide an

updateortchanges in inservice training.

Changes* fh Persopnel

The limited expansion of special education programs and services

observed this past year-in the study sites resulted in few additions of

' teachers to staff the new claiises'Orwanded Negrams (described in

'Section II) and in the hiring of few personnel
t

to deliverl'elated services.

Becapse Most districts were unable to hire additional special education

personnel, primarily because of bOdgetary constraints, many teachers and

related service personnel (i.e, the existing work force) bad totake on

additional responsibilities and/pr workloads to try to maintain appropriate
.

programming to, handicapped students within these constraints.

The Boundary Crosser Role

Over the past 2 years, we have reported-on the role Of personnel, whOm

we call boundary crossers, whose job t is to minimize the organizational

Oarriers to implementing the provitio s of PL 94-142. At the school level,

bOundary crossers,are res onsible f bridging the-gap'betWeen special

education'and regular educ Acially in areas thatrequir'e some

type of coordination, such as fn mai*reaming and IEP development and use.

For example, the role of the rfesource specialist, created as part of

California's Master Plan for Special Education, was designed to provide.

individually appropriate instruction for learning-handicapped children at
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both the elementary and secondary levels. The resource specialists 'role is

part instructional and part coordinative. In addition to instructional

responsibilities, resource specialists are required to provide services :such

as inservice training for school staffs, consultation for regular classroom

teachers, and coordination of placement and IEP meetings.

Last ydart we reported that 10 sites had boundary crossers, andwe

described how these personnel functioned. These boundary-crossing roles

existed at both the elementary and secondary levels, although they were far

less prevalent at the-secondary level. 'This year, we found no change in the-,

'way these personnel operated at these same sites, On the other hand, we did

find an increase in the number of Uoundary-crossing personnel in these 1U

LEAs, primvily because of increased coordination between special education

and vocational education at the 'secondary level. At the elementary level

this year, we discovered very, little change, if any, in the number of

boundary-.crosSing personnel. .

The boundaries to be crossed tb implement the intent of'PL 94-142 at

the secondary level are more numerous than at th

yeat,,we reported tnatallpough. only a few sites had

bounddry-crossing personnel (e.g., tutor-co elor, resource specialists),

. more half had establphed informal cb rdination between special

educ and vocational educationto prqvide improved programming for

special education students. Exalup1es of these informal- Meohanismssincluded

a work experience:Coordlnator, whb (as part of his duties) coordinated

special education students' instructional programs with their work..

experience, and a vocational plaoement Specialist, who spent some of his
. ,

time coordinating the varibus components involved-in vocational programming

of special education studdnts (e.g., coordination among employers, regular

and special,education teachers, and the students themselves). This year, we

ementary level. Last

secondary-level

Jound that /these informal mechanisms of coordindtion betweenos4cial '*.

education'and vocational education, continued to operiate. In addition, in4,

three sttesT-new-bounddry--crossing roles,were established to provide more

formal means of coordination betCee'n special and vocational education.

These mew roles are desc ri bed bel ow.
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Vocational Education coordinatorThe role of the vocational educatior
coordinator was develolfred by one LEA in an effort to provide more vocational

'opportunities for sits special education students. This position, paid
for through vocational education 10% set-aside funds, was the Outgrowth,
of an agreement between the special education department and the *vocational

education department on how vocational edufation was to carry out its
Mandate to serve special ,education students. The vocational education
coordinator's primary focus is to assist self-contained special education
students, and his time is spent (1) gathering assessment data to be- used in
placing special education students, in vodational programs, (2) seeking out
receptive vocational education. teachers for student placement, (1) acting
as a Liaison between vocational and special education (he can provide
assistance to vocational education teachers such as tutoring and counseling'

Ir of special education students, and providing inservice training to
1/4; vocational teachers), and (4) finding jobs for students.

.
('lti \ -,

Vedational Rehabilitation Counselor- -In one large 4istricte-wMch
has,naa'p-revious success with boundary-crossing personnel, the new role

of voCatiO01 rehabilitation counselor was created this year. The LEA

percei vecr a need to strengthen the connections among special education,

vocattoll education; and all. postsecondary options available to special
educatiph sitilents (e.g., employment, college, Department of VoCational
Rehabilltation)- Vocational rehabilitation counselors are itinerant special:
educatidn personnel ( not Department of Vocational Rehabilitation personnel )
whpse ,sole rsponsibilit4is to special education students,. but they are
funded out of the regular Vocational edudati-on buciGet. Vocatiopal re,tiab-
ilitation counselors assist special education stufenks in (1) panning
vocational programs and making career choicest'(2) 'finding employment while
still in school, and (3) making the transition from school topostsecondary
employment. Although these counselors serve all .ae ranges of speccial.

education students, this past year they focused primarily on,..12th-grade
handicapped students to link ;them with postsecondary. optiOnsa .

(
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1' ocationai Advisor--A third LEA adapted this role, which had provided
N inforbal Co Ordination between vocational and special education; to provide

Y.a more formalized mechanism of coordination. The vocational advisor now

devotes the entire day -to job placement and follow-up, counseling, and
coordination of special education student programming:

overall; we found that the number of boundary-crossing personnel
increased slightly 'at the school level this year because new -rdles,were
deVeloped, primarily at the secondary level. these new.boundary..-cebsiin9
roles were created in three sites. that had previous successful experience
with boundary crossers. The LEAs concentrated their new coordination
efforts,. Ijirougirthe means of these new boundary-crossing personnel, on
increased'copertion between special education and vocational' education.
Although the establishment of these new roles resulted in improved voca-
tional programming for 'some 'special education students, most LEAs in our
study were just getting, /started in= this' areland much more needed to be done

,

- ,,,, . ,
to improve remainiog- coordiratiort barriers between the special and
vocational education systems.

4

Other New Roles

In addition to boundary-crossing ..roles, nine other new school-level or
= .,

LEA-level roles or functions became wilident during the 1980 -81 school year.
These' new roles were created in ti'x`LEAs- (five of, which are large urban or
suburban districts), in response to various local --factors and ottbide
influences. The .1 ocal -factors included di scipline of special' education
students, inappropriate changes in placement;"deceritralization of
administrative responsibility, and effective monitoring of students' in
private placements. Outside influences: ( e.g. , SEA nidni to ri ng and court
cases) accounted, for half of these 9 new .rol es, which were created to deal
with bilingual assessments, service's to nonpublic school students, and
'prograM development for SMR students.
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One new oral e , for example, that of, a 1 i fe "skirl s -supervi sdr, functions

primarily at the sc)iool level.. A large urban district deieloped this role,

in response to pressure generate!" by -a. court case concerned with.the quality

of SMR programming, The life 'skills supervisor is responsible for the

overall development of the community life skills .component of the new model

SMR programs initiated by the district; He or she also assists specil

education teachers through coordination of services.to students and,

_Provision of additional assessment data.

LEAs. were able. to accommodate these new roles, by redistributing

*sources (i.e., state andslocal special' education funds), allocating

federal funds received through PL 94042 and PL 89-313, and increasing the

responsibilities of current personnel. Mdst of these new roles were related

to changes at the LEA administrative level and thus are discussed in

Section II% For example, the roles and functions of4i' "data review

committee" and a "special -admissions team" are described in that section.

Changes in Inservice Training'

Overall . Changes

last- iie-e&OdisleTthat-ttlere was little change in the amount of

insei.vice training or In the priority attached to it. On the other hand,

there were indicationS that training was better coordinated and addressed ".

more substantive issues than during past yearS. A'number of factors

appeared to have facilitated the move toward more relevant inservice

sessions. These included: (1) the addition of school-level personnel who

could provide training on .formal and informal levels, as well, as.provide

support to regular education personnel ;' (2Y the creation or expansion of .

ihservicelcoordinator roles; and (3) adequate coverage of procedural matters

in past sessions.

F
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Although we found no dramatic change irr the amount of inservice

.training this year, about lialf of the study_ sites increased.or decreased (to
the point of no special educatiop inservice in two LEAs) their lesvls of

inservice training during 1980=81. :These changes were attributed to local

factors (such as lack ,of money or 'more pressing priorities) and SEA

influences (such as additional funding provided to LEAs for staff

devel °pent)

.., ....
There was little civage,,this past year in the level. of relevancy 9 f . -. .,

inservice trainini (i.e., sites, continued last -year's. efforts of more

yrhstantive and better coordinated trainchii. AlthoUgh inservite 1^elevant.I
.to...local 'needs rovided an incentive for participation b'y target gro upt,=,,, .-

. thgre, con i he a, need for other incentives to maintaih high levels pf
..

;
paftici pati oil. LEAs continued to provi dg'.teachers with subili totes, tp pay.

-.. -. i ,.t. for inservice time,- and, to give- colle§e credits to encourage teachers and.'

other prsonnel to participate in inservice, training. Some districts 'still,

required specific levels orinservie tralnim, for salary increases: wi;

ti

We did, however, find Sdme gns 1-,taeaddittonal emphasis was being

placed on this past year on the topic of vocational "btiucation as it effects.-
..,

sPecial education students. This chan was consistent with-the increased

emphasis on career or vocatio al, education for special education stfi'dents

desc ri bed in other.sectionsi of s-,report 2-Ex-a-motet ---ufs-drire'p-refinifnery

efforts made by six LEAs in thd dire o including the topic of

vocational education in training sessions f

. Three sites had special education personnel give presentations (oh
topics such as mainstreaming) to vocational-technics il<and other
vocational education staff.

TWO 'sites included vocational staff on special education inservice
_training committees, d held special education inservice sessions
directed at special e ucation vocational teachers "to help them see
.the -whole picture.

. One L.Ek contracted, with a university to design compyehensive staff, \
'devali,5pment materials (e.g., vocational 'evaluations, defiping
for successful functioning in any, typd_of, vocational class') for all
vocational and special. education persohnel invol ved-in program

.&,
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development and decisionmaking. The contract laid the groundwork
for future cooperative inservice training and curriculum development
between vocational and special education.

..

Other Factors Related to Inservice raining

Thisyear, for the first time, we also inquired about three factors
. concerning inservice training: needs assessment-practices, parent training,

and the use of PL 94-142 funds for staff development.

We found that every LEA in our study at some time has conducted an

Inservice needs assessment, which has ranged from.sa formal survey to less
formal, practices such as brainstorming or teiChei's' persoRal requests to
their supervisors. ?Hower, there was no cleait' evidence that the form of
the needs assessment (f.e., formal or informal) had any direct impact on the
degree of relevance of inservice .training.

Parent training was mentioned in three sites as a target for inservice
training. Sessions were organized by special, education staff and parent
groups and were aimed at increasing parental awareness and knowledge
regarding special education. However, in general, parent participation was

not exceptional (i.e., the same interested pare,pts car while the majority
did not participatO. As a result of this, low turnout of parents, one

-district planned to concentrate future parent training .efforts at the school
level, which miga provide sessions more relevant to individual school needs
and therefore be perceived as more relevant by, individual parents. In
'addition to local efforts, one SEA added a new program consultant this year
to coordinate statewide activities related to parent awareness, information,
and training, which may have an impact at the local level in the-future.

About half of the LEAs used PL 94-142 funds to supplement staff
development activities. For,example, one LEA continu0 to use PL 94-142
dollars to provide some inservice training for regular education staff. As
part of t.4i s effort to increase awareness ,amoni, .regul ar educators ,

princlals.and guidance counselors attended speciale uc ion meetings such
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as those $Ronsored by the Council for Exceptlipel Children, the SEA, and the

district. Finally, with anticipated cutbacks in PL 94-142 funds, one

district planned to decrease its inservice training budget next year (at the

'equest of the SEA) in order to use its PL 94-142 funds to preserve the

level of direct'services to students.

.Unmet Needs in Inservice Training

As was true-in past years, despite improvements in the nature of

training provided, there continued to be a need for more inservice

training. Unmet needs, as noted by respondents, still included the

following:

. A. need for increased substantive training for both regular and,
special education personnel regarding working with handicapped
students (e.g., training on instructional strategies, classroom
management, child identification).

. A need for infoription on how to work with students who do not
qualify for special education services (e.g., the "slow learner").

. A need for a comprehensive orientation on PL 94-142 procedural
requirements such as referrals, due process, and IEPs for those
groups that have not received any training regarding special,

education (primarily regular education teachers 'and admlnistrator).

Changes in SEA Involvement in Personnel Development

In'the 1'979-80 school year, we reported that states used various

mechanisms.(e.g., regional resource centers, state grants, ,requirements

thAt LEAs spend a percentage of their PL 94-142 flow-through funds on

inervice training) to implement their comprehensive systems of personnel

development. SEA-sponsored trainimg was generally viewed'by respondents in

most study sites to be of limited utility because of its general nature

(i.e., topics were not reievant to the specific needs of individual LEAs,

and LEAs had'difficulty coordinating 'th the SEA system). Little changed

in 1980-81 in the majority of states th regar to'the mechanisms used
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statewide to implement personne .development or in the frequency with which

LEAs took advantage of SEA training. There were, however, two significant

exceptions, which are defcribed below.
,

Two SEAs,,through changes in' legislation and funding mechanisms,

influenced the level or quality of inservice training in their LEAs this

. past year. The first state included the requirement in its new specia l

education legislation that LEAs provide inservice training to all regular

education teachers who serve special education students. The regulations .

state:

Each district, special education services region, and County office
shall ensure that all regular classroom teachers who provide services
to individuals with exceptional needs receive the equivalent-of at
least one day of training each year relating to the needs ofsuch
individuals.

LEAs have responded
4.,.

both favorably and uthvorably (e.g., concerns about

planning and resource requirements) to the new regulation and have selected

various ns to implement this trafning. For example, districts have

epromptrinservice modules at the school.level, district-level workshops and

speakers, and greater ?involvement of regular teachers in IEP meetings. It

remains to be seen whether this additional training will increase the

quality of LEA inservice training.

The other state Made legislative changes this past year not only in

personnelLvelopment requirements, but also in -how funds were,alloCated

04s function. A new state law was passed thNt requires educators to

receive 15 hours of inservice credit each yearNn order to maintain their

certification. This required ins6rvice training can involve local inservice

sessions, university courses, attending state meetings, and so forth.

Additional funds were.allocated to LEAs to Implement the new law. The SEA

also changea its allocation procedures for funds to implement the state's °

,comprehensive system of personnel development. In 1979-80, SEA PL 94-142

discretiOnery fur* were allocated to regidnal service cewters for the

inservice training to LEAs. ,In 1980-81, discretionary funds
,

s
-weremerelyfunneled through the -regional centers, thus allowing LEAs
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1 .to run their own ,special education .inservice traini ng. The results of these
changes had been very positive, according to LEA personnel in the study
sites in this state. Because the SEA had allocated additional funds to the
LEAs to implement the new law, the LEAs.were able to provide.rnore inservice
trainingthan had been .potsible previously. In one LEA, for example,
special education inservice was provided to regular education teachers for
the first time. 'Respondents in this same district generally felt that the
inservice training' sessions were more pertinent and more convenient thin the
regional service center's prior sessions. The 15-hour-requirement Alto
encouraged a greater leve# l of participation in special, education inservice.

sessions.*

There were some indications across the study sites that state-level
changes may affect the level of LEA inservice training in 19.81-82. For
example, one SEA, whose system of staff development requires its LEAs .to-
spend a 'certain' percentage of their PL 94-142 flow-through funds on
inservice training, planned to reduce this percentage from 10% to 5%, in
Anticipation of federal cutbacks in4. 94-142 funding level's.

'Summary

....

The principal observations about changes in personnel, their miles, and
inservice training during the 1980-81 school year were the following:

r N
Crary to last -year, there was limited' special education program

expa 'on; therefore, few additional education personnel were hired
to staff new programs and to psovide related services,.

,

* , ' i. - ,
i training iAttendance at inservice trainng s currently valunfar2in some LEAs

) because of union contracts. The nestate law in essence makes inservice
mandatory; therefore., tac-her unions have been.working to provide for
additiohal teacher input into the; ,ki nds of ieservi ce training offered to
meet the 15 -hour requirement:

.

p i
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The number of boundary-grosiing.personnel, who are responsible or
bridging the gap between regular and special education, has
increased slightly through the,development of new boundary-crossing
roles. These .new roles were created primarily an-be secondary
level to provide coordination between special 'education,and
vocational ed &cation.

. Other new role or functions were created this year to deal with
'various'local nd'qutside factors, such as monitoring', court cases,
and conCerns o discipline'of special educationstudents.

. The amount of inservice training did not change significantly in the
majority of study sites. However, several LEAs increased.or
decreased their level of special education inservice training
because of local or state influences.

. If inservice training is relevant to-perceived needs and.interests
personnel will participate, but it was reported that other
incentives continue to be needed (e.g., pay, substitutes to covdr

,

classes, credit for personnel- develop411t).

. More collaboratiye.,,training initiatives (e.g., between special and
vocational education at the secondary level) were getting under way,
'Particularly in areas emphasizing Areer preparation for handicapped
individuals.

, .

. two SEAs were requiring or providing for more inservice training at
the local level. These changes were made through crnges in
legislation and funding.

. Needs in the area of inservice training remained the same as'last
year because, overall, few significant changes were made this past

'year. Training needs include more substantive training for regular
and special education personnel who work with special education
students, increased orientation to special education and its
requirements for all regular education staff, and training for
regular education staff on how to deal with student problems not
under special education jurisdiction, such as slow learners and
behavior problems.

a
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IV SECONDARY LEVEL: PROGRAM OPTIONS, GRADUATION

REQUIREMENTS, POSTSECONDARY OPPORTUNITIES

In this final findingt section, we discuss changes at the high school
O

level and issues related' to secondary students. ,First, we describe changes

in high school program options, particularly with regard to vocational

opportunities for special education' students. Next,, we discuss the impact

that graduation requirements and minimal competency testing h e had at the

LEA level this year. We then present findings concerning theltransition of .

'handicapped students from hip school to continuing education? employment,

or peltsecondary training, or to becolning clients of caretaking or other

human-service agencies.

High Sc6pOlProgram Options

'Last year, we found that although a wide range of program options

(e.g., Tesource'rooms, self-containedtspecial education classes, work-study

- programs, Tegufar vocational education classes, vocational, technical

centers) existed across the study sites, rarely did a comprehensive range of

options -exist within a given LEA: Moreover, we noted that the'nature of)a

..highschool student's program was largely determined by the resources

available,within the LEA context, which varied substantially across these

sites.
EQ F

i

, '", , Although our findings.in 1980-81 were essentially the same, we did

investigate
.

in More depth the goals of secondary ,schools for different types
. ..

of handicapped students.. For the most part, the LEAs in the SRI study

belteved that their high school programs stould prepare special education....
. .

.

students
.

fo.,). continuing educatiorr, postsecondary training, or employment
. ) .t:

- 1.

,
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(including sheltered workshop settings f or

six LEAs set the employability goal for all
majority of the districts tended to be uncl
students:, Generally, SLD prograrrii had a mi

goals. For example, in one large distridt,
important to promote the "vocational route"

, 3

TMR and SMR students). Although

'special education students, the

ear about
4
goals for SLD

xture of .academic and vocational

some people thought that it was

for.SLD students, while.others -

thought that ,parental expectations, wliich could include ,college preparatory
'work, should influence decisions about program optiOns to a greater extent...,
A special education director in another site commented about the inten of
high .schabl ,"By the,end of 12th grade, kids shouldhave. a saleable ski 1 lt

even if they're going to'college." Finally, in a third district where about
90% of all high school students went on to 2- and 4-year colleges-, most SLD

students in the resource program were academically oriented and did go on to

col lege.

Gene?ally, program 4aels were clearer for the EMR and the more severely

handicapped high school population than they,were 'for the SLD, population.-

Goals for these students reflected an orientation toward preparation for the
world of work and .responsible citizenry. 'LEA and school-leVel person11.

expressed expectations that EMR students should become "productive members

of wciety" and that the.mijor goal high school for these, students was

to make taxpayers, not taxtakers of them." Finally., for the more severely .

handicapped (TMR, SMR) students, LEAS teridedtto'focds on prevocational

training, self-help skills, and independent living skills, and'to prepare

high school students for employment within sheltered work-shops or for:

postgraduation services from, other human' service agencies. Ai though,More

severely handicapped students 'often remained in school 'until the maximum

legal 11Ige, for leaving, there were few programmatic differences for these
students between the ages of 18 and 21. 3

Overall, more program optio, contintred to' exist, for the upper range} af

handicapped -students, primarily LD, higher functioning EMR, a nd SED

students with socially Ippropri ate behavior. Alttkugh This year Wet saw,

three di st;sictsin which TMR and SMR students were placed in high school
f )

with their age-appropriate peers, these self-contained settings' were' the
-
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only program options for these students. Moreover, in slightly over half of

the study sites, TMR and SMR students were served in -separate facilities,

rather than in public schools.
.

As described in Section II, LE focused on filling serv.iee gaps. in

'their-secondary-level programs his st year. Changes in services to SLD

and SED. students were discussed in Sections. II and III; efforts directed at

vocational education program gaps are presented below.

Vocational Education Program Options

In over half of the LEAs visited, vocational education prograninatic

gaps were being addressed in 1980-81. While some districts expanded

services within their existing vocational education programs, other LEAs

focus'ed their efforts on creating new or modified roles or procedures to

better coordinate vdcational education services for special education

students.* A few
/
districtS sought to improve the match between student

Skills and the specific requirements of jobs within the local community, in

order to help special education students become more competitive in the job

market. Inot.pthe districts, regulan.vocational education administrators, who

historically have operated separately from special education, facilitated

especial education administrators' efforts this past year.

Program Changes

, Most of the changes in vocational education programs for special.74

education students this past year related to mildly handicapped students -

r

* ;sr'
OneJarcor influencing these efforts in locally declining enrollment in
the.'regular educatfon population, which means that vocational program-
staff and.others have time to devote to the special education population.
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(high functioning SLD and EMR, mild SED), often because the mitdlyhandi-
capped popultjon represented the largest proportion- of the total special

education population in a district. As one LEA.speciial education coorjii-

nator explained tte diitrict's strategy: "Our strategy Was, 'Here are most

of the kids in themost need--let's serve:them."
;

rt
One large district added 16 special education vocationa,1 'education

classes in 19801, primarily to serve mildly handicapped students. Because

the LEA's vocational, education department administers all vocational educa-,
tion programs in the LEA, the special. education department was i'nvolved -

actively with the vocational education department to Plkn for this program

expansion. The district conducted a."job market analysis" to identify the
types of ,jobs available in the community. Professionals in the labor force

were interviewed to find out which business areas were most likely to CIie

job openings that couldbe- filled by special education students. ° (Through
such formal and informal networking, for example, local hotels agreed to-

. guarantee eiiiier paid or unpaid job placements). The program areas that

were included this year were seleCted from a pool ofpossible options by

applying the following criteria: (1) that there were community jobs:

available in the vocational program area and (2) that-there was the

possibility of setting up training at the employers' sites. Asa result
of this job market' analysis,..classes were designed to teach special
education students entry-level skills in various fields; (e.g., clerisal,
cabinetmaking, food services, hotel/motel services, convalescent hospitals,
landscape maintenance).

Increased cooperation between LEA departments of vocational education

and special education facilitated prograninatic.,change in another large urban

district. Vocational assessment and career counseling for special education

students were virtually nonexistent tlroughout this district:. _Students

generally deCided for themselves what vocational program options they.

wanted. However, to help address the need for better vocational assess-

ments, two new vocational education pilot programs at the 10th-grade level
were begun/ft° 'Work with special education students in home economics and

shop. In addition, one vocational technical center published a series

c-c
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of guidelines this pait year to assist special education teachers in
advising their students about the various vodaticral programs at the ,

center. these guidelines provided profiles of the general; physical,, and
specific attributes of "a potential student who willdinost likely complete
each vocational course successfully."

Prograrmiatic changes also occurred in three. other sites. One district
provided additional vocational training to higher einctioning EMR students .

so that they could'get joy in the areas for which they were training (e.g.,
welding, clerical, custodial, auto mechanics). To further assist these

students, the LEA hired a former EMR teacher to all as a job Placenient
specialist. Using 10% set -aside funding, another district started two new
programs, primarily for 9th-grade SLD and EMR students. One program was

aimed at career exploration to help children narrow their vocational' choicei
before they reached high schoql; the other provided some skills training to
9th-grade EMR students. Finally, the work-study program in a rural 'district
expandeb'slightly to include services for SLD and SED students, as well a%
for the traditionally served EMR students.

Changes in the Coordination of Vocational Education Services

A few districts sought to improve the coordination of vocational
''education services fort: special education students. For example, one LEA

implemented a new staff role this past year that had beenoperating on a
pilot basis in Spring 1980 . The purpose of this new role, vocational -
education coordinator, was to open up more vocational education placements
for special education students. The coordinator worked mainly with EMR

students this first year, because they needed the most assistance in
part ipating in and benefiting,from the regular vocational education
classes; Although student selection was based on "potential for success,"
thysimiiing opportunities for some handicapped 'students, the vocational
education coordinator reporte,d that he had increased his caseload from 18
itudents. in Spring 1980 to 36 students this past year.
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V Another district adapted a role(vocational 'advisor) that had provided
information coordination between vocational and special education to now
provide a more formalized coordination mechanism. The vocational advisors

- .
, found job sites for high school special education studentsfollowed up on..

studentork perTonitance, provide,Career counseling, for individual students,
and 'coordinated mainstreaming activities, especially those involving

,.. vocational trai,ning classes. Although this LEA already had a sophisticated
vocational assessment center' that tested all special education students at,
age 16, the assessment results were not afways used optimally. This past
year, the vocational advisors made certain that the vocational assessment

inforthation was integrated with other data when decisions were made about
job placemet. An increase in the' nuniber of special educatiOn students in
the regular vv o'Cational training classes was attributed to this successful-
"boundary crosser "' role, as well as to the impact of declining enrollment on
vocational education (i.", vocational education needs students to keep
teachers and programs).

Match Between Student Skills and Local Job Market

tr')
Earlier in this subsection, we descibed how one LEA used 1.11job market

analysis" approach in planning to better match the skills of the district's
special educatii4, students with the needs of the local job Market. Here, we '
present examples of such efforts in at least frbm'four other LEAs. Last ..

year we described one LEA's vocational technical center and noted a variety
Of local ntgxtual factOrs (e.g., heavy industry, good school'-cothmunity-

business lations) that contributed to the success of the center's voca-
tional education program. This past year, this district further refined
its program through the use of a Title IV-C grant. The district conducted
a tUrvey of local employers to check out available jobs end to match special
education students' skills and interests, with theie jobs. Changes in the

vocational training program will be made in 1981-82 to reflect single-skill
training to a greater extent; that is, the curriculum will be broken down
into more specific skills 'within each program area.



The match between student skills and jobs available locally was also" of
.concern in another LEA. Although,more special education students had been

enrolled in the vocational technical. Center during the past 3 years, there
Wad been no successful placement of these students in employment related to.
their vocational/technical training. Although about 80% of students found
some kind of postsecondary employment, district admini strators questioned
what criteria sharld be used to measure program success for special educa-
tion.students. For example, tom, students in the auto mechanics program

could perform individual .tasks Pike tire mounting, but could not completq 4'

all of the other program area requiremenp.

Although no doing so for the first time, in 1980-81, vocational tech-
nical centers in A least two other districts attempted to better match,
student skills with local jab markets by using competency-based curricula
that specify rtqui red entry-level job skills within each programmatic area.
In one district, the curriculum for each program was broken down into speci-
fic skills, which were then organi-lel into "learning pac*." This approach
permitted a studerrt to work on specific ski.11s individually, at his or her
own pace, guided by detailed instructions in a packet of material on thatb.,
skill. The curriculum could be modified for special education 'students so

that they could complete only part of the total competencies, if -necessary.-
Vocational educators noted that students' had -rre-Ford of the specific compe-

tencies they had -demonstrated Within each program; thus, employers can
Clearly assess graduates' entry-level job skills.

Finally, in one other district, located in an-urban area, the majority
.ofhan.dicapped students probably leave the public schools .

withOut appro-
,

pria evocational training or work-related skills.. However, students. who -

pa icipated in programs) at two vocational skills centers had the most
appropriate training aailahle to them. The centers provided training 1.1.1
"vocational clusters" (e.g., cosmetology), which broke down skills into ,

%specific competencies related to. specific job-entry skill s. Thus, two
...,

students in the same vocational cluster could progress at the-1Y individual
rates and rchieve different levels of job skills ee.g.. ,. shrpoo person vs.
beautician). A computeized system kept track of what each seNkent had
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mastered, and students lef; the program with a certificate
ft
of.pchiqopment

listing 'these competencies.

Remainin Challenges in. Vbcational Education

for Special Education Students_

9
.

t*
. Despite LEA attentio to vocational education gaps for special' e ca-

t

tion
t

students4tlis past year, problem remained in the secondary progr
-

r_
,

matic pea.: terms -of program options,, it remained true in 1980-81 that

work-experience/work-Study programs (emphasizing work-readiness skills and 1

on-the-job experience) most often served EMR students and sometimes SLD

and SED students. Regular vocational education classes within comprehensive

high schools andyarAtional technical ceniers, designed to offer specialized

vocational or career training (e.g., auto mechanif building trOs,f,

cosmetology, small engine repair, child care), continued, in general; to
. .

be geared to the lipger 'range of special education students (mild SLD and:.

SED, and a limited Amber of higher functioning EMR students).

Although over half of the LEAs we observed were trying to mdbve com-

penents df their vocational education service delivery systems this past

year to better accommodate special education students, rarely did all of the

system' components link together smoothly as yet. The' various components can

be summarized as 1 ows

7

1.

. Vocational assessment, career counseling, and vocational placement

. Curriculum or equi ication and support services
,

. Training' thi,,vocatio d tion teachers

. Job placement/transition to the world of work.

Although some LEAs addressed vocational assessments'and career counsel-

ing this past year, they remained weak areas.at the,majority of the study

sites. Decisions about vocational placement-often were made on the basis of

teacher recommendation or student desire. For example, in pne LEA, ,EMR
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. i
students just.selected the clares they lantederom a list of liocational
education classes.

-4

4, Last year, we reported the we found increasing attempts to adapt .

vocational training proarams::t handicapped students and to reduce teachers'
resistance to the inclusion, of ecial education'students. This year,'we
found that curriculum acommodatfons 'Or equipment modifications and support_

'services for special education students ,tended. to -occur most often-at
vocational technical centers. FOr4ffixample, vocational centers,in at least

.
five districts had such services, as follows. . , )-

In one large LEA, there were special education teachers (for SLD, SED,
and EMR students) on the vocational tecnnical centes staff .to teach
academic classes and to provide support to ,regular vocational education

. ,
teachers (e.g.,.test accommodations). .In addition, a special learning
center, staffed by teachers d aides, was available to provide individually
tailored programs for spec education students. Another large district
had a special .education coordinator and aides to support special education
students n its yocaional skills centers. In yet another LEA, reading and
math,labs,were available at the area vocational school for both regular and
special education students who needed assistance. Finally, two other dis-
tricts in two. states had resource available at their vocational 4.

technical centers to give support to special education students. However,

as described in Exhibits IV-1 and IV-2, these centers offered an interesting
contrast in terms of how the various components of the vocational training
operated. .

Finally, a sygematic job placement component of the transition to the a'

world of work was lacking in several
A. continued in the same jobs that they

these were relatively low-level jobs

,--

-

LEAs.. Special education students often.
had during high 'saitool. In most cases,
(i.e., fast food service, etc.)/
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Summary

The findings regarding availability of vocational educatiortprogram

options during the 1980-81 school year are as. follows:

12

. High schools perceived goals for special education s udents to
include preparatiod-forcontinuing-e&satidn, posts condary train-
ing, or employment. The employability goal was rongest for EMR
end more seyerely handicapped students. Goals fir SLD students

. .

were often unclear.

. The majority of the LEAs addressed some of the gaps in vocational
education p rog rams for handicapped students. New<collaborative

efforts between regular vocational education and special education
systems were observed this year.

. Despite progress, rarely did ail components of the vocational
education system link together smoothly to serve special education

students. Unmet needs existed in such areas as vocational assess-
ment, career counseling, curriculum ar equipment modification, P

training of vocational education teachers, and job placement .

services.

Graduation Requirementslnd Mifitmal Competency Testing (MCT)

/

Since the passage of PL 94-142, secondabi special educatiorrprogramming

has been through a'major'reassessment. This reassessment has required some

district's and .schpols to define functional 'competency needs for different

handicapped populations and to match these needs to secondary special educa-

. tion curricula. A parallel deVelopment in regular education was occurring,

with the minimal competency testing (MCT) movement. These efforts at defin-

ing minimal competencies and developing testing materials were directed at

all students, without regard to-individual variability. Wilth the passage of

legislation mandating individalized pregramming for handicapped students,,

ho4ever, homogeneity in graduation expectations and testing requirements had

to be reconsidered. Issues that affect the development of MCT policy for

the handicapped at both state and local levels include: development of

special minimal competency tests, setting of differential standards, modifi-

cation of testing practices, and creation of alternatives to the awarding of

regular high school diplomas.
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Exhibit IV-1

VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER: EXAMPLE'l

6
(

'At dne site, the regional vocational.tecbnical center
rep resented on effective resource for special education
students within dis 16-member districts. Although local,ly

declining enrollment may have encouraged this center to accept

more special education students, the director of the center
appeared committed to serving these students and had provided
various support services to facilitate. successful dareer

training experiences f9r special students. 'Coordination
hetween thcsenter dnd,the members of the feeder hi1gh school .

districts implvved over the past year. For example, a new form
was developed for LEA use so that the special needs of each
student were clearly identified to the vocational technical t,
cente staff.,

*V;

All new special education students had to go through the
;center's vocational assessment lab, which used &variety of
tests andevaluation syitems [e.g.., Singer materials., VALPAR,
Jevesh Employqent Vocational System (JEVS)J. This policy,
implemented for, the first time this past year was instituted
because center personnel had found that "special education
kids' needs weren't-being met." Assessment results, as well as
information from the feeder high school districts, were used in,
making vocational program placement decisioni. A special,
education'reiource person met with each vocational teacher at
the beginnin4, of the school year to discuss the special needs

of handicapped students and to suggest strategies the vocation-
al teachers might` use with .their students. Vocational instruc-
tors were. released for R1 day to work on individual vocational

Plans (IVPS) for each handicapped student. A copy of the
completed JVP was then sent to the home LEA for its use.
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, ExhibitIV-1 (concluded)

- The competency-based curriculum broke down each prOgram
*into specific skills and permitted regular and special educa-"

tion students to work individually, attheir own pace. The .

special education resource person was available to work with
vocational instructors in making necessary curriculum or

bioNeguipment modifications (e.g., getting modified Uuipment for
physically handicapped, students in welding classes). She and
her aide were also available throughout, the year to give oral
tests, tape reading material, and provide other assistance to

,special education students.

Three days a week, a state job service counselor was at'
tile center to work with the special education resource person
ill helping students with job placement. During' the 1'980-81
School year, all of the seniors wire scheduled to go through
the job service office to register for full-time and part-time
employment openings.. In an. area with a 9% unemployment rate,
'75% to 80% of last yea!'s special and regular ducation
graduates were now employed. In praising threlifectiveness of
the regional vocational technical center program, the work
experience coordinator from one high school commented that a
number of special education students who were now seniors
(primarily SED) had been eligible for paduation in 1979-80 but I
had stayed in school for a 5th year SQ that they could finish
their training at the center.

I
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Exhibit IV-2 °

VOCATIONAL TECHN CENTER: EXAMPLE.2

In another site, the area vocational technic 'al center
provided 'a special program and some support services (in a

resource' center) available to special education students.

Students could receive tutoring and special help in the resource
center. In addition, the head of the resource center could work
with the vocational instructors to suggest,course modifications
hr individual students;'for example, students could be given
only oral instructions and tests, or students might be able to
cover all the curriculum units but stop at capacity on each unit.

In general,, it was difficult for special education students
to be accepted intothelvocational technical center. Center
stiff stated that the center "generally gives the kids a chance
to some here," that they don't "turn anyone away." HowAfer,
relatively few special education students attended the center,
for various reasons. There was no Vocational assessment per,se
at the feeder high school or the center; it was urto the
individual student to-decide which vocational option he or she
yodid pursue. Thus, students did not necesSarily'end up in
appropriate options: -

Special education students also generally found it "hard to
survive" at the votational technical center. For example, the
mainstreaming experiepces for..the EMR students had not generally
worked out. An administrator of the Vocational center had the
attitude that "most" programs Were too hazardous for EMR
students. Although some teachers were quite willing to adapt
their courses, others were, reluctant to make modifications.
Part of the-reason that it was difficult to modify classes to
accommodate students with special needs was that most of the
vocational teachers had not been trained to deal with
exceptional children. Finally, poor coordination between the
feeder hjgh school and the vocational technical center added to -0

the problems of special education students%
.
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Two factors were investigated this. past year as possible influences on

special education programing at the, secondary

,,ments and minimal competency testing criteria.

on secondary special education students in our

described below.

level: graduation re6uire-

The impact of these factor,

study sites in 1986-81 is

Influence of High School Graduation Requ5rements

on Special Educati on -Stude.nts

s:

Secondary school curricula traditionally include subjeCt-oriented con-

tent areas such as science, math, and social, studies. To qualify for a

diptorba, a student generally must complete or accumulate a specified number

of graduation credits. Depending on the type of handicap and the special

education program., 4 found that a special education student May or- may...not

be required to pass standard graduation requirements. rDifferential Stand-

ards were.particularl.c prevalent in sites that had instituted, competency

tot requ'irements, as part "of theic4 graddation standards.

Ten of the 16 LEAs in our study did pot have MCT criteria as part-of

their
1
graduatiOn standards; rather,' students were expected only to meet

certain unit or course requirements. ,Jrn these districts' special education

students might graduate by-meeting eiiterthe same standards as regular *

students (low-level courses that are considered "substitutional," and fulfill 04)
the required graduatithl credits), lower standards (e.g., fewer credits), or

different standards' (e.g., meeting IEP goals). A special education student

who met his or her prescribed standard, might receive a regular diploma, a

special diploma, a certificate of conletion, a :specials piece of paper,"

or some other document. The line bAgen'redeipt of a regular diploma and.

- receipt of Arne other symbol,of graduation usually was ,drawn,between the

mildly and severely handicapped students.

In six, LEAs studied, graduation was contingent on course requirements

and passage of a minimal competency test, The MCT requirement was mandatory

for regular edutition students but permissive for special education students.
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.
Four, of the-six sites decided that the IEP team* would determine ,graduation
*reqUI rements on an individual ,basis. The feeling was that legal mandates

required that decisions regaydingspecial education students be made igdi-
vi ually rather t n on a group basis. As one Special erlucation'director

\ied When asked about the effect of minimal competency tests on special
education students:

ko
You can't require all speCial education students to take theY. tests, and you can't eicffse` all of them. You- have to decide on
a case-by-case basis and document adaptations, if necessary.

1

These differential' standards could include such things as use of IEP goals,
special tests, lower passing scores on the MCT, and test accommodations.

/ .1 \
The other

1
two LEAs allowed test modifications for special ',education

students, but students who failed the competency test were not awarded a
regular diploma. It wasj therefore, possible for,spectal education students'
tn sites with a competency test requirement to receivea reguiar diploma,
but the Alternatives for' students who did not eet graduatiori standards

. seemed to be more restricted than in the 'sites\rithou,t MCT criteria. Of the

six sites with "competency testing requi rements, three LEAs had tick, option

of issuing' special education diplomas, while the other three might give
*,

I

pecial education students nothing at all. One of these latter LEAs was

considering providing special (education students with a skills matrix that
would delineate skills a student did or did not have.*

Whether or not competency testing was a graduation requirement, the

issuing of different forms of diploma in some cases was not at the,disCre-
r

ti do of .individual LEAs. In two states, state laws specified or restricted
the types of. diplomas tat could be issued. In one state, state.

-,..,*
The other 2 LEAs were not planning- to deny special leducation students s

some form of a diploma this past year because it was felt that more time
'was needed to determine graduation standards for these students.
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policy .required that all student's (regular apd special education) receive )
the same diploma. In another state, it was determined that Ve issuing ,of,
certificates of completion was illegal;

require-
ments

forms of graduation symbol; coupled with graduation require-
ments like minimal compgtericy testing orPro` visions for differential stand-
arils, can influence the
from high school. A nu

question of differentia{ s
were in the process of

constraints set by the state
commented:

V

umber of special education students who graduate
berof LEAs were particularly struggling 'with the

dards. School personnel- in one district who,
to set fair differential standardi within the

no certificates of completiori),

p

The philosophy of the school is that differential standards ;re,
not OK, but a certificate of completion is. Since [a certificate] -,
is not legal now, we're reluctantly modifying our position abdut
differential standards in competencies, gc,odits, modes...[Ohe] can
have differential standards, but there hato..be a standard.

(4,

Whereas some respondents considered competency tests a barrier to gradAticin
for special education students, other respondents saw differential standards
to be a means for special edtication students to continue to gradu and, in

some cases, receive a regular diploma for the first time.

-4--

Effects of Minimal Competencx4Testitig on Special Education. Students

The minimal coMpetencyzovement began- in the early 1970s as a rqult
of growing_publiC concern that the U.S. education system was failing to

'graduate functionally literate individual's. The public questioned not only
the leaning expectations for a student to receive a high schott diploma,
but also the ongoing evaluation process for students. attaining basic
educational skills from elementary through high school. Thig,concern has
resulted in a national reassessment of the educational goal of public
education. One of the more controversial Paths that this reassessment has
taken involves 'the use of competency -tests.
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Three of e Aeztes in our study are using competency tests as a
graduation 41111 i re'm e n t ; two other states are permissive on this requirement;
and one state plan to institute MCT as a graduation requirement in the
1982 -83 school year. As discussed above, we found that competency tests

can affect graduation standoffs; hoWev.er, of greater concern were the
effects such tests. Might have on special education student programming.

There are arguments that trying to meet or adapt traditio 1 secondary

school graduation requirements for special education student may not

facilitate individual, career development for many handicapped hiildren,

because the traditional secondary school curricula and the skills/
competencies needed by many handicapped students remain disparate. Other

arguments have arisen over the limitation of postsecondary opportunities for
special edu.cation stude'nts if they are denied diplomas because of competency

tests, the validity of compett'ey testsy the legality of dual graduation
criteria for special and regular education students, and other such issues.
Many of these issues have arisen at the sfudysites. The perceived, as well
as actual, impacts of MCT, as viewed by respondents, are described below.

if

Impact of MCT on Curricula

Points of view differed on-Vie-effect MCT has had or will have on the
curricula for special education students: Some respondents felt that
curricula had become less flexible (as b hing only MCT objectives or
basic skills, curricula having.no relatio nctional ski 1 1 s). For

example, a special education director who was wo ried that4the districts
minimal competency requirements might limit skills training asked: "Do we

want kid to .get a job or get a,_diploma?, We.can't do both." Others saw
curriculum improvements as a restp,rtrf minirol competency standatrds:

Teachers in one district felt-thpt the district's minimal competency

standards had helped to target skills development (e.g., the' tests are

criterion-referenced, which% aids in determining the level of remediation
needed) and that the practical skill orientation of the test had enriched
both the special and regular, education curricula. In another tEA using
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t competency -testing, the district was developing an adaptive criterion-
referenced curriculum for EMR and.lower functioning SLD studentseko' assure

some- sort of standardization in course content across the district In

addition, it was hoped that the adaptiVe curriculum mdirld provide an '"
alternative route so that special education students;- who

45
now received only

4_

"special diploMas," might receive regular diplomas ir they met certain
criteria.

Other concerns involved the problems of teachers -teaching to the test
and possibly ignoring individual needs. We,fou,nd that less individuali-:
zatiori might not be a problem, however, if the skills outlined in the
competency test were compatible with special education program skills and ,

were tied to IEP-goals. Thus, it appeareethat the point of view of respon- ,

dents was based on whether or not they perceived the MCT goals in their
district to be appropriate: if the' gcials establtihed were appropriate, then
competency tests could be beneficial; If inappropriate, they could have
adverse effects on special education students.

Impact of MCT on Length of Stay in School

. Another concern involved the Possibility that special. eductation
dents would drop out at an increased rate if they saw-no Opportunity for
passing the MCT and, therefore, of earning a diploma. Ina Small rural
LEA,' respondents told us that one of the big incentives for special educa-
tion students to "stay in school was the opportunity to earn'a high school
diploma; bikt the test that this state plans to use is very academically
oriented, and even the mildly impaired may have difficulty passing. ,This
concern may be alleviated if the LEA is able to use differential standards
or ik_a system of remediation is built into the MCT program. In anothert,i
site, which has an early identification and remediation system as a. moon.:
ent of the state.'s'*minimal comptency standards, MC'T has become a screening

G
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device for detecting learning problems in time to provide remediation, so .,.

that few students would fail to receive a diploma in 1981.*

1

In contrast to concerns over increased dropOlits, some 'respondents fqlt
4,1

that-competency tests would require LEAs to provide services to students

additional years until the could finally graduate with a diploma. In two

LEAs with MCI requirements, district personnel saw no trend in this direc,

tion because, as they commente4, opportunities hid always been availablpr/

for students to get a diplorT1 through adult education. On the other hand,.

the legislatures in both states ,where these LEAs are located, r6qui red their

districts to provide a "13th year" of tstruction to students who fail the

MCI in their isenior year.

Impact of MCT on Special Education Enrollment

Several respondents were concerned that regular education students who

might fail the-competency tests would try to get into special education, in

order to benefit from the differential standards allowed by some districts

,7 (primarily fortorderline SLD-students). The fear that special education

would become a "dumping groUnd" becauSe of minimal competency testing was

addressed by one LEA, which established M'cT criteria for special education

students comparable to those for regular e tin students. These differ-

ential standards inClUded passing a "spe for handicapped students

having difficulty with the regular proficl c test. This special test

included the same skills as the regular test', but used simpler language and

was more "practical."

X

The provision of remedia on cla es can put a flnancial" burden on LEAs
without SEA support. Two in the longitudinal study have or are
considering providing additional, funds for remedial classes. These funds
cover expenses for regular education students but not added expenses for
remediation effo'ts for special education students.
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Impact of MCT on Postsecondary Opportunities

.A major concern of respondents revolved around the impact that compe-
.

tency testing will have on' postsecondary employment and educational oppor-

tunities for special1education students, particularly if they are deiried
/-

regular diplomas. There were mixed reactions regarding the question of

employment opportunities if handicapped students at=6,4iven special diplomas;

certificates of cbMpletion, or no diplOmas, on the baiis of proficiency

,requirements.. One special education director in ksmall community expressed

concern about future state MCT Standards:

If we can't give degrees to these [special, education] kids

because they can't do fractions, then these companies, whose
personnel policies are mTde in New York; can't hire people
without diplomas--and EMR kids are some of their best workers.

An aisistant4rincipal in another LEA felt that the number of students

. returning to school to earn the general education diploma (GED) was an

indication that employers value a diploma.

On the other hand, other respondents saw no direct relationship between

the attainment of a diploma and future employability, for a variety of

reasons: (1) many special. education students (primarily EMR) continued with

the' jobs that they obtained in high school, (2) many employers didn't ask

whether students had a diploma (employers asked about the highest grade

completed), and (3) students who received a special education diploma could

be considered "graduated" if the question was.a§ked by employers (although

certificates of completion might be.anbther story). In addition, with

increasing public awareness Of competency testing, personnel requirements on

job applications may change to reflect the different meanings of "graduate."

I

. Some respondents felt that postsecondary educational-opportunities may

be limited-for special education students who do not receive a regular
4 .

diploma because of MCT requirements. Others saw few problems in this area,

for several reasons:
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. In two LEAs, changes in graduation requirements as a result of. MCT

have created the opportunity for special education students to earn
a regular diploma for the first time.

. Participation in adult education does not require a diploma and as

pointed out earlier, provides an avenue 'to earn thb equivalent of a

diploma if needed for additional vocational training or college
entrance.

. For admission to some college programs, there are probably-greater
obstacles than lack. of a diploma for special educationstudents .k.

(i.e., Ipassage of entrance exams). ,
'eN

t

^-4-
Legal Impacts of MCT

In sites where minimal competency testing. is-a graduation requirement,

personnel were concerned about the social and legal consequen s of

denying students diOlomas. As one special education directdr stated: "We

are caught between the student's desire for a_ diploma and-the public's

d sire for the diploma to mean something." The points of contention seemed

o be the degree to which graduation standards should be different for

special education students, as well as the amount of .time given to students

to prepare for the test.

A special education coordinator in one large LEA expressed some concern

that' if students failed the state competency test, there might be some

due process ramifications: "Lawsuits may result because there may, not be

enough remediation given or preparation for the test." This concern was

justifiable; two states in our study already have been involved in bearings

on this subject. In an SEA administrative panel found 'that

one of its LEAs had violated- the rights of 12 handicapped students by

"unreasonably" requiring them to passa competency test in order to receive

a high school d lc a.. The panel based its decision on-the fact that there

Mali not been ' dequa and timely notice that the competency test would be a

prerequisite for the ceipt of a diploma."* In Florida, as a result of the

Education Daily, May 15, 1981.
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Debre P. v. Turlingtbn court case, the,SEA was required to give a lead time

of 4 to 6 years foe students to pass the functional literacy test as part of

the state's graduation requirement. Although Th4s.-second case pertained to

minority students who were in segregated schools and had not been taught

requisite skills contained in the literacy test, it seems quite likely that

the same type of argument can be applied tt handicapped students (e.g.,

where special tests_ or new special eduCation curricula have recently been

created, or where opportunities to participate in regular education have

only recently been available).

The problem of differential standardS.also 'raises the problem of dual

standards, i.e., when regular education students are denied a diploma but

.special education Students are not because of laws supporting thee.rights

of the handicapped that require individua} standards. Some SEAs have

interpreted Section 504 and PL 94-142 requirements as legally binding the
districts and'states to proVIde handicapped students arid regular education

students with the same benefits, which include the right to a'diploma.' For

example, in one state in our study, draft regulations on diplomas and

grading state:

As long is handicapped students have successfully completed all
requirements for graduation as outlined by their IEP teams or
regular classes 4-following the State Board of Educatioh guide-

lines for higtftchool graduation), they cannot-be denied
graduation or given' inferior diplOmas.

I

On the other hand,, the court case and state panel. decision cited above did

not deny the right of "LEAs or SEAs to impose MOT procedures as part of .

graduation requirements..: The general interpretation of federal mandates

on behalf of the handicapped children' in these two cases appears tobe that -P

handicapped students are entitled to equal- opportunities to attain benefits,

bOt they dznot.have a constitutional or statutory right to receive-academic

credit or a'high school dip a. However'', these interpretations are cur-

refft:ly being questionedthrough other court action.

k

b.

k
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Other leg.al concerns expressed by respondents over use of competency _

tests included those of test validity and inconsistencies ' of graduation

requirements among'sct61 districts within a state. This problem was parti-

cularly acute in states that allowlocal discretion in setting graduation

standards (i.e., where competency testing is a permissive requirement) and

in selecting proficiency standards (e.g., developing local tests, empha-

sizing different skills,letting tuccess criteria).

Unresolved MCT Issues

0
Many issues remain unresolved in the development and implementation off

MCT programs. For both regular and specigl education students, MCT proAms

require a reconsideration of the significance of the high school diploma and

the validity of tests in setting educational competency standards defined as

minimal. If proficiency tests are to be used for
V
graduation requirements,

such tests present particular; concerns for handicapped student populations.

Some of the major policy issues surrounding the implementation of -MCT pro-
,

grams for handicapped students intlude4the following*:

. Inclusion or exclusion of §pecifit handicapped populations in
minimal competency testing.

. Development and accessibility of appropriate tests for the
handicapped.

. 'Skills to be assessed by the corouttncy test (e.g., academic,
functional "life" skills).

. Remediation or supplementary instruction available and financial
support provided for this additional instruction.

. Alternative graduation (differential) standardi and awarding of
diplomas or certificates of completion. .

0.

*For additional information on policy issuds 'raised by minimal cpmpetency
programs, see SRI'-s technical assistance guide, "Minimal Competency
Testing and Special Education Stude'nts."
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., Determining locus of control for MCT p y (i.e., setting MCT
criteria and test development at the stat or local Level).

, -

Summary

TheAfindings during 1980-81 regarding the effect of graduation cequire-

ments and minimal competency testing on special education students are

summarized as follows:

The handicapped students who were hardest hit by MCT requirements
were the mildly handicapped, who generally were expected to meet the
same graduation requirements as regular students (although few were
failing to graduate in 1981). This situation was partficularly
characteristic of districts where these special educatio4 students
had always received regular diplomas in the past.

A major policy consequence of including the handicapped ill'
competency testing has been the establishment pf differential'
graduation criteria (standards) because students with learning
problems may nat be able ta_meet the retired proficiency standards.,

In some cases, IEPs were being used at the local level to determine"
graduation readiness and to set differential standards: ,While
still providing special education students the right to take regular
competency tests, the use of IEP criteria tolset differential
standards for graduation has beCbme'a workably policy alternative.
Policy, jn general, remains flexible and may change as competency
testing becomes fully jstitutionalized.

The use of differential 40andards for graduation of handicapped .

students creates the problem of dual standards. LEAs are concerned
about the possible backlash from parents of regutatedmcation
students and the legal ramifications of applying phoficiency

standards'to handicapped students,(e.g., denial of diploma, test
validity, equal opportunity issues).

Postsecondary Opportunities,for Special Education Students . j
This past year, for the first time in this study, we inquired about

goals and pi-ograms for the 18- to 21-year-old handicapped population, and

explored the actualpostsecondary Optionsfor special education students
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after they graduate or leave school.* We also tried to assess the

transition process to the' "real world" to e whether it and the options

available in the community had any impact on where special education

student's go or what they do after they leave high school. We found that

school tystergs do not generally include posiNgduation opportunities in

their dOmain of coniirn, nor does any other agency think in terms of

age-defined groups. Rather, these students fall into one or more of four

options after high, school: contiAting education (e.g., college, adult

education )5 employ or further vocational training, clients of caretaking

or other human serves- 'encies (e.g., welfare, group homes), or "other"

(e.g.-:military, at heg corrections system, "on the street"). Again, the

degreeOf self- sufficient or independent living t at they attain depends

not only on their capabilities and preparation, but also on the social

institutions and other local resources for handicapped people.

In the majority of the udy sites, respondents indicated that after

high school most mildly 'handicapped students arf "assimilated.into the

mainstream to either sink or swim." The widest range of postsecondary

opportunities ,exists for the higher functioning SLD students who were in

resource programs while in high school. We were told that these students,

tend to, enter the job market directly, join the military services, pursue
postsecondary training, -or continue their educations .at community colleges

or private colleges.

findingsfindings are discussed in greater detail below. It should be

pointed out, however, that LEAs typically generate lttt/e hard data on .

student4follow-up; therefore, our findings are based mainly on the i Ores-
,

sionse LEA, personnel.

PL 94-142. re ires LEAs to provide services special education students

through r 21st year unless contrary to s ate law. As described previ-

ouS ost handicapped students graduate o leave high school around 18

ye rs of age. The severely handicapped, However,ire more likely to stay
i school uhtil a later age.
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Cohtinuing Education

In at least nine sites, support services for handicapped students, -

particularly SLD students, were available at local community colleges.*

However, because of the lack of formal linkages petween the schopl districts

and the community colleges, few high school students were aware of what was

available at the community college level. In some cases, where colleges had

already developed such support services over the last few years, programs

were full; thus, community college administrators were not eager to adver-

tise their programs for fear that new demands would exceed their 'service-

delivery capabilities. However, in one site, where the comMunity college

was in the process of building a new support program, the college specialist

for the disabled hired an SLD specialist to provide direct services and to

inform LEAs about the availability of services.
0

Although most LEAs did not actively help SLD' tudents transition to

college, we did see an example of how a district can provide assistance. In

one state, where community colleges were just beginning to address special

needs of handicapped students, we found a local high school district, com-

mitted to helping itS SLD students find appropriate 2-. or 4-year.college

programs. In this LEA, located in an affluent community, many SLD students

enter college because of.high parent expectations. The hip school guidance

depArtment had been looking at special services offered by colleget/Tor,

about 4 years. This effort was designed not only to identify colleges with

special education support programs, but also to evaluate the quality of

these -programs. The guidance staff has reviewed written materials and has

talked with various college staff members: We phone a lot of people and

me ask a lot of questions." Parents have also been helpful by interviewing

f. staff at colleges at night. In addition, the LEA has a- resource 'henry on

*Five of these sites are in two states with progressive community college
systems.
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special education for college students, because "there's such pressure

from parents to attend college." An SLD resource teacher indicated ihjlt,

although some of her former students Went to colleges with support programs,

some were *"taking light loads and doing OK" at colleges without such

programs.

(

EniplOment and Postsecondary Training Opportunities

The number of handl-capped students,who are able to find competitive

employment on leaving high school or after completing additional vocational

training appears to be related to a number of factors. One of the Most sig-

..n4ficant of these is the quality of secondary vocational training received
'14

by special education students, which is generally related to the goal set

for handicapped students in high school. That is, if the secondary special

ecTOcation curriculum has astrong emphasis on vocational training and get-

ting students jobs, then handicapped students are more likely to find or

seek employment (including additional training) on leaving schbol.* For

example, in an LEA that has a strong vocational emphasis, respondents spoke

of four mildly handicapped special education graduates who had obtained

various jobs: fireman, maintenance worker, waiter, and industrial worker.'
. ,

On the other hand, setting employment as -a goal f1dr special education

students is byno means a guarantee of employment, because of the variety

of,other factors that influence successful employment. For example, spe-

cial education students provided with vocational training may not get jobs

because none are available in the community (e.g., becatise of a high 'unem-

,ployment rate or saturation of the job market), or because students are not

trained for the jobs thatare available. In addition, jobs for which

*
Six sites set clear employability goals fop all special education
students; the majoriticof sites see employability as a goal for 'tower

functioning handicapped. students, but not necessarily for SLD students.

'fro 1.10.
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special education students are trained often fall into the "low-level,"
semiskilled category and therefore provideonly marginal income.* In the
past, this situation refl.ects the quality of the vocational education
training provided to handicapped students.

.

For more severely handicapped indiViduals who are eligible "fOr'4variaus

1.1welfare benefits, there is often little incentive to work becaui the income

that they could earn on a job is generally less than what they' ca collect
,N.,

from, their benefits by not working. As the education director at a service
agency in one large urban community commented: 'it does not pay for them to
be 6111p:toyed. They lo-e SS , edicare/Medicaid unless they can get a jo).,
that pays enough to pick up their medical costs. They really' lose by
working." A respOnderI- in another site gave an example of an EMR studeiit

with a visual handicap who had worked w4e in school but was now at home,
because SSI payments provided. a better income.

Although vocational training in high school may pcOvide special edu-
cation students with an entry-level skill, some students need follow-up
support with "work adjustment"..training (e.g.-, necessity of being on time,
how to (interact with fellow workers) to keep their jobs . Compounding this

problem, many employers do not know what to expect and are not prepared to

deal with handicapped employees. A 'vocational education diltrict serving
one LEA in our study was trying to overcome these problems through a.pilote
work - 'study program for SLD seniors at a vocational school. Studints spehT

two-half-days a Week in a classrooth, learning 'survival skills." For

example, they learned about job applications, labor unions, and human

Levitan & Taggart (1976) reported that only 40% of the a t disabled
population is employed, compared with 74% of the nondi led. According
to 1976 U.S. Bureau of the Census statistics of the handicapped indi-
viduals whoare employed, 85% earned less tan $7,000 per year and 52%
earned less than $2,000_ per year. Handicapped individuals mide u 1.7%
of postseco_dary enrollments in vocational education programs in fiscal

(year 1978.
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relations., Students also spent three half-days" a week in on-the-job train-

ing stations. As part of this program, the instructors worked with.employ-

ers even before students were sent out for this on-the-job training\ For

example, the instructors informed the employers of each student's disability,

and provided them with suggestions for dealing with each student (e.g.,

to give only oral instructions, give only visual instructions, or give only

one instruction'at a time). Because it was felt that "the problem is keep- '

ing the job, not getting it," follow-up was also provided once students

were placed in their training stations. A large part of the pilot program

instructors' time was devoted to this follow-up effort. For example,

employers were seen or called at least every other week, and problems were

discussed. The employers were encouraged to call the instructors if any

problems emerged; in fact, a pilot program instructor stated that he often

was told that a problem existed before the student was aware of it.- The
- -

instructors also .asked the employers for suggestions concerninareas to

cover or'materials touse in the classroom, part of the pilot program.

Finally, the instructors could provide follow-up services for 'students after

graduatio example, by working futher .viith employers.

In some cases, handicapped students have difficulty obtaining jobs

because of transportation problems. For example, many EMR graduates face

problems if they have not learned to drive because Other means of trans-

portation are notalways available. However, it is sometimes difficult

for these students to get their driver's licenses, especially if the test

i nvol vesjeadi ng.

Finally, another factor affecting the employment opportunities of

handicapped students are the eligibility requirements and "success" criteria

usedtby human service agencies who provide the disabled with support ser-

vices In finding employment. Intone site,.for example, the Department of

Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) was providing only limited-services to SLD

students despite new federal guidelines.to serve this population because

(1) DVR counselors did not know how to ascertain whether this disability was

a "substantial" obstacle to employment and, therefore, were still "scared"

of the category; and (2) state policy was to serve the severely disabled
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population first, aniiDVR was required to provide services only to the

extent funds were available. In another site, DVR counselors were judged

the number.of successful job placements they made; they generally didm-N,

not take severely handicapped clients and had "little dealings" with TMR

people. In .a thirdsite, a respondent remarked tnt, although high place

ment quotas provide4 a disincentive to take on clients who were hard to

place, low quotas for the severely handicapped provided a disincentive to

seek competitive emplOyment outside'the traditional sheltered workshop

setting.

Given the numerous factors that influence employment oppOrtunities for,

handicapped individual's, it appeared that the mildly handicapped (high-

functioning SLD and mild SED) and the motor and sensory handicapped,popv-

lations generally had the best chance of getting above a marginal-existAcis,

..;) primarily because of their own abilities. The rest of the special education

population tend to end up with low-level jobs (i.e., "in jobs that don't

require much reading ") once they leave school.

Human Service Agency Services

Agencies serving the adult handicapped population varrfrom community,

to community; but, in general, agency'services for the severely handicapped

(e.g., TMR, SMR) are more extensive and better coordinated` (i.e., the

transition from school to agency services is much smootk. than agency

services for-the mildly handicappAd). The mildly handicapped usually must'

seek out services for_themselves, becaSse formal linkages with agencies

tend to be ,fairly weak for this special education population. This situa-

tion varies, howe4r, with the attitude or ,circumstances of the comet pity.

Neverthelesi; smooth transitions do not always occur. In one city, for

example, services to the TMR and SMR adult populations were very limited .

because deinsii6tionalized adults coming out of the nearby mental health

facility received first priority in getting into sheltered workshops and ._..,

group living situations. Students who attended the public 'school district

1



programs were being put on 2-yeai- waiting lists, and,most were "at home,

watching -TV. "- A respondent eroni the mental health agency commented:,

Profound cases gel services;' kids not climbing the walls are at

_ home on waiting lists. They're disappointed but not making waves.
It is unlikely the situation will change soon or even improve--

__parents of the handicapped are not as powerful at getting adult '

services.

-Although the severely bandidapped population generally receives most of

the social services available, some respondents questioned the quality of

thesl services. They felt that little effort was being made in obtaining

alternative placements for clients (e.g., moving them out of sheltered work-

shop settings). Part of the problem was a limited continuum of services

coupled with varying attitudes among agency personnel/7 clients, and parents,

110/1as indicated by the following re ses:

A' special education supervisor felt that future opportunities for
EMR students were limited because of preconceived notions of their

limitations: "Perhaps he will not be a landscape architect, but
he could do more than mow lawns."

The director of a sheltered workshop was concerned th4i'some of the

EMR students at his facility were inappropriately placed: "Once

EMR students [get here] they tend to get locked in--it becomes too

comfortable for them sometimes."

One special education teacher indicated that moderately retarded
students in the district:often "fall through the cracks," because
they do not have the necessary skills for competitive employment.
Many of the sheltered workshops that used to accommodate these
students are no longer appropriate because of an increased emphasis
on work,speed and production. Retorted people are being "pushed

out" of job slots now filled by more skilled workers such as
mentally ill individuals.* people on probation. Also,,many of

these students' parents are overprotective and do not have high
enough expectations for their children; or by the time the student
is 18, parents are tired:of helping and can no longer "face it."

A major concern of human service agency personnel is actual or impend-

ing cutbacks in funding at the federal, state, and local levels. The tight

money situation will cause reduclions in services (already considered

limited in.spme cases), which ge.nerally translates into targeting services

to the severely disabled as the major priority. Exhibit IV-3 presents, the
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Exhibit IV-3

EXAMPLE OF HOW FUNDING REDUCTION AFFECTS SERVICE DECIV

The Projects with Industry (PWI) program is being cut
back. This program, which is federally funded, provides job ,

placement and job development services to-clients of the
Department of Vocational'Rehabilitation (DVR). This cutback
will reduce the DVR placement rate, because DVR counselors-do
not have the expertise. and contacts that PWI counselors have.
DVR, in turn, is also cutting back on services and setting
priorities for services to its clientele, with emphasis on the
severely handicapped, because of funding cuts at the state
level. In addition, Basic Education Opportunity Grants (BEOG),
which are being used by DVR to help clients receive college-
level training, are being cut at the federal level; this
cutback will limit opportunities further. Finally, 'if tax
incentives,* which have been used to help some clients get
jobs, are dropped or reduced, placement rates will continuea.to
decrease.

, Ln some sites, the federally funded Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
(TJTC) program provided an incentive to employers to hire SSI
recipientsand handicapped individuals referred from voca-
tional rehabilitation agencies. The businest credit is l'

to 50% of a handicapped person's first-year w s up to
,.$6,000 and 25% of second-year wages up to6,000
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cumulative impactlof funding reductions on the level of service 44elivery in

or city, as described by the DVR representative.

'Because low functioning SLD and higher functioning EMR students often

fail tOlte§t,lagency eligibility requjrements for these social services, and

because few Uitable programs exist for them, they may be least well matched

with needed social serviaes.

Summary

/,

We found that postsecondary opportunities for special education stu-

dents are influencedby local community factors (i.e., continuing education

institutions, employment opportunities, and range of agency services), which

may vary considerably from place to place. Our specific findings for the
...

1980-91 school year are as follows:

. High functioning SLD and mild SED individuals, as well as the
motorand,sensory handicapped, had they widest range of post-
secondary opportunities:-continuing education, employment,
vocational training, military services, and so forth.

. Employment opportunities for handicapped adults appeared to bp
a function of_a variety of factors, including nature of the
community, state of the local economy, quality of vocational
training at the secondary level, and incentives for employment.

. Human service agencies generally provided services to low func-
tioning EMR, TMR, and SMR adults. Funding cutbacks, however, may
lead to a reduction of such services.

. Because low functioning SLD and htgPerfunctioning EMR students ,,
often fail to meet:agency eligibility requirements for these,
services, and because few suitable programs exist for them, they,
'may be,least well matched with needed social services.
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V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The findings presented in this repot are based on an analysis of

data across 16 case studies of local education agencies. These LEAs-were,

included in the third year, 1980-81, of SRI's longitudinal study of local

progress in implementing PL 94-142, the-Education.for All Handicapped

Children Act. In 1979-80, after 2 years of field data coilection,,we

concluded that LEAs continued,to make some progress in implementing the

provisions of the-law. New procedures were being incorporated into daily,

practice, which allowed professionals to begin to assess whether the

procedures were accomplishing °the purposes intended. Moreover,liNro-

cedures became routine, special education personnel had more time and energy

for the delivery of'services to handicapped children.' However, we concluded

that progress toward full implementhion of the law--in the sense of its

intent-to have an individualized, child-driven system--continued to be

constrained by three factors in the existing local special education service

delivery system: inadequacy of available resources*,.limited knowledge and

skilll on the part'of education personnel, and vague definitions of the

borders of LEA fiscal and legal responsibility.

In view of these second-year findings, the third year of data collec-

tion focused on (1) how LEAs dealt with these factors in attempting to meet

the full - service goal forctheir handicapped population and (2) whether

within these 16 local service delivery systems, school personnel were better

able than before to meet the intent of PL 94-142. In particular, we pursued

in depth the "remaining challenges" associated with secondary-level pro-

gramming for special education students. We looked at academic and voca-

tional education opportunities provided by LEAs to 'help students prepare for

the transitiofto the world of work, continuing education, postsecondary

training,'or services from other agencies. In this section, we summarize
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the third-year findings, comparing them with the second year's, and we then

draw general conclusions, about the status-of implementation in 1980 -81.

Overview of Progress in the 1980 -81 School Year

Implementati the LEA Level

/(`
In 1979 -80, we found that in response to external pressures, emphasis

in a majority of LEAs in the SRI study was placed on decreasing backlogs and

waiting lists for services. Strategies used to reductNbacklogs included

hi ring more evaluation personnel and expanding services. Although the

reduction of backlogs for initial evaluation arid .plac'ement remained a

priority this past year, backlogs existed in the majority ,of the sites,

'primarily at the evaluation stage. Adding evaluatort was still the most

cannon strategy used to tackle the backl ogkproblem; fewer, districts expanded

.services to accommodate more students. However, the continuing existence of

backlogs is not `surprising, Because of anticipated limits pn of decreases

. in LEA resources, speciAil eduation admiNstrators, in general, attempted

to ma stain the status quo of their s)ecial edutation service delivery
systems through minimal expansion.

.ar
During 1979 -80, ell LEAs_in the sample used their available resources

to expand services in one way or another. In the 1980 -81 school year, with

few exceptions: program expansion was more limited in scope. Simultaneous

expansion at both the preschool and secondary ley is occurr,otrarely. A

few LEAs expanded or maintained their preschool 'rograms (oftehmttth pre-

. school incentive grants available under PL 94 -142), but most districts
focused their efforts on addressing program gaps at the secondary
primarily" in vocational education, SLD, and SED programs. Few changes were

observed in the nature or quality of services to the following handicapped

populations: 18z to 21-year-olds, severely handicapped, and children in

private schools. Al.thpugh related services increased slightly in half of

the study sites, the changes can be characterized as "more of the same."
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Overall, we qicleinot observe a contraction o' the delivery of special.
education and related ;services (SEARS) from the levels to which they have
grown over the past 3 years. For the most part, 'however, LEA special edu-.

cation administrators were attempting to limit program expansionr to
maintain the status quo within their localoservice delivery systems, in
anticipation of federal and state cutbackS in funds for educatiOn.ck

di-

Thit, year., we found pervaltve concern aft the LEA level regarding the..
I

fate of PL 94-142_frescission bf the law was being discuSsed at the time
of .our site visits), as well as the posSible weakening of federal and stat,
mandates for a tree, appropriate public education (FAPE-) for handicapped
children. The mood offhcal conservatism under to Reagan administration

. ,

and related state developments were perteived as major constraints to dis-
, .

, . ...

, trict planning 'for future expansion in special education. M.* LEA
administrators continued to fill Taps in their local service deliVery 9
systems, they t4ided to approach. change Much mo'autiously. In general,

. . .

-people worried mare about all resources,. not jt:473L 94-142, which 'remains
.:

an importai but small percentage of their overall special education budgets.

luring 1979-80, dimensions of the borders of "LEAs' legal end fiscal
responsibility to proVitie SEARS to all .withint their
jurisdictions became clearer, as school districts experienced more questions
surrounding related services. In some cases, the borders were clarified by:
court cases, OSE monitoring, or a change in state policy. Despite some

concern last year over the 12-month schooling issue raised by Armstrong v.
Kline, few LEAsasaw this:as a demand on them this year.

4...c"

t,

r Nt , .

. However, brie isfoe of di refit concern to most LEAs In the study--the
*vision -of mental health services psYchotherapy,. psychological and
psychiatric counseling)--remained an issue in 1980-81, because no,clari-f...- lc_
fication has cOrfie from OSE,.- The Majority of study sites continued to' 411.7c°
the line of. their responsibility at their traditional medical / educ

t.
onal

boidei. (i.e., that psychotherapy is a medical, not an educatio service).

3
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Education ageucy responsibility for related services also remained a

problematic issue in the area of interagency coordination because of (1) the

general supervision clause of PL 94-142, (2) the law's requirement that

related se es be provided to handicapped children at no cost to their

Parents, and (3) thepolitical and financial realities of how state human

service de very systems 'function a day-to-day basis. Although some

states inrthe'SRI study made progress 'in implementing interagency ag ree-

ment s , there continued to be wide variation in th*extent to which integra-

tioh of services to the handicapped had been accomplished by the 1980-81

school year. In addition to the continuing need to review and revise

conflicting laws and regulations pertaining to cooperative service arrange-

ments, SEAs and LEAs must commit resources to bring about interagency

cooperation. Adequate incentives must exist for education and other human

service agencies to cooperate; currently, incentives vary depending on local

and state-level circumstances.

Court cases continued to influence various aspects of local Spedial

education service delivery systems, although due process hearing activity

continued to decline this past year. Unlike court cases, du4 process

hearing decisionper se do not generally plroduce programmatic or systematic

changes in LEA policy. For the most part, informal resolution of parent
complaints through various complaint procedures has increased over the past .

3 yEars.

Practices at the School Level

During 1979 -80, we obierved that the procedural requi ents of

PL 94-142 had bee% refined erfia had been incorporated as routi. practices.

Most administrative procedures (the IEP 'process in particular) were a

generally accepted part of the job, and the,majoity of the LEAs viewed

them as less difficult to perform than in the first year (1978-79).

', In 1980-81,- we saw little change in school-level practices. Techniques

designed to increase the appropriateness of referrals to special- eductilion
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(i.e., intervention prior to formal referral to special educationrcontineued
to be used. In general, we did not find a'0.5ater emphasis on prereferral.
screening and intervention, but a-few LEAs shoWed syste4tic increases in
this area, in response to changes in state regulations and, in one case, as

.

part of district planning. As reported last year, professional staffs in
sites usyig prereferral intervention techniques believe that such techniques
increase the appi-opriateness of formal referrals to special education.

Although the patterrrof increasing multidisciplinary evaluation and
individualized assessment practices continued this past year, the evaluation
picture shifted slightly at both the elementary ,and secondary levels. That

is, the changes demanded by external factors (e".g., state regulations and
monitoring, OSE monitoring) seemed to be directed toward refinement, rather
than restructuring, of the system. For the most-part, thethanget demanded -.

by previous court cases (e.g., Mattie T. v,. Holladay and Larry P: 'v. Riles)
have already been made. Although we found this year that most LEAs 'provided-

information to parents concerning their right to an independent educational
evaluation.at public expense ifthey disagree with an LEA -valuation,
'parents rarely used this option.However, LEA evaluation tea did tend
to give consideration to the few parent-initiated independent education
evaluations they received, Reevaluations every 3 years continued to be
of low priority, except in districts where external factors (court cases,
monitoring) created. pressure.to attend to them.

In detern\ining children's services on the basis of individual needs,
school personnel remained constrained by what' services were currently
available' Given' limited program expansion and chinge in the continuum
of prpgram options, professional "staffs could rarely consider services not
already available through their indi al districts when making decisions
about children's services. Althoug parent involvement in school-level
decisionmaking is now considered. a- routine part of evaluation and 10

placement Process, parents' input remained primarilyjonsubstantive in
nature.
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We did observe major changes in IEP practices fn the study sites,
relatedlbotil to the time when short-term objectives are written (i.e.,
before rather than-after placement) and to the nature of the objectives.

0
,The pattern in the majority of- the LEAs was to write broader short -term

objectives. In effect;" this practice made IEPs less like instructional
s

pians, so that they reflected the intent of OSE's recent interpretation of
, the IEP requirement.

,

46
was little expansion in the continuum of options-

students, and a wider continuum of placement

exist for mildly handicapped students (primarily SLD

In general, the
available to 4andica

7 options continued to
and EMR) than for the more severely handicapped (e.g., TMR,SMR). Al though

we saw no major change, in the amount of mainstreaming of special education

= students this year, we did find that new strategies to facilitate main-
streaming continued to. be .developed. We found generally that regular

teachers 9rttinued to accept their expa/ded role vi s-a-vi s special education
.'students '.-.'thus making mathstreaming easier to accomplish.

4 1

Givel i'limited p` ogre expansion in 1980 -81, there'were few additions

of instructional personnel. Even though LEAs sought toMaintajz.the status,
I quo, th'kVAting'worki,f rCe was required to take on additional responsi:
bilitiestOr try to maintain appropriate programing for handii

. I g

4 .

cappettildren. W Were boundary crossers had existed preViously, they

continued instheir pr'mary function Of bridging the organizational barriers
between uTar and special education personnel.- This year, we, found an

increaSetim th umber of.boundary-trossing personnel; prinarily. Mcaiise

of increafed coordination between the special education and vocational

I

educat4n ke.systems at the secondary level. f.

Efforts to increase the knowledge and skills of regular and special
education personnel through inservice training changed, little in 1 980 -81?

\

As has.been the case in past years, (both 'regular arid. specjal education

Mr personnel' need more substantive training regarding workir4"with ha,ndicapped
students, *as do 'regular ethication teachers who work with slow$earners in
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the regular classroom -environment. Overall, inservice training remained

a low, priority at' both the GA and SEA levels.

.
'Secondary and Postsecondary Opportunities for Handicapped Individuals

In 1979-80, we found-that although a wide range of high school program

options existed across the LEAs, rarely did a comprehensive range of, options

exist within a given LEA. A handicapped student's program optThns were

determined largely by what. was available within a district, and varied

substantially across Sites. Although our findings this year are

with, those of last year, %.ie obtained more in-depth knowledge of the goals

and opportunities for secondary students. In general, LEAs in this study

believe that their high schbol programs should'prepare special education

Students for continuing education, postsecondary training, or employment.

The employability goal is strongest for EMR .1nd more severely handicapped

students. Overall, more program options exist for the upper range of

handicapped students, primarily SLD, higher functioning EMR, and SED stu-

dents with socially appropriate6havior.

Despite budgetary constraints, the majority of LEAs targeted more

rr
,resources to gaps at the secondary level than to any other level of the

local special education semi-ice-delivery system. In particular, efforts

were made to imOseve SLD, SED, and vocational education programs and ser-

vices. Factors influencing this pattern included: (1) more 'students who

had been identified as handicapped at the elementary level were reaching

the secondary schools, and (2) declining enrollment in the regular education

population meant that vocational program staff and others had time to. devote

to the special education population.

The majority of LEAs addressed vocational education programmatic gaps

in 1980-81. While some diStricts expa;rded programs, others focused their

efforts on creating new roles, or modifying roles or procedures, to better

coordinate vocational education services for special education students.

We observed new,
4

collaborative efforts between the vocational education and
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A
special education systems; such cooperation is a significant factor in pro-

viding handicapped students with access to greater vocational and technical

training opportunities. .Despite LEA efforts to improve the components of

their vocational education service delivery systems, however, all system

components rarely linked together smoothly. The transition'of handidapped

students from school to wort_ls often difficult. Unmet needs existed in

such areas asivocational assessment, career counseling, curriculum and

equipment modification, and job placement services.

When we lookea at minimal competency testing (MCI) this year, we found

that many issues remained unresolved in the development and implementation

of MCT programs. Where such tests were used for graduation requirements,

they presented particular concerns- for the ,handicapped student population.

MCI programs require educators to reconsider the significance of the high

school diploma and the validity of tests in setting educational competency

standards defined as minimal-. Major MCT policy issuies:affectingspecial

education students include: exclusion or inclusion of specific handicapped

populations in MCT programs, development and accessibility of appropriate

tests, and differential standards for graduation.

This year, for the first time in this study, we inquired about goals

and programs for the 18- to 21-year-old handicapped population and explored

the postsecondary options for these special education students when they

graduated or left school. We found thit school systems did not general'

Anclude postgr uation opportunities in. their dothain of concern, nor did any

other agency th nk in terms of age-defined groups. Rather, these students

fell into one or more of four options -after high school: continuing educaL

ti on (e.g., college; adul t 'education ); employment or further vocational

training; clients of caretaking or other human service agencies (e.g., wel-

fare, group homes); or "other" (e.g., military service, at home, corrections

system"on the street"). Again, the degree of self-sufficiency or inde-

- pepdent living that ey attained depended not only on thee capabilities

and preparation, but so on the social institutions and other local,
resources for handicapped people.
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Postsecondary opportunities for special education students varied
,considerably across districts. As is the' case while' in school, the' mildly
handicapped (high functioning SLD and-mild SED) and the motor and sensory

handicapped had the most opportunities open to them in the postseconda7
world. For more severely handicapped (e.g., low functioning EMR, TMR{SMR),
there were generally some caretaking services available, but these service
agencies also felt threatened by funding cutbacks. Because low functioning

rt

SLD and higher functioning EMR students often fail to meet eligibility
'criteria for these services, and because few suitable programs exist for
them, 'they may be least well matched with needed socianervices.

Conclusions and Anticipated Changes

During .the third year of this study, we collected data in 16 of the
original 22 sites. On the basis of the data, we conclude that LEAs continue
to progress in impi eMenting PL 94-142., In- conast to last year, ,e( law' s
requirements per se seemed to have less influence on LEA special education

administrative decisionmaking than did other external factors (e.g., court
cases, policy changes, SEA regulations) and internal factors" intrinsic to
individual service delivery systems. For example, even when LEAs; took

corrective action 171 response to monitoring (e.g., makin$1IEP objectives
,less like, instructional plans), they made additional adaptations consistent
with their local systems.

Districts continue to move toward the full - service goal of PL 94-142
by addressing special education program gaps, particularly at the secondary
level. However, they remainoconstrained by the three problem areas of

inadequate resources, limited knowledge and skills of education personnel,
and vague definitions of the borders of legal and fiscal responsibility.
In 1979-80; we noted that LEAs were becoming more awarebf the diMensions

of the constraints under which they must operate'and the extent to which
they have control over them. As the dimensions becameclearer, LEAs were

E

better a 'ble to focus their limited resources on solutions to local SEARS
problems. In 1980.81, these dimensions became less clear because of anti-
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cipated federal and state cutbacks in support to special education. As a

result, LEA 'adndnistrators were concerned about` the future of service

deli vtry to handicapped chi ldren.

Although it should be noted that we visited the study-sites at a time

-.....)

of great uncertainty, about federal funding Teve li and thus heard fears of

the worst possible scenarios, it seems clear that'LEA administrators will be

faced with future_ cutbacks and should plan conservatively. PL 94-142 will

remain a categorical federal aid program for at least 1 to 3 years, 814er

recently being excluded from the Reagan administration's block grant legis-

lation for federal education programs; however, the ,entire federal role in

education is being fundamentally reassessed. PL 94-142 funds will remain

targeted to handicapped children in the .short term, thus avoiding competi-

tion forrdollafis among the targeted population groups (i.e., Title I disad-
v

vantagedc the handicapped), but the federal funding role is expected to

diminish within the next few years.

Reflecting on the futureof 'federal funding, OSE's Assistant Secktary

Desig.nate commented recently that lower' budgets are going to be a fact of

' life for schools over the next few years:

We need to realize that we aren't going to have as much money. And

so people. are going to have to really look at providing services

and how they can do it most m st effectively and be a little.

creative.*

iv

The Assistant Secretary Designate also indicated that some court decisions

have interpreted PL 94-142 to require LEAs to provide services (e.g.,

catheterization) beyond their borders of educational responsibility.
e

However, the issue remains that unless LEAs draw their own borders of legal

and fiscal responsibility for SEARS, it is.unclear at which level -- federal,

*
. Education Daily, July 1, 1981.
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state, or local - -such clarification will occur. We have suggested previ-

ously.,that local staffaeeiOSEIS assistance in clarifying their boi-ders of

responsibility. Whenfthenpending changes in PL 94-142 regufations become

known, it should be apparent at which level such decision most .appropri.

_ately stiould be made.:- Clai:1-fiCation irt this' area should al so'conti-ibOte to

the resolution)of. problems that still remain in the area of interagency

coordination of relate& services at the state 16e1-.

Given impending changes in the locus of educational decisionmaking; we

conclude that OSE should consider focusing its technical assistance efforts

on assistance designed to enhance local capacity to adapt to the realities

of fiscal conservatism. Some of the creative strategies we observed this

year (described in Sections II, III, and IV), might be helpful to many LEA

administrator's struggling.with major planning decisions.
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Overview

Appehdix A
(4

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

ti

Public Lai/ 94-142 is a federal mandate to change the way
state and local school systems opetate in providing services to
handicapped children. Tht primary purpose of our study is to
inform BEH and Congress about whether special educationat*the
local level is changing in the way the law intended and, to the
extent possible, to explain Ay or why not. We view local imple-
mentation of PL 94-142 as a process of mutual adaptation between
the requireienis of the law and the realities of local school
systems (cf. Berman and McLaughlin, 1978). The requirements of
the law dictate changes'that local school systems must undergo,'.
but the degree of these changes and the forms they may take are
constrained by the organizational and financial structure-of the
schools and the political and social idiosyncracies of each local
community.

The4basic orientation and fotus of the study are provided by
our conceptual framework. In making explicit our point of view,
it plays many roles in the actual conduct of the study (see Appen-
dix B). The conceptual framework also allows the reader to
judge the extent to which he or she shares our point of-view.
Its two major components are an analysis of the goals of local
implementation and a model of the context in which local imple-
mentation occurs. The first component provides the study with a
benchmark against which to assess progress toward full implemen-
tation. The second component serves to define the domain within
which we expect to find most of the useful (i,e., policy-relevant)
explanations for why local implementation is proceeding one way
rather than another.

Goals of Local Implementation

The first. major component of our conceptual framework is an
analysis of the goals of local implementation of PL 94-142. It
was derived from a careful scrutiny of the pertinent sections of
the law, including both legislative language and history and the
applicable federal*rules and regulations. As the law and regu-
lations are'written, the logical and practical relationships
among the various requirements and goals are not always easy to
discern. Hence, wepeeded to provide our study with an explicit
description of the most important of these relationships.

A-1
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Overriding Goals and Broad Implications

PL 94-142 includes two overriding goals that pertain to,

LEAs: the provision of a free appropriate public education
(FAPE) to all handicapped children and the protection of the
rights of handicapped children and their parents: From the
perspeCtiiiii we adopted in this study, FAPE is a broad, over-
arching concept that sub6umes the "procedural safeguards" con-,
cerned with placement in the least restrictive environment and
with nondiscriminatOry evaluation. In this view due process
procedures (e.g., for parental notification and informed consent,
and for due process hearings to resolve disputes between parents
and the schools) serve the qpecific function,of protecting the
'right of all handicapped children to FAPE.*

We presume that few, if any, LEAs presently operate so as
to achieve the goal of, providing FAPE to all handicapped chil-

dren. Implementing the law, therefore, requires LEAs to bring
about change in prevailing practices. By comparing the current

operations of most local special education system's with the ideal
system implicitly described in the law, we derived two fundamen-
tal action implications, or implementation goals, that LEAs
should strive for:

Increasing the scope and comprehensiveness of special
education services.

4

is' Changing current procedures so they result in indiiiidu-
ally appropriate services for children.

*, Requirements for 'placement in the least restrictive environ-
ment and for nondiscriminatory evaluation.are classified dif-
ferently in the regulations than in the law itself. In the

regulations, the procedures concerned with Placement in the
least restrictive environment and with nondiscriminatory eval-
uation are classified, along with due process procedures,
under the rubric "Procedural Safeguards" (subpart E). In the
laW itself, howelier,.the section titled "Procedural Safeguards"

(Sectibn 615) covers due process procedures exclusively. In

light of this classification difference between the law and
the regulations, we felt free to decide for ourselIes which

one best suited our purposes. We reasoned that the key dis-

tihction is betwten that which is being protected (i.e., the
FAPE rights that are being.guaranteed by the law) and'that
which ts doing the protecting (i.e., the due process proce-
dures designed to back up the guarantee). Although evaluation
procedures and placement procedures logically may be construed

as belonging in either category., we opted to include them as

integral components of the FAPE goal.

A- 2 1 in



The first of these implementation goals requires LEAs to
reach out and serve all children in need of special education
services (i.e., to eliminate inappropriate exclusion from the
system). It also encompasses an increase in-the range and ,flexi-
bility of services available to eligible children. This has
merit in its own right and is based on the presumption that a
widei\flexible range of services facilitates pavement toward less
restrictive placements. In short, LEAs must`identify and serve
all eligible childrent. .

.

The second implementation goal requires changing traditional
practices in specific and fundamental ways; this amounts toa
paradigm-shift in,how schools decide what services each child
receives. Traditionally, special education practices have rested
on classificatibn: a child is classified as having one or more
handicapping conditions that then determine what services are to
be delivered, by whom, and where. The intent of PL 94-142 is to
alter this system fundamentally by shifting the focus of special
education from categories of digabiltcies to individual chil-
dren's needs. The law now requires that a child's unique needs
be identified and that services appropriate to these needs 1)e
provided.'$Instead of fitting children to available programs,
schools are now required to design an individually appropriate
program for each child. The procedures specified to accomplish
this goal necessitate basic, structural changes in how educa-
tional programming 'decisions are made. These badic,'structur 1
changes must be one of the fundamental implementation goals f r
LEAs.

Th APE Schema

After visiting all of our sites during the planning phase of
the study, it became apparent that, with rare exceptions, person-
nel attracted to special education are dedicated to pray-tiding an
appropriate education sir all handicapped children. It was-also
apparent, however; that individuals working in these 22 diverse
LEAs met with greatly varying degrees of. success in attaining the
ideals of PL 94-142. AlthoUgh it is always possible for excep-
tions ndividuals to achieve their own, different purposes in
spite f a system that discourages them, it is far mote common
for the ructure of an organization to shape and direct indivi-
duals' actions. Therefore, we decided it was most useful to
study the degree to which goals were met in terms of how ocal
special education systems operate; rather than in terms, of he
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behavidr of individuals or thedtgree of their compliance with
toy- specific provisions o'fthe law.*

Figure 1 is a sc atic representation ,of what the law says

about how an ideal special education system should operate under

full implementation of PL 94-142. The schema omits the due

process procedures, not because they are any less important than

the FAPE provisions, but simply because, conceptually and graph-
ieally, it is unwieldy to depict both on the same diagram.

Pa o have a complaint may invoke due process procedures

war act to virtually any matter shown in the FAPE schema.

Thus protection afforded by the due Otocess requirements is
intended to permeate the entire system rather than be localized,
anywhere that might be usefully depicted in thd schema.

. The FAPE schema explicitly represents the relationships
among the mechanisms, values, and goals in PL 94-142 that pharac-

terze an ideal local special cation system. By this we mean

a aphool system that is set up t. achieve the goal of providing

FAPE.to all handicapped children 1 jurisdiction, and in

which due procesa protedures.ar functioning effectively. Thus,

the FAPE schema servea,our study A a working. definit,ion of the ,

intent of the 'The Akmainder of this section describes the

elements of the FAPElchema in some detail, thereby Introducing
the ,reader to'moat of the specific requirements Of the law with
which our study was concerned.

*

* The related decisions to coaelltUalize the spirit of the law.

in terms of a special education system operating in a manner

Comrtible with the lawig intent, effectively,eliminated our
x

nee to address allc4t of questions dealing with individual"
emotivation and blame. thus,-We were able to focu's our`atten-
tion where it was At likely to lead,topoliayelevant

?observations:, on incentives add diaincentives, coping strat-'%'

egies de facto priorities, and the practical diffcultiesof
achielAng the law's intent in org ations that were set UD

t )

to operate differently.
*e

.
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The ultimate goal of the "system depicted in Figure 1 is s-to
.provide a free appropriote public education for all handicapped
chilOren. This requires that two complementary decisions be made
about each handicapped child: What educational goals and set:----\
vices aretindividually Approptqate for the particular child ? and.
What is Ole least restrictive environment in which the child can
be provided with the services appropriate to his/her needs?

Central to these decisions, hand hence shown directly to
their left in this schema; is a set of four basic values that can
be inferred from a'close reading of the legislative history of
PL 94-142. Most crucial is the need for individual attention.
Complementing this is the imperative of avoiding erroneous clas-
sification. Together, these two values constitute a fundamental
shift in emphasis away from a system in which the assignment of a
child to'a Category was the most-significant event in the :Child's
special..e4lifation career. The third basic value is that of par-
ental involVement. The final value derives from an awareness
that both handicapped and nonhandicapped,children benefit from
the mutual exposure that "mainstreaming" provides.

A f
Decisions about what is "appropriate" should result from

treating the child individually, involving the child's parents,
avoiding erroneous classification, and considering the benefits
of mutual exposure. Decisions about what environment is'least
restrictive should result from a balancing act in which the
"mainstreaming" goal of the law is reconciled with the child's'
best interest.

The law also includes specific requirements that'should
encourage the consideration of these basic, values in the decision-
making process. These requirements Appear in the federal rules
and which are shown to the left of the boxes labeled-,

,

"Udderlying Values." In determining which services are most
appropriate for the child, the key regulations concern IEP proce-
dures, testing and evaluation procedures, and the need to justify

"removing a child from the regular classroom. 'To determine the
least restrictive setting appropriate for the child, the salient
regulations are those concerning multiple sources of information
and,multiple participants.in decisionmaking$ consideration of
.11Otentialharm to ,the child and, again, the justification for "
removing a child from the regular class setting.,

These requirements, and the values.they promote, Are'con

siderations primarily dealt witivby people at the school level
(teachers, evaluators, principals) who work directly, With the
handicapped child. The role of 'the LEA, administration in ;the
law's tmplementatiOn hierarchy is to provide the cdlUitions
Necessary- for school level personnel to carry out their functions
as intended.' These conditions Ire presented in the shaded boxes.

To choose a placement that is the least restrictive-environ-
ment appropriate for the child, decisionmakers must-have some
range of placements available froth which to select. Similarly,

i '
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placement, and services, and to permit the decisionmaking and
set+itetdelivery mechanisms to operate is intended, the tEA must

provide qualified personnel; in-service trainit, and the dis-
semination of Ntate:of-the-artY knowledge: Thus, the LEA is
required to identify'all children in need of special education
and related services so that their indiiidual needs'can be deter-
mined. The LEA is also required.to implement and use the state's -.
comprehensive system of ersonnel development: Finally, the'LEA

I must provide a full garilty of,program options and nonacademic
and supplemen al services in order to ensure that there is a

:continuum of lternative placements and supplementary services.
.t

,The main advantage of the FAPE schema, is thatet shows the
relationships among the literal and implied requirements of-the
law and its regulations. rI is not intended to describe what
actually happens in a schoOl or district; instead, it describes
the'considerations that ought to influence the way schdol systems
refer, evaluate, place and provide services for handicapped
children:. If current practices in LEAs do not reflect these
considerations, then the law intends that such practices change.

//
Context for Local Implementation

The second major com vent of our conceptual framework is a
model nf the context in wh ch local implementation FL
occurs. Because they are levant to studying the implementation
goals described in the prece ing section, certain features and
characteristics ofpublic s ice bureaucracies in general and
local-special education syst s in particular are described in
this model. The law is d gned to bring about some rather basic
changes in'hosd fheie ems operate; therefore, we have paid

lparticular attention to the characteristic likely to pose
barriers to these changes.

:1

/' Special Education Systems

,

-

Meat local. Special education systems Shate.three orgadiza-
tional characteriStiCs that are likely to play a significant role
in the implementation process: specialization ofjunctions,
division..along the lines of different-disabilities, and separa-
tion between the special and-regular education systems. Although
the structure of .special education systems,does differ from place
to. place, particularp as a function 'of the size. Of the adminis-
trative unit, these three characteriitics are remarkably uniform.

EverY'special educestionsystem performs the same. basic .

functions in the .same'basic sentience: students ire jdentilied
and referred, evaluated, placed, and.provided with services. In

all-but the smallest districts, different personnel are involved
at different stages in this series of functions. Thus, to Imple-
ment change (e.g... breaking down the historic tendency to provide
services solely; of the.basis of a child's classification), the
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effort must be coordinated so that each person in the process is

working toward that goal. In a small district, this effort may
amount to little more than the psychologist who is "in charge" of

special education informally communicating a new concept to the

appropriate people. In large LEAs, however, assessment func-
tions and service delivery factions are often performed by
personnel reportineto entitjely separate organizational entities,
neither of which has a direct line relationship to other school
level personnel. Specialization of function is at its greatest

here: before a new concept can have significant impact at the
school-level, coordination must have begun at the highest level

of the administrative ladder and been passed down step by step.

The traditional division along the lines of different dis-

abilities is'an even more fundamental obstacle for PL 94-442
implementationFor historical reasons, the typical special
education system of today is literally designed to channel
handicapped children into one of a fixjd number of programs; the
larger the system, the larger the organizational structure of
_each separate program. In its most extreme form, each organi za-

tional unit charged with the delivery of services for 'a Partfcu-7

lar disability may even have its own referral form and its own

IEP format. Withi ch a system, the.best efforts of an EMR

(educable mentall re rded) c ordinator to teach regular teach-

ers to use a referral actually work at cross purposes to

the effortsIf an LD 'learning disabilities) coordinator doing

thdltame job. Clearly, it is difficult to implement goals that
emphasize the individual in a system so firmly rooted in classi-
fication by type of disability.

The organizational boundary between regular and special edu-

cation also has deep historical roots. Although districts vary

among themselves, special education has always been "different,"

either subordinate,to the regular education system or autonomous,
,

but with a much-'more limited budget or line authority, This
separation typically. exacerbates the Stigma often associated with
handicapped children-(and those who work with them) and limits
the ability of special 'education administratorsto effect changes.

in- policy.. Given the emphasis-in PL 94-142 on "mainstreaming"

and other desiderata related.to coordination between regular and

special education, this organizational boundary merits attention.

A-8
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Public Service Bureaucracies

Lo 1 educational agencies share several features with other
public rvice bureaucracies in which change has been studied.
Police,departments, Nelfare agencies, and school systems, among
others, share certain characteristic's that affect their capacity
to change. One such feature is their public service orientation.
Unlike organizations motivated primarily to maximize profits,
public service bureaucracies are oriented toward satisfying their
.clients' needs for services; and client demand always expands to
absorb all the services the system can deliver. A corollary is
that problems literally never go away. Thus, a teacher could
never meet all the individual needs of all her or his students,
and at the same,t).me meet the expectations of colleagues and
superiors. Similarly, a distriUt office can never meet all the
legitimate needs of all the schools it serves and the agencies to
which it is responsible. It follows that public service bureau-
craciesare chronically short of resources and are forced to
compete for a limited share of them. Hence, their most basic
need, adequate and reliaae financial support, is dependent on
.,politicsand.usuplly beyond their control.

This combination, unlimited demand and limited resources,
means that individuals in public service bureaucracies inevitably
develop coping strategies in order to make the necessary trade-
offs. These strategies are not necessarily devised or implemented
consciously, but they are inevitOle. Examples abound: estab-
lishing priorities among programto support or clients to be
served, modifying goals, redefining or limiting-clientele to be
served, establishing routines to handle more individuals in less
time, rationing services and, in general, exercising considerable
discretion in day-to-day practice.

'Finally, although mission-oriented, public service bureau-
cracies, as complex organizations, are also structured to main-
tain stability. Connating of individuals whose role-relatIon-
ships are well defined, they do not change readily or by fiat.
Hence, Introducing fundamental change into a system like the
public schools is bound to encounter some resistance and pre-
dictable problems.

,

The "Bottom -Up" Perspective

.0n the basis of, our the Rand study of educa-
tional change by Berman and McLaughlin (1978), and the hindsight
Afforded.us by Weatherley's (1979) detailed study of the imple-
mentatiqn of Chapter 766 (the special education law) in Massachu-
setts, we 'knftw that local contextual factors play a major role
in shaping the specific nature of the irievitable trade-offs
and coping strategies of both individuals and organizations.
Weatherley piovides many illustrations, such as the predictable
tension between identifying and serving a larger,number of chil-
dren and providing more indiVidualized attention for those

A-9
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already in the system. A school principal, for example, must
decide whether to.speqd,numerous hours arranging an in-service
,training program to help,all his-regular teachers improve service
to handicapped children in their classes or to spend those hours
helping a teacher solve the problem of one child's needs for more
appropriate services.

Albng with the Weatherley and Lipsky (1977); "street level
bureaucrat" model, we take the peispective that policy is being
made (14., "implemented") by the behavior of the individual most
closely in contact with the client. From this point of view, the
higher federal and estate adminiitrative levels 'function as con-
straints on'the range of options available to these local.
"policymakers." The constraints can be either facilitators or
inhibitors when they,are compared with some idealized standard of"
performance. For example, a state requirement that a psycholo-
gist use a particular battery of tests constitutes a constraint
within which the psychologist has to operate in conducting an
evaluation. If the requirement is consistent with the goals of
PL 94-142-rit facilitates progress toward implementation; if not,
the requirement inhibits it. What this means is that individuals
in public service bureaucracies are always being "squeezed"
between constraints from above and demands lrom below: At any
point on the administrative ladder there is always some level of
the organization that is under pressure.

Our study of local implementation focuses on two levels of
local special education systems: the administrative (district)
level and the service delivery (school) level. In later sec-
tions of this report, we often use the term district to refer
to various administrative level staffs; siMilarly, we refer to
all service delivery personnil (e.g., psychological evaluator,
resource teacher, principal) as school level. These two levels,
with their respective contexts, are depicted in Figure 2.

c7 The top half of the figure represents the administrative
level. Assuming the administrative unit is a district office,
the SEA at the top sends down regulations and money, monitors the
district office, and provides technical assistance.* Immediately
_below are the schools, needing and demanding as much help from
the district, office as they can get. As an organization, the
district office has certain attributes ("within-office factors")
that may facilitate or inhibit its capacity to get things done.
An unusually competent administrator can increase the capacity of
this office to deal with its problems. If the administrator is
the only district-wide special education person--as is the case
in many small districts --then his or her capacity is the district
office capability. In any case, we expect the office to besof

1

* The SEA itself-is affected by its own context, of course, bu
we take this level into account id our study only to the
ex ent that it has a direct effect at the LEA level.
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figuratively "bursting its seams" because of pressures from top
and bottom. According to our view of discretionary strategies,
the specific, concrete, day-to-day details of the local context
will detetmine where. the'figurative "bulges" occur. Thus, for
example, a district with little or no organized parent pressure
will find it relatively easy to place a low priority on the
parental involvement requirements of the law. On the other hand,
a district with organized and vocal parent pressure cannot long
avoid responding to the parent involvement-requirements, despite
the heavy commitment in time and pdtsonnel that this entails.

The bottom half of Figure 2 depicts the service delivery
(school),level. At the top is the district office, representing
both he helpful and restrictive constraints that act on the
local school. Below are the children to be served% The quality
of sc ool personnel and leadership (and other "within-school

ors") varies, as it does at the district level. Given the

view that schools operate at or near their capacity, when they
are caught up in the demands-resources squeeze, their priorities
depend a great deal on the specific, concrete, day-to-day details
of the immediate context. For example, when only one opening for
a special program exists, one would expect that those with the
loudest demands will likely be given the most attention. Of

course, these dematids may come from frustrated teachers as-well
as persistent parents. What our model suggests is that the
relative volume of demands is related to such ("local context")
factors as the economic and educational level of parents and the
traditional parent-school relations in the neighborhood where the
school is locatvd.

In summary, our model of the implementation context adopts a

"bottom up" perspective on implementation. To study the progress

of implementatiorr, we focus 'our attention on the structural
features of local special education systems and on a few basic
"facts of life" common to all public service bureaucracies. In

doing so, we share the point of view of the individuals who deal
most directly with handicapped.childreb and their parents. These
"street level bureaucrats," be they teache'rs or school-level
administrators, 'are the individuals whose responses to the require-
ments of PL 94-142 determine whether or not the intent of the law is
met. Their responses, in turn, reflect the' circumstances of
their daily lives, of which the federal law is only one factor.
Thus, to understand localAmpledentation, we must understand how
the requirem s of the taw do or do not mesh with preexidting
local

/ ,

,.

The "bottom up" peri"Oective relegates PL 94-142 .p:') just one

factor among many influencing the practice of special education.
While this is an accurate view because the progress of implemen-
tation iso.in fact, multiply determined, it minimizes our ability
to attribute any particular fact or event to the law, per se.
Insteadof attempting to isolate the effect of the law by itself,
we study the effect of the law in combination with preexisting
state and local contextual factors. Because any change that
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policymakers might institute in the law or regulations would also
have to operate under this same combination of factors, this
approach seems suited to provide policymakers with the most
appropriate point of view.

This conceptual framework has continued to evolve over the
first year of the study. :As elaborated in-the following chapter,
our basic method of approach is iterative. For the conceptual
framework, this approach means continued revision and refinement,
such that, at any given point in our study, the current version
incorporates and represents what we have learned about how bgst
to think about local implementation of PL 94-142. In this sense,
the conceptual framework is in itself an important product of our
study.

A-13
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Appendix B is taken from pages 23-50 of Local Implementation of

PL 94-142: First Year Report of a Longitudinal Study, Marian S. Stearns,

David Greene, and Jane L. David, 1980. In general, our method of approach -

has remained constant over the course of the longitudinal study. However,

there have been twospecific changes since the first year of data collection:

We are now collecting data in 16, rather than 22, LEAs; in

addition, we collett data only once during eachlscpool year.

However, the sites visited still represent a wide variation

in state and local characteristices.

Our method of cross-site analysis has evolved since the first

year of the study. As described on page B-26, during the

first year of the study, it was difficult to retrieve informa-

tion for cross-site analysis directly from the debriefings;

we therefore generated "propositions," or potential findings,.

to which site visitors reacted. However, in-the laterTyears

of the study, we modified our format for the debriefings, so

that the debriefings could feed directly into the cross-site

analyses.

B-1
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Appendix B

METHOD OF APPROACH-
.

Overview

In conceiving this study, OSE recognized the'importance of
delving into the underlying dynamics of local implementation. To
best use its resources for this purpose, OSE's request for a longi-
tudinal study specified a multiple case study design.

This design has obvious advantages for leading to policy-
relevant/insights. The open-ended, intensive style of case study
research is ideally suited to investigating complex processes and
discovering unexpected relationships that could elude a more
structured, survey-type approach. Moreover, the main weakness of
a case studythat it provides depth at the expense of breadth--
is obviated whe the results of many similar case studies can be
compared and co trasted with each other. Nevertheless, all
designs'have the r pitfalls; hence, to 4-0;ximize the validity and

generalizability of our findings, we infused our methods with
precautions against t e major pitfalls we could anticipate.

We knew that we could generalize relationships from our
sample to a larger population only if the sample included a wide
range of variation on important explanatory factors.* Thus, in
selecting our ample, we designed procedures to ensure that our
22 sites var considerably on-the factors then deemed most

111likelly to exp ain differences in local implementation. After
three visits to each site, our,,staff were able to develop a more
informed list of factors on which it was essential there be
variation in order to protect against invalid inferences. We
were then able to confirm that our-gample selection procedures
had indeed accomplished this purpose.

In conducting the individual case studies, we designed
procedures to ensure that we obtained multiple perspectives,

asked relevant questions, and avoided 'prci.kature closure. These
procedures minimized the danger that our Ote-by-site findings
would be trivial or unnecessarily contaminated by respondent or
interviewer bias. Also, in performing cross-site analyses, we
adopted an inductive logic of disconfirming or- qualifying propo-
sitions rather'than a deductive logic of testing hypothe'ses.

This approach, among its other virtues, enabled us to ayoid the
loss of interesting and important findings that appeared in QJllyA
a few sites or in different forms in different' sites.

* We discuss the subject of generalizability at greater length
. on page B-8 (-Variation on Important Factors").
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Finally, our methods included the validang step L peer

and practitioner review of our findings. By Mcul ng our
draft report among a score of critics with a wide'variety of
perspectives, we assured ourselves that our inbred limitations
had not produced a phantom picture of reality'. Ultimately; of
course, any longitudinal study also benefits from the opportunity
to make improvements over,time on the basis of continuing feed-
back. The rest of this Overview section introduces two orienting
concepts that illustrate how this"works in our study.

Cycles of Data Collection and Analysis

The iterative, cyclical nature of our study is illustrated

in Figure 3. Each year of the longitudinal study includes two

cycles of data collection and analysis., Each cycle begins with
the current conceptual framework,'which represents our current
understanding of how best to think about local 'implementation of

PL 94-142. In the fall of 1978 in particular we had the benefit,'

not only of our-prior knowledge and experience, also of what
we had learned from site visits conducted during the planning

phase of this study. As described in more detail in subsequent
sections, the conceptual framework provides the starting point
for generating a working list of topics to pursue on site (the
"debriefing format") and criteria for site visitors to use in
selecting respondents with whom to schedule interviews. It is
also the source of more general concepts that provide some of the

content of site visitor training. After this training, the cycle

continues with the site visits themselves, individual site analy-
ses, and cross-site analyses. As illustrated in Figure 3, deci-
41ons made durineeaillier stages in the cycle may be modified as

dictated by experience dUring later stages. Finally, the results
of data analyses feedback into the conceptual framework, where
the next cycle will begin.

There are two different ways in which our`knowledge grows

with each cycle of the study. First, we describe changes in the

status of special education in our 'sits that take,place over
time on specific topics of interest (e.g., uses of IEPs or the
range of currently available services). To the extent that the

same topics remain of interest over time, these descriptions of
changes in status are analogous .to traditional longitudifial data.

Second, with each cycle of the study ye increase our abV.ity

to judge what featUre of each topic is most important to pursue

B-4 if( 4
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effort must2be coordinated so that eachpersonin:the process is
working toward that goal. In a small district, this effort may
amount to little,more than the psychologist who is "in charge" of
special education informally communicating a new concept to the
appropriate people. In larger LEAs, however, assessmentfunc-

tions And service delivery functions are often performed by
personnel 'reporting to entirely separate organIzational entities,
neither Of which has a direct line relationship to other school
level personnel. Specialization of function is at its greatest
here?.7,-\ before a new concept can have significant impact at the
school level, coordination must have begun at the highest level
of the administrative ladder and been passed down step by step.

'Thettraditional division along the lines of different dis-
abilities,is an even more fundamental obstacle for PL 94=142'
in lementation.''For historical reasons, the typical special
ed ation system of today is literally designed to channel
handicapped children into one of a fixed number of programs; 'the
larger the system mithe larger the organizational structure of
each separate program. In its most .extremeform, each ,organiza-
tional unit charged with the delivery-of services \or a particu-
lar disability may even have its own referral form and its own
IEP format. Within, such a system, the best efforts Of an EMR
(educable mentally retarded)'coordinator to teach regular teach -
ers to use a referral form.may actually work at crass purposes4to
the efforts of anAD (learning disabilities)* coordinator doing
the' same job. Clearly, it is difficult'to implement goals that
emphasize the individual in a system so firmly rooted in classi-
figationby type of diability.

-'4100'e
**The organizationa l boundary betwelnregular and.Special edu-

cat'lan_also has deep historical roots. Although districts vary
among themselves, special'educatiow.has always Veen ."different,!
either--subordinateto the regular educatiOn system or. autonomous,
butiih a much more limited budget or line authority. This'
,separation typically exacerbates the stigma often associated with

' handicapped children (and those'who work with them) and limits
the.ability of special edocatio/ administrator to effect changes
in policy. Given the ,empAasis in pl. 94-142 "matnstteaming'
and other desiderata related to coordinatin yetween'regular and
'special education,, this organizational bou ary 0:.its attention.

v

O 41w
* 'Children with specific learning disabilities (SLD) are'
At included as handicapped under PL 94-142: Because the apbrevi-
atiq LD is more commonly used in practice* we use it, rather
than SLD.
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The initial selection of sites is the only stage of the-
/study that does not reflect its iterative nature, because the
sample (or a portion of it) is kept constant for longitudinal..
comparisons (Figure 3). The following section describes the
method which we selected our sample and-provides evidence of
the vaiiatibn within the sample on important explanatory factors.
ipubsequent sections describe our data collection, and analysis
procedures.

Sample Selection

The goal of sample selection was to choose a number of sites

small enough to study int4nsivAly and yet varied enough to :sup7
port generalizations 46 a larger population. To accomplish the.
toper, we ,limited the number of sites to 22. To accomplish the
lattk, we selected factors that we believed would be most likely
to explain differences in localtresponses to P 94-142 and that
_could be ascertained, at least grossly, in advafice. We then
devised procedures that would ensure maximum variation on these.

:factor) among the LEAs in our sample.

Selecting States

The purpose of selecting states was to maximize the
hood9of obtaining relevant variations among the LEAs in the
resulting sample. To ensure this' variation, We began by select-

* ing states that represented the continuum on the match between
existing state special edUcation laws and PL 94-142. We presumed
that the extent to which states had enacted requirements similar-
to EL 94-142 .befOre its passage would strongly influence the

responses of their LEAs to the new requirements. Hence, we used
state level measures of policies similar to PL 94 -142 as a proxy
for the extent to'which LEAs in the state would have had a head
start in implementing the new law.

To measure the match between ate laws policies and
PL 94-142, we first used infor.5_ ion from the review of state
law and regulations conducted' by the National Association of
St to Directors of Special` ducation (NASDSE).. keeping with
th philosophy of our study,/ We also'interviewed persons with
f ithandcknowledge of state practices. These included NASDSE
staff and BEH state plan officers. -This enabled ui to -sort

states into three categories- -low, middle and high -- according to
how closely their state policies matched the major provisions of
PL

.

94-142 (individualized education programs, parent involvement,
a variety of placement settings, and allowances for least
restrictive placements).

To select the states in.which LEAs Nould-be chosen, we held
a Washington, D.C., attended by SRI staff, OSE offi-
cials, NASDSE staff. During the meeting we sought comments
on the results of thesp classifications. At the suggestion of

poi B-7
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the participants, two other state level factors were added to our
selection criteria: state funding formulas for special education
,and the state system of organiiation for special education..
Based on these criteria and the comment, of the conference par-,
ticipants, we chose nine states that represented substantial
variation on the factors: California, Florida, Illinois, Missis-
sippi, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, and Wash-
ington.

Selecting LEks

LEAs in these states were selected. so as to maximize 'varia-

tion-on local factors that we expected would influence, responses
to PL 94-142. We presumed that the availability and accessibil-
ity of resources would'strongly affect local special education
practices. WeAefined availability of resources as the amount of
local fundinEjaollities, qualified staff, administrative lead-
ership,-and community'involvement. We defined accessibility of
resources in terms pf geographic size and population dispersal.
We else) wanted to ensure variety on other potentially significant
influences such'as the ptesenceg of residential institutions,
collaborative relationships with other districts, state-suppo
special schools, and separate buildings for special educatio

To obtain information on these Idltrs and nominations fo
LEAs to be included for study, we spoke with the state director
of special education and other state level personnel in all nine
states. During thesedconversations we described both the pur-
poses of the study and our definitions of nik factors on which we
wanted variation. The'former was necessary in order to communi-.
cate that the success of the.study rested on our ability to see

problems as well as solutions; hence, we pointed out that the '
study would fail if only exemplary LEAs were, nominated. Because
thefactors were essentially clusters of variables and not indi-
vidually measurable, we also spent considerable time explaining
what we meant by, resources and the type of variation we were
seeking. The nominations we received reflected our criteria-and
covered a range .of districts from each of the nine states, Frani .

these'recamdendationqe we chose two or three LEAs from each
state, primarily to ensure variation across the entire group of
them and on the basis of logistical concerns. This resulted in a
sample of 22 LEAs (Figure 4). . -

Variation on Important Factors

Before looking at the evidence that shows we achieved requi-
site.variation in our sample, we should conbider how this evi-
dence is related to the generalizability of our findings. We are
particularly concerned about the generalizability'af the underly-
ing reasons qr explanations for local responses to PL 94-142 that
we infer from the data in our sample. To be useful to policy-

,.

%makers, these explanations must be generalizable to a larger
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population than the 22 LEAs we visited. Because the requirements
for Oneraloizability are an extension of the requirements for
validity, we begin with a discussion of the latter.

A reason or explanation is valid only to the extent that
(1) it is plausible in its own right and (2) we believe that all
relevant alternatives have been adequately ,considered and
rejected.* Thus, one cannot' prove that an explanation is valid;

one can only persuade by argument or by appeal to another's
experience that both these criteria have been met. At a minimum,

such persuasion requires that the explanation be derived from a
sample containing the factors generally believed to be likely
explanatdry factors. To make a case- for validity, one should

maximize the variation on as'many of these factors as possible.
This is because the more a factor varies within a sample, the
more reliably its relative importancecan be judged. To be,even
more persuasive, it should be podSibie to argue that no reasorr.
able candidate explanatory factor has been excluded from the
sample.

The criteria for valid inference call attention to the
relative importance and relative exhaustiveness of the explana-
tory faCtors incruded in the sample, not merely how much these
factors vary. Including all the relevant explanatory factors is
necessary to allow the possibility of vaXid inference; the higher
the variation on these factors, the higher the likelihood that
valid inference will.be achieved in practice.**

An explanation Is generalizable from a sample to a larger

population only to the extent that (1) it meets the criteria for
validity within the sample and (2) we believe that the explana-
tion would appear equally valid if it were tested, by the same
criteria, against the data in any other sample comparably dram

* This is the crux of all inductive inference. Researchers vary
in their abilities to think of relevant alternative explana-
tion,514-t.p collect and use data skillfully to test them, and to
persuade-their audiences that they have done'an adequate job.

Similarly, the multiple audiences for and stakeholders in
research efforts vary in both the sophistication and the neu-
trality with which they make judgments about the adequacy of
these efforts. Hence, reasonable people sometimes disagree
about whether a partiCular research finding meets the criteria
for a valid explanation.

** For purposes of this discussion, we assume that the validity
of inductive inference is not limited by inadequacies in the
analysis of the data provided by the sample. (Our procedures
for data analysis are described in a separa!e section later in
this appendix;)

B-10.
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from the larger population.* Thus, the specific criterion for
generalizability from a sample is the belief that all the impor-
tant explanatory factors in the larger population are adequately
represented in th Sample. Again, the more variation there is
on these factors, t more confidence we have that they adequately
represent the larger p ation.

° Assessing the adequacy Of our sampling choices was a major
goal of the preliminaDy site visits during the Spring 1978 plan-
ning phase of our study. Although the site selection factors
themselves are not directly measurable (see "Selecting LEAs,"
above), interviews and documents collected on site provided
numerous facts and figures about resource availability and acces-
sib$lity. State laws and regulations also provided relevant
infoihalion to confirm the expert advice we hal accepted in the
process of selecting states. When we used this kind of informa-
tion to assess the variability in Our sample, we were satisfied
that it met any reasonable expectations.

After the Spring 1979 site visits, we were in a position to
see whether differences in implementation were associated with
differences ,in the kinds of factors-we had used to select our
sites. With a full Year's formal data collection behind-us, the
staff held a series of meetings to reach some consensus on the

set of factors to include in a "site factor matrix." The main
criterion for including a factor in the matrix was the same as it
had been for choosing the factors that provided the basis-for
sample selection: the belief that it exercises a significant
influence on local PL 94-142 implementation. We also limited the
set to the kinds of factors that could be stated and defined so TO;

as to apply, as least in principle; to all t2 LEAs..** The main
.difference was that this time our judgments were based on what we
had each learned frbm interviewing respondents with multiple
perspectives in several LEAs.

Tables 1 and 2 present these state and local level factors
and their definitions. After a year's experience in the field,
these are the 11 explanatory factors that we judged colfe"ctpely
to be most important in accounting for differences among LEAs in

.

* In the case of statistical inference, this belief is justified
within known limits to the extent that certain assumptions
about the population are true and certain procedures for sam-
ple selection are followed.

41P.

** At individual sites other factors (e.g., local politics) were
often, if not always, equally or even more important influ-
ences on PL 94-142 Uiplementation. Moreover, the chosen fac-
tors so often act in combination with each other that their
individual effect at an individual site may be essentially /

impossible to determine.
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TABLE

STATE LEVEL FACTORS AFFECTING LOCAL PL'94-142 IMPLEMENTATION

FACTORS AND HOW THEY WERE DEFINED DISTRIBUTION OF STATES IN OUR SAMPLE

+
..

Ne ther
,

--sr,

TRADITION: State special education law
6 . 2

4

1, as of 1977-1978; plus if, progressive,

facilitates; minus if regressive, inhibits.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT: As perceived by locals
2 -6 1during 1978-1979; plus if abundant, praised;

minus if maAger, acute problem..

...

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP: As perceived
2 2

.

5by locals; plus if helpful; minus if
detrimental.

MONITORING: A
li

perceived by locals;
4

1 7 1
plus if helpful; minus if detrimental. '

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: With regard to ,

1 7 1
individualization of services; plus if
reasonably flexible; minus if unreasonably
rigid.



TABLE 2

LOCAL LEVEL FACTORS AFFECTING LOCAL PL 94 -142 IMPLEMENTATION

FACTORS AND HOW THEY WERE DEFINED DISTRIBUTION OF LEAS IN OUR 8AmpLE

.

.
.

+ kither -

TRADITION: Relative to general education, as of 1977-78; plus if good

13 5 4
support in the past; minus if poor support in the past (even if getting
better now).

RESOURCES: Relative wealth and political clout within the state; plus

7 8 7
if facilitates implementation relative to other LEAs; minus if inhibits
implementation relative to other LEAs.

,

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP: Plus if facilitates relative to other LEAs;
13 7

.

2

,

minus if inhibits relatiVe to other LEAs within the state.

SIZE OF ADMINISTRATION: Of special education; plus if small or simple,
9 5

.

8mina if large or complex enough to require attention in its own right.

DISPERSION /COMMUNITY STRUCTURE: Plus if urban, industrialized, densely popu-

-6*

.

9** 7 ,

lated, many low-incidence handicapping conditions; minus if-rural, not indus-1
trialized, sparsely populated, few low-incidence handicapping conditions.

.

PARENT PRESSURE: Plus if heavy pressure for services, higheXpectations

3 8 11

2

relative to resources, parents are organized; minus if passivity, need
to reach outs, expectations are met by'present services. , .

*One also high dispersion,.

**Includes three suburbs and one small town.
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their impledentatiost of PL 94-142. These factors are quite
similar to, albeit more proximal and differentiated than, the
factors on which our sites were originally selected. We invite
our readers to compare this set of factors with their own
experiences.

Tables 1 and 2 also provide the opportunity to look at the
variation in our sample on these factors. A few comments may be
helpful in interpreting the entries in the tables. The "neither"
column was used for two different purposes: to indicate an "in
between" point on the scale and to indicate that the scale
not be meaningfully applied to a given state or LEA. Bec se
three of the five state-level criteria were defined from the LEA
perspective, it was common for a State to be judged "ne her"
when different LEAs saw the same SEA from conflicting perspec-
tives. This was particularly the case for monitoring, which
should be no surprise to our readers. It also appeats that our
sample overrepresents progressive states and progressive LEAs or
that c3e came to view more of our sites in these terms after we-
had visited them. Notwithstanding this tendency in the tables,
the data reinforce our conviction that t sample meets the
"bottom line" criterion for generalizabi ity of explanations: no
cell is empty.

Because-the data reIect judgments that our respondents made
in confidence, we do not disclose which states and LEAs belong in
particular categories. Unfortunately, this constraint results in
tables that present a very conservative picture of the variation
in our sample. To convey more accurately the extent to which our
22 LEAs represent a variety of combination9, of explanatory fac-
tors, we present the following capsuleNegeriptions of each
site's characteristics.

California

' Butte County is a consortdum of 15 school districts.n a
*rural mountain area Ilaknorthern California. The
consortium serves 22,100 students of whom 1,600 are in
special education. The consortium was formed to prepare
to meet the full educational opportunity/free appropriate

public education requirements of PL 94-142 and the
California Master Plan for Special Education. Chico
State University lies within the'countiand trains
special education personnel.

Fresno Unified School District is the sixth Largest
district in California, serving approximately 3,332
exceptional students. Two colleges within the county
provide special education teacher preparation. The
economy is largely dependent on agribtisiness, with a
large minority population. Although ranking low on
income, the district ranks high on expenditures for
instruction. A.desegregation plan and then California

B-14
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Master Plan for Special Education are being implemented
simultaneously with PL 94-142.

San Diego Unified School District is the 11th largest
district in the United States, in a city with a large
senior citizen 2opulation, a large naval base, and two
large universities. The special education department is
made up of a complex administrative structure thatwenconr-
passes 5 divisions and 18 different subdepartments. The
school district is implementing a court-ordered desegre-
gation plan and has been accepted into the California
Master Plan, while in addition adjusting toicutbacks from

IMP the ssage of the Jarvis-Gann property tax reduction

0,,

Florida
o

Hillsborough County's public schools are consolidated
into a single school district which is the 22nd largest
in the United States, serving approximately 11,500
handicapped students. Tampa, the county seat, is the
regional financial, service, and distribution center for
Florida's west coast., A large minority population is
present in the county, and there are two universities
that provide trained special educationpersonnel to the
schools. LEAs in Florida exhibit a great deal of
independence as do principals within LEAs through the
adoption of a school-based management system.

Okeechobee is a poor, rural county in southern Florida
whose main industry is agriculture. There is a large
Spanish-speaking, Indian, and migratory population within
the county. Like all LEAs within Florida, the Okeechobee
School District is a county-system and serves a highly
dispersed population'of 4,300 students of whom slightly
over 107` are ill, special education. Because of its rural
location, access to and attraction of resources has beenr limited.

tP

Illinois

o. Lee County Joint Agreement is a s ial education cooper-
ative located in rural northcentral Illinois that was
formed in 1967 when it was mandated that Illinois schools
provide special education for all children, ages 3-21, by
1969. The joint agreement includes all of Lee County and
two or three districts from surrounding counties, and
serves 17% of the school-aged population in special edu-

catioh. f One of the largest employers is the residential

state 'mental health facility located in Dixon with an
estimated 400 school-aged children to be served.
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Northern Subaq,an Special E- ducation District (NgtED) is a
joint agreement of.23 member school districts on Lake
Michigan to the north of Chicago that is compcived of a
Ariiip of afflUent, politically astute, 'suburban
communities. .NSSED, which has been in existence since

e
1960, serves approximately 5,00a handicapped children in
a total school popu'ation of 47,000.

o Itawamba is a ruracounty in northeastern Mississippi
whose main industry is agriculture. The-dispersed popu-
lation of. 3,,700 students 'ii served by 7 schools in the,/ ,

ct. e special education: proftam was institutel\ .

in 1973 and ernes 181 students. The program is supple- - 4
mented by cl se.cooperatdon with the SEA and-state-
directed tk Learning Resource Center.

,

PascIpoula I ependent School District isl located in
.M°

Jackson Coll ty, one of the most affluent in Mississippi;
'due to an e onomy based ,,eil. light and heavy industry. The
"population s diverpeolOncluding Indians and Vietnamese
who.ave set 4d in.tlie area and who are pportive of .

school programs : ,Two+nearby uniiarsities pro bide the
district with,technical assistance as well as teaching
pe;sonnel. 'The 4.ehbol district. serves approximatel.y
9,000 students o wh T between 625 and 675 are in special ,

.

tucation 0
.

.
., 4, 4,

' -Oklahoma. i ,

.

..._

i- Guthrie is 'a generally, loc.17intome,_rAmpl_commga. lir,_____:____ _
,

sated in central Okla4Oma whose population is largely
, ..

-N. made up of migtantpandlretired individuals and
tiall-factory-workerP. The Guthria School District ,

ser4 s 2,700 to 3,000 students in grades K-12,'of whom

, 22 are served by Ppilal edlication.. Limited local funds'

ve,hindered the-availabiliiy of resources and 'made the
district largely dependent on state-and federal support.'

.

.
.

tv..Tulsa is the,second:14:rg(isccity in Oklahoma; its. major
employers are thle aerospace and aviation iidustries. ,The

TulPaSchool District serves aApxoximate1y'60,000 chil-
dren located in 4 couhties cover hg 140 square ,

les...The-parenis.and advocacy groups within the tom-

,,mu fty strojpi and active. Qpakified elliff'are an
atc isi resource andikhereare ew nesAy state .,,

t.

- sch ols-,,po serve the severely handicapped (Oklahoma faw

V.oh/htits'iwing for services in private!scho61s)'.

$.

`v.
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psylvania

Bucks County Intermediate Unit consists of 13 gchool

distri rocated in a suburban area north of Philadel-

phia Intermediate. units replaced the county school

operat in the early 1970s and are responsible for the

'.support sereservices for all school districts under their
jurisdiction.'' An-estimated 12,000 exceptional children
in Bucks County are set-tied by-public schools, s number of
ptivate schools, a private licensed facility, and a state
schpb1 and hospital.

Central Susquehalpa Intermediate Unit (CSIU) encompasses
,17 school districts within a 5-county rural region of

8
central Pennsylvania.. The CSIU provides approximately
68% of all programs and services to the region's 4,000
handicapped 'students and'iS responsible for the educe-
tional.programs at 2. state institutions.

Philadelphia School District is its own intermediate.
unit, organized-into 8 ub-Tdistricts, an has a'public

school population of approxim ely 153,000 students of

whom 20,000 are'in special ducat op. Of the state's 44

approved private schools f 'the handicapped, 33 are in

the Philadelphia area and We parochial school system is.

almost as large as that of the public.

4

Rhode Island cs.

o. Coverierylis a middle-class community, considered. to beta

suburb et) Providence, and covers a fairly_large'geograph7

Ical area, Of its approximately 5,00 stpderti, between
380 and 420 are identified as having some handicapping

condition. Due to its proximity to Providence and the
smal isizevf tine state, -the--district' Fas.-soces-s--to-A

variety of state-suppOtedand private facilities.

Woonsocket is a manufacturing town whose population has a

strong French background. The Woonsocket Public School

District densistlLof approximately9,700-students and
serves about 900 handicapped children. The special edu-

cation budget is largely subsidized by the state and,
because the town Is fairly near to the capital, it has
access to a-variety of state-supported and private
facilities.

Tennessee

Campbell County is situated just south of the Kentucky,
border in nostheast Tennessee and covers about 600 square

Miles of rurNAppaitchia. The area the largest coal
producing district ilk Tennessee and people liVing in the t

outlyiu)sreas of the county lead a very rural-lifestyle.

'1B-17
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The school, didtrict covers seven towns, and special edu-
cation serves approximately 17% of the 7,000 school-agtd
children:' Campbell County is part of a foirr-county coop-
erative that provides many general services, and the
state provides technical assistance and compliance moni-
toring through<,regiOnal offiCes.,

Memphis, noted as an educational and medical center, is a
large urban area located in the southwest corner of
Tennessee.. Two lafge universities and a number of
colleges provide the school district with trained person-

nel. The Memphis-City School System serves 125,000
students in 126 schools, including 16,600 handicapped
students. The private school population has increased

since the institution of court-ordered busing.

Nashville is the second largest city in Tennessee,' the
home of country music and the state's capital. Within

the Nashville area there are seve4g1 major colleges and
'universities that the-schopl district uses as a source

for staff development, program innovations, and personnel

recruitment. Advocacy groups are very active and were
instruthental in getting legislation, based on the Council

for tx-E-eptional nfedet-,--ena-dted-iirth-eMte.-

The Metropolitan Public Schools serve approximately
76,000 students, of whom about 11,000 44 14% are
handicapped. 0

Washington

4 'Edmonds School District is loCated in Snohomish County

and is considered a suburb of Seattle. The major.

employers ere__Boeing AirCraft and the sohool.slistrict;
/ the economic make-up of the district is,diverse, ranging

.
from upper to lower income families. Edmonds is the,

, fourth larms school district in the state with a pupil
enrollment,of 23,500. Special education programs serve
approximately-1,500-students and include a separate _

fality for'the severely handicapped. Several universi-
tips in the'Seattle area provide trained personnel to the.

school district.-

"'Longview, Washington, is loCated on the Columbia River.

The sound economic base of the city has made the Longview
dchool system the second wealthiest in the state of Wash-
ington. The tote]. enrollment,ii 8,052, with special
.education pupils making up 241 of that number.

Yakima is located in southcentral Washington in the fer-
tile Yakima Valley whose economy is based on agriculture.
The West ValleySchool District is'one of three in Yakima
proper. The district is small and rural, with a school
populationof 3,315 students that includes 230 students

'served by special education.
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Data Collection

During the 1978-79 school year, we collected data during two
2-4 day visits to each of our sites, one in the fall.and one, in
the spring. Eadh visit was conductedrby two Members of our core
staff. Site visitors spent most bf their time. conducting inter-
views and collecting forms and documents to supplement interview
notes. (They also attended meetings and-observed ongoing pro-
grams when'these could be arranged.) Following each visit, the

.primary site visito' wrote a case, study report. The rest of this
section describep our data collection procedures more specif-
ically.

1-

Debriefing

Each cycle of data collection begins with a set of decisions-
about what topics to pursue and in what depth to' pursue them. To
ensure that the data collection results in information that is
tqmparable across sites fbr the cross-site analyses, we developed
what "we call a "debriefing"-format.* It serves both as a guide
for the site visitor in collecting data and as the actual format
fbr writing up field notes after a,site visit is completed. The
debriefing format foduses the site visitor's attention on a colr
mon set of topics'yet, depending upon.the particular circum-
stances of each site, also allows die site visitor the freedom
and Ilexibilitylto decide how and to wh extent those topics are
pursued'.

.

;

The debriefing format ig,detive fromthe current conceptual
framework (see Appendix A) and re-net s the etiphasis'of the.par-

'4ticular site visit. For exampIe,'during the 1978-79,school year-
the'fall site visieb focused on school level personnel; much of
the debriefing format was therefore devbted to events that occur ,

at the school level, such as referrals and IEP meetings. In con-1

trast, the spring site visits focused on events at the district
or IU office, relations with'groups oqaAde the schooll4such as4
parent advocacy organizations), and interagency coordination. ,

.

Before ea site visit, art new debriefing format is devgloped
by the core sanalysis staff.** It lists the topics to be covered

4 '

1

3

To keep' this report of. tolerable length, we are not supplying
.mples of our materials in the appendix.-We will be happy to

supply them to interested colleagues upon request.

- .
.

** Unlike what occurs in much case, study research, the size of
our vstaffiperialta some speciali2ation of functions between
site visitors n.:6) and those whOle primary responsibilities

are den and cross -site auelysis,(n=,3).
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during the site visit, is structured asan outline, and is writ-
ten ata level sufficiently'general to allow for differences
among sites. For example,

4

Describe the nature of the LEA's most satis-

factory relatiodahip 'with another public ser-
'vice agency. Include the reasons wh
"modt satisfactory,"whether there
as well .as informal agreements, and
there is,.state or higher level local support
for the relationship.

it is
formal r
ether

The draft debriefing foi'mat is circulated-among.the site visitors

to determine If the topics are clear,, whether they"will
intIrpreted in the same way,, and whether important ones have been'
omitted. At the sametime, a draft of, the criteria for respon-.-
dent selection is circulated. Both of these drafts are then
revised as nedessary to reflect site visitors' reactions and

s

\...,__,J

I

concerns. '

An expanded version of the debriefing format allows for one
.orimore pages of writing space in response to each item. Upon
returning from a site visit, it takes a site visitor from 1 to 3
weeks to prepare a complete debriefing& When complete, the
debriefing is the gcorded descriptive analysis /case study ,
repOrt of a given to for a given visit. All ehe debriefings
for a given site e its case histOryr.

/

Site Visitor Training 40'

Training site visitors has two-primary purposes. First, it
ensures that they have a shared understanding, along with the
analysis staff, of the conceptual framework,tthe debriefing
fdtmat, and the manner in,which various, topics are to be pursued
on the, upcoming Ttris.a ect of training is one way we
attempt to maximize reliability. The, se ond-purpose is to teach,
the site visitors speCific skil to maximize the validity of the
data they collect (primarily from interviews).

For the data-to be ccomparableacross sites and across site
Visitors, it is essential that the site visitors view the study's
purposes and conceptual grounding in the-same way. For this to

1>happen,, the site visitore\must.be i rsed in the development of -.
the concepts on which the study is based and the Ways in which
these abstractions are translated into'data collection proCedures
'and topics. Immersion cannot occur in a one-shot twining ses-
sion; therefore,' the gaining for this purpose isdngolllgY as ,

%.

*-ipe site vidltors' bacItirOunds are varied, each hhink begun
this study with experience or txaining, in'f4eld-based
educational tesearch teaching, and/or special educaticen.

40* 1
-4*

/

1'
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exemplified by site voisitor involvement in he final versions of
the debriefing format and criteria for respondent selectioxlww
This aspect of training has both fOrmal and informal components.

I The site visitors are involved ineach phase of the study, from
meetings to explain iterations in tha conceptual fratework to
participation in all stages of:data analysis. The facEt that the
same visitors retain with the study frot year to year means that
the impact of this immersfolOtraihing is cumulative.

Training for the purpose,of imparting specific data collet-
tipn Skills, although grounded in the shared understanding
described above,"fs more formal in its procedures. Validity erf
the data must be assured; to accomplish-thigoal, we'rely on
fairly traditional methods such as "cross-examination" and
triangulation. Through simulation exercises with volunteer
parents and school personnel from districts in the vicinity of
SRI, for example; site visitors learn to.probe respondents,
asking the same question in different ways, and pursuing topics
both directly andindirectly to teat relevance and consistency
They are also trained to draw inferences systematically on 5h
basis'of multiple sources of data. This so-called "triangutat-

-. ine among respondents and other evidence sources is an. important
_Skill in obtaining an accurate rendition of a particular event-7_,

A where accuracy is defined as "the common understanding of an
event that avoids the biaseS Of a single respondent." rinajly,
the site visitor training emphasises that, when appropriate, they

.'10kifytheir Perception's immoleately by.paraphrasing a respon-
dent's answer and requesting the respondent to.acknowledge mutual
understanding. Thus, site visitors are trained to be codcerned
,with- establishing validity thrpugh "structural corroboration"
(Gubf, 1978), ". . . a PFocese of gathering data br information
and Using it to establish links that eventually create a'whole
that' is supported by the bits of evidence that constitute the

. whole. Evidence is structurally corroborative when, pieces of
evidence validate each other" (Eisner, 1974, p. 215). .

In aliditioelto these,two.purposes, formal training.sessipns
provide an opportunity for the dtaff to read-and didcuss releVAt
literature and to strengthen their knowledge of the law and
regulations.' These sessions-occur in the last few days before
the wave .of site visits is-scheduled to begin. MeanWhile, to
prepare for their upcoming irips,,the site visitors have been
engaged in other activities besides this training.

Selecting Respondents

It remains for the site visitor,,fp preparation for each
site visit, tt perform the complex task of selecting the actual
respondents and setting up the interview schedule with his or her
site liaison. As described earlier, the topics to be covered
during a given site visit_are specified in the debrieling format. .

Also 'derived from the concentual framework are criteris for
selecting respondents to be interviewedn the specified topics.'

. j .
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These criteria may be in the nature of 'a role' description (e.g.,
'a director of special education"), or they may specify something

about the kind of information needed (e.g., "a parent who can
present-a balanced point of view"). The site.visitor's decisions

are based on his or her unique combination of knowledge of the

topics to be pursued and the particulars of the'site known from'
previous visits. Within the common guidelines, the site visitor
determines which-types of 'respondents are neededand =Ices spe-

cific choices based on the quality of information received from
particular individuals in.the past and on accessibility and other

logistical concerns.

Where choices of respondents require hampling decisions to
be made (e.g,, among districts in an irt,ermediate unit or among
schools in asdistriCt), our approach is modeled' after the logic 4

and spirit of our strategy for selecting tike original sample of

sites; In making these decisions as well le less subtle ones,

the ability of the sitevis#ior to contact knowledgeable indivi-
dualg on gate by telephone fn advance of, the visit is crucial to

making the best choices. Thus, an important aspect of the site

visitor's role is to maintain good relationships with key con- .'
tacts'ip the LEA`. To underscore how important we view these
retationktiql -we have established (a policy of-gentling a project

newsletter to our sites in advance of.eadh visit.

After an interview schedulehas been developed, the.wite
visitor continues preparation for the visit by specifically
tailoring the debriefing format to the particulars of the given

site. This prephration involltes reviewing past debriefings to

determine what further information will now'be sought from parti-..,

cular respondents. The results of these various preparatory
activities. is an' open-ended interview guideline,,annotated.to-

prompt the site visitor not to oVerlobk certain questions.

"Rotating" Site Visitor

Each visit itself is conducted by a.ewo-person team. The

(permanent) site visitor is accompanied by ameMb4 of the analy-
sis staff (or perhaps-another regular bite visitor) in the rolq
of "rotatilr.site visitor;,The'advantages of .saving the same

person return fOr every .visit are obvious: familiarity with
people on site greatly increases trust and gives the site visitor

greater access to more accurate and detailed infordiktion. The

advantages of our rotating site visitor stiategy merit tome -:'
explanation. k

-From the case stud}( point of "view, the rotating site visitor'
contributes, to-improving both re).iabilicy and validity. . As a .

classic reliability check, the rotating site visitor provides
partially Independent confirmation of the permalt site xl/isi
tor's perceptions and interpretations. In whatever

biases the.permanenr'site visitor may ring as akresult.orhis or
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11 continuing relationship with people on site are at least dif-
ferent from those of the rotating site visitor. Moreover; the
rotating site visitor has knowledge of other sites unfamiliar to

tr
a the permanent sitevisitor and, by providing a 'new perspective

during the visit, may be able to prompt the permanent site visi-
tor to generate fresh hypotheses. This rectly contributes to
the validity of our findings: Finally, a o-person team can
divide the tasks of asking questions. and t ing notes bet n
themselves in order to do both as well as possible. This

q produces comprehensive field,notes with many direct quotations.

From the cross-site'analysis point of view, it is crucial
that Members of the analysis stiff'be able to visit as many
different sites asMpossible. A. rotating site visitor can inter-
pret events at one site as instances of more general patterns.
Conversely, what appears$to be one kind of problem when inter-
preted in, the context of one site may appear entirely different,
when contrasted with another site. (For example, the difference
that an excellent' administrator can make may be overlooked by
someone who has ,never seen one in operation.) This subject is
discussed at greater length in the following section.

-Apart from what we havedescribed to-this-point, whdt ac-
tually"happens on site visits varies as much as the sites them-
selves. Last year, the visits were usually 7 or 3 days in Jura-

'tion, but ranged from 1 to 4, depending on the site visitors'

judgments of the'time necessary to do their jobs adequately. In
the fall, when.we focused on school level personnel, we inter-
viewed as° few 'as 10 and as many as 22 repondents per visit.
Spring.visits typically involved fewer respondents'. ''Most visits
begin with a courtesy call to the administrator who is the key
site contact. In spite of best efforts to plan a schedule of

0 interviews, it is not unusual for.site visitors to have to do a
lot of reshuffling once they arrive.

The one commonality worth mentioning is a conscious effort
to schedule interviews in a "bottom-up" sequence. For example,
where feasible, site visitors interview, teachersbefore inter-
viewing principals, nrincipals before district administrators,
and district, administrators before schdol superintendents. This
sequence is most consistent' with the expladatory model in our
conceptual framework. It allows the site visitor to construct or
follow a trail of explanations to the limits of the scone of our
study. It also has the advantage of giving the site visitprsome
substance with which to motivate an-interview with a "higher up"
in the system.

Data Analysis a.

48r

This section isdivided iato.two parts. The first part
describes procedures and methodtlogical concerns in the,prepara-
tion of individual case study report's("debriefings"). The

.
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second part describes'proced res and considerations in performing

cross -cite analytes on our data.

c

Individual Case Studies

With few exceptions, our data are qualitative. Before being

ana4zed.by the permanent site visitor, the data consist primar-
ily of interview notes. Whatever forms and documents that have
been collected on site are usually mere supplements to, these
notes, in the sense that their availability makes it piTssible_to
focus interview time on questions that cannot be answered by
reference tthe documents.

... The format foi data reduction is the debriefing format,
which we described above (see "Debriefing"). The site visitor ,

responds to each item in this format with prose that may range
frqp.a sentence or two.to several typed pages. Responses vary in
depth and subtlety, and particularly in the thorouginess with
which each topic is treated at different sites. Each response

, .

describes some event.or activity and, accbrding to the approach
dictated by our conceptual framework, embedA these desctiptions

in their-local-context. To illustrate the flavor of these

`responses, here is "sample from an actual repott:
.

.-

/04.
.

°Private schools became a* igtue when diStret
t
officials .

tried to bring back into district-sponsored brograms
all 'hildren (mostly LH [learning hAndicapped that
they had formerly placed in private schools. The

distr cfl felt that .'. . they now had theprograms to
serve t ese chi'dren. According to the special ed per-
sonnel, thett4nsition was being accepted by parents

during conferences at .which the district assured
'parents that their child could go back to the Orivate
school if things didn't work out in the public program.

Then a representative from the private school associ-
ation came on the scene and, as a.result of his persua-
sion, many parents decided they would oppose the change
back to public school placements through fair hearings
(the private schools'provided the resources).,

.

This particular example also iltustratel. the general point that

explanations are often cony yed most effectively by stories-or

quotations.
"71 -.1.: ' '41

. i, .

The essenc= of these ase study reports is their context-

dependency. The al ersion of the first'debriefing format

began with a section called "background,' which was intended to
bea cursory, imainl historical description of the site's charac-

teristic_-.. As the tructure of the debriefing formats evolved in

use this section became a "preamble." `Simply,"this evolution
reflects the degree to which site visitors feel the'necessitY of
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providing a less cursory context for their responses to indi-
vidual items; The best debriefings are filled with cross-
references among items, because the format has forced the writer
to break a complexly interconnected story into discrete units.

To transform, raw interview notes into discrete responses to.
specific items, the site visitor must reorganize the notes from a-
"by-respondent'^ structure to a "by-topic" structure. In doing
so, the principal mental activity of the site visitor is selec-,
tion. Each visit confronts the site, visitor with a potentially

bewildering array'of,possibly significant facts and explanations.,,
The process of seleCtion begins with the planning for the visit,
continues throughout the interviews, and characterizes every
decisiol4that goes into the case study repoft. Between the
guidelines of the conceptual framework and the techniques of
establishing structural corroboration, the site visitor must
eliminate the insignificant and fix on whAt emerges as salient
and important. This process is imperfect; it is too subjective
for many' researchers' tasteCit relies'on intuition and judgment.
Nevertheless, given the experience of our staff and appropriate
training, the process works. It produces fascinating descrip-
tions,and'explanations of what is going on at individual sites..

a

The prindipal methodological issue in these case studies
r concerns the degree of .certainty one can have about a character-
ization based on a limited number of respondent's. This concern
is one of the moss significant trade-offs we have to make bet*een
depth, which implies spending more time at each site, and
bieadth, which implies agreater number o sites than can be
investigated optimally. :Of necessity we ad ed ,policy of

'pragmatism about.delfth of evidence. When two s rces contradict
.each other .and no other relevant evidence exists, we, alwaya Say
so. otherwise, our guidelines fOr,writing debriefings advise

e visitors to'ude language precisely to convey the basis for
uncertainty. This poliey might have serious drawback6 if our

approach to cross-site analysis were More conventiional. Given
the approac we adopted, ftWever, the actual degree? of uncer-
tainty in individuancase studies is more than tolerable.

v

Cross-Site Analysjs

In performing cross-site analysis, we had several objectives
that could only be,met, by data from a variety of sites with
diverse characteristics. One important objective was to 'provide
summary descriptions of those aspects of local implemenitation .

thatrare reasonably uniform across sites; Examples 9f .cich find
ings'a-re that all LEAs-have IEP procedures in place,and -that they4.
tend to make placement decisions on the basis of openings in '

available programs.

Another important objective was to describe difference,s in
'impl.ementation, from site to site. and tq, attempt to explain, these

. differences it implementation by identifying other differences.
o
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among sites with which they are associated. One example of this
kind of finding is that LEAs id states whose regulations conflict

with federal regulations are having a more difficult time with
implementatiodrthan LEAS instates whose regulations do not
conflict. This eample is one that we anticipated in our site
selection strategy. Another. example is that LEAs with "boundary
crossing" school-based personliel, such as resource teachers, are
having more success with ';mainstreaming" than LEAs without such
personnel. This example emerged from our analyses.

An additional objective of the cross-site analyses was to
test the generality of explanatidfis for events at individual
sites that appeared to provide support for our conceptual frame-
work. For example, we Were told at one sLte that informaleet--
ings for the purpose of establishing priorities among referrals
were necessary because there was'no other way to keep from over:-
loading the system's capacity to evaluate.children withl legal
timelines.' This explanation, of course, fit our conceptual
framework perfectly. The relevant questions for cross-site .

analysis were the overall prevalence of such ;'prescreening"

meetinga and the extent to which their presence or absence is
related to a perceived limit of the system to. handle unpriori-
tized referrals.

.4\ 'Pius, the purpose of cross-site analysei was to make infer-

ences across' sites about LEAs in general. Analyses were per- '
tformed to test the extent to which statements of findingslcould4

4 -be supported across, all our sites, or could beiassociated wit

'`certain characteristics explaining differences among LEAs.

. A

As a result of our approach to.the individual case studies,
the debriefings contained descriptions and explanations that
reliedbeavily on details of Sach site's local context. For some
If the goals of our oross-,site analyses, retrieving the relevant
Infolration directly from the debriefings (e.g., whether notifi-
cation and cOnAent procedures in place) was quite straight-
forward.", ,For other purposes'(e.gr, testing inferences about

Connectionp.betweep timelines find prescreening mechanisms), it

was impossible. In many cases, directly retrieving relevant
'infofMation frotlinhe

4
ctebrj.ings was logically possible b

logistically dtificUlt and inefficient. eccordingly, .4re decided
.

we could accomplish all our_go,alsmost efficiently wieh an .

approach that made more direct use of the'fieldnotes and knowl-
edge of the-site visitors and lesa...dirct use of the debriefings
theMselves.*

.

* We also decided to capitalize on our iterative Approach by
modifying our indiVidgal site case,report procedure for next eo
year by shaping them more specificaliy'to feed into? our

Ir
anticipated croA-site ,analyses.

I
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%, The approach to cross-site analysis we adopted recapitulates

the logic of an'individual case study. Each of the 22 individual

Sites in,our study is treated as a "respondent,' in.-the-person of
the site visitor permanently assigned -to that bite: The topics

interest, are constrained by the ix BEH evaluation questions,
our concern 'for policy relevance,an our conceptual framework.
Procedures are designed to ensure tha a wide variety. of hypoth-
eses are generated and that the most easonable and interesting
of them are tested against the data. inally, the findings are 'L.

selected and organized with the goal of highlighting and exempli-'
fxing important themes and patterns. The remainder of this
'sectton describes the procedures in more detail. .

The first step in our cross-site analysis was-to generate a
.file of potential findings. Each member, of the staff was aS1Ted
to generate an unstructured list of statements tgat he'or shg
"would like to see in the final report.". These statements mere
written on file cards. The heuristic suggested to site visitors,
who wire in the process of completing their debriefings, was to
'thilipsof interesting findings at their sites and then write them

as if they.were true at more than one site. Members of, the
analypts stiff who had been to several sites as rotating site
visitors tended to write statements-on a more general or abstract

plane than permanent site visitors. Statements were inade in
varying degrees of'detail and abstraction by everyone who par-
ticipated in this/activity. ,Here arejwo examples drawn arbi-
trarily from the Srigietal

Schools feel pretty confident that they have

taken specific and adequate steps to inform
Parents ofAOletr rights. They typidail say
they provid. something in writing and p eignt

the information verbally,. .

1.-

' Although teachAs spend a..lot'of time ..doing.

IEPs,-they don't find-them all that useful on
a daily basis. .

. . 01

We were aware .that out-Atlases were not independent,-and
therefore built into theprocedure an exhaUstiveness heuristic.
We cCimpiledoa list of sources for'statemeneS in addition to
ourselves (e.g.,BEH documents, periodic 'newsletters,°notes from
staff meeting's over the previous year), ,and thgn systematically

went throuigh these-sources andwcote statemeilts from them. By
the time our file had grown to over-1500 cards, wwere convinced
that we were not omitting anything important. *.

-z

The next steps began th4 first- wave of selecting and organ-
izing the potential findings, A major effort was devoted to
sorting the cards according to categories dgveloped in a tenta-
tive -final report outline. After the cards had been 'through this
gross Sort; a member of the analysis team took each categoryand
broke it down into subt4ics, each of Which could be discussed in
a paragraph or two. At this stage, dunlicates were removed and
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very similar statements were clipped together. This sort reduced
the total number of cards to fewer than 1,000.

(. , ,,, ,
-

.

At this point, members of ,thecore analysis staff $ent
through the file andflagged those statements that were relativ
ly general and abstra4 {'ire.., stated in a manner more like

--,

cross-site findings,than like individual-site findings). The
cards that\represented specific instances of more.ieneral state7

1,

ments were removed and filed for later reference. We made cer- -

tain that we included all the points we wanted to make (ifthey,
were supported by data). From that time on, we continued to work,
with only this subset (about 250) of the cards. - ,

,

Our next sorting was done according to the.tYpe Of statement
on the card. A distinction was -made among assumptions, findings,
and conclusions, though some overlap was _tolerated. This sort,
separated the assumptions or conclusionS from the findings. From

tdhin the findings, the .mote specific statements were grouped
u er the related, but more inclusive, general statement's. This

sort narrowed our file to' about 30 categories of, *cards, etch

category corresponding in one way or another to a set of findings
IEP meetings, ".mainstreaming," due process hearings).

1±1-

The next step was to format these 30 sets of'cardsinto an
outline of the findings in a final report. The analysis staff
worked "from both ends" to converge on this format. At one end

we worked-with the set of cards in a spatial array, which we
moved around to represent relative distances, conceptually, among
topics. At the other end, we took into account our sense of the
information needs of the various audiences for the final report. ib
The result of this exercise was a new emergent outline that
became, in faft, the working outline for the findings chapters of
this report.

To summarize, at this Po nt in our cross-site analysis we
had produced a set of a few h ndred statetents that were organ-
ized according to a possible final report outline. If all of
-these statements were unequivocally true, the findings chapters

essentially would hhve been written. Of course, the veracity. and

\.41,41t.

Aenerality of these statements remained

,

to,be tested.

\ The next step in our cross-tsite analysis was to produce a
"draft list of propositions for`. site visitor review." Unlike the
statements that served as input to this step, the propositions
were carefully worded to constitute an integrated whole. Under
each of 21 headings (e.g., "eligibility and identification," '.

"in-service training"), propositions were listed in sequences
intended to con ey an organized presentation of a finding.
Within each seq ehce, an attempt was m9de to break down the
structure of an argument into component statements. Following

are two examples of simple propositions:

3.c. Regular classroom teachers express a need or desire
for more useful training in how to make referrals.

1 ti
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16.a. The greatest impact of'the law at the 'school lemel'
has been to add new duties to old ones.

These propositions were written for the specific,purpbse of
systematically eliciting carefully structured responsesfrom the
site visitors. Accompanying the 33 -page list of propositions 4

were two pages eif instructions and two different response for-
mats. Site visitors responded for each of their sites independ-
ently. For each proposition,' the basic response format asked for
any "qualifications, examples, and quotations" that the site vis-
itor wanted to offer.* In practice, site visitors were encour-
aged to use the "comments" column to indicate explicitly the
sense in which a given proposition did' or did snot apply to each
ite.

Several points-about this exercise bear etphasis.. First,. .4!

there was seme presumption that the propositions were generally-
true but needed to be qualified appropriately.. Everyone` under- 4

4 4+
1 stood that the purpose of the exercise was to produce a report of

I 1.

findintA,in:which words-would be used. as precisely as possible .to
convdrrheonditions under which the propositione:were true and
'the conditions under which they were-nbt 'true. As a.result, s ,ite -

',visitors were encouraged, t.9.disagie with -the impliedYgeheralkty.

of a proposition byexplaning prekiiely holl given site was an,
exception. In addition, theN-were free to use the 7"don't know"
response category_-and tiften did so, particularly when they-were'

uncertain as to whether the eVldence frdm a site Was solid'. .this
response option protected us :against ma ping inferences-aoross-
sitei that relied on shaky d in idual site. More-
over, many of the proposi ons madepreference to conditions that
did, not hold at all sites (e.g.% 'due procese.hearings). In these
cases, the appropriate response was "doesn't alTly'," which

often accompanied by a description of the reason. Thesame
res'ponstformat was used to elicit relevant example's and quota-
tions, which"were'typically drawn directly from the debriefings. f.

Thus,-an important function served by'the exercise wet to make
the writing of the final report a`truly collaborative enterprise.
Not only did site visitors' responses determine which proposi-

7 r tions remained unchanged, they also pro:rided,dases in point,

b exceptions, and the specifics of qualifications. n '
.

After,ste visitor responses had been given to all the
propositions, the analysis staff was in a position analogous to
that of the site visitor writing a dehriefihg. For each.of 21
topics, the "data collection"Astage of the cross -site analysis
procedure had. produced 22 sets of responses to, be integrated. ,

.

-

* The other response format,rarely used, invited site visitors
to restate the:proposition however they wished.

.
trk
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Qualifications to the propositions had come in many guises. At
this point, .the'analysis consisted of deer immersion in the data
on a topic -by -topic basis. -Our actual procedure involved assign-
ing a meiberof the analysis staff to,study site visitor responses
to a particular topic, and'then .to drafty a summarlf.of the quali-
fications to the propositions necessitated by the site visitor
responses. Working with these notes, and sets of examples and
quotatilns from the debriefings, we were able to write each
.section of the findings chapters.

When all site visitor responses were yes or no, or there
were one or two clear exceptions, it was relatively easy to
.generate descriptive text from the propositions. When responses
were divided, we referred to our "site factor matrix" to see if
the division could be explained by characteristics of sites'
similar to our original site selection factors (see Tables I
arid 2 and accompanying text, above). We also looked for new
eiplaWatory factors that emerged from the analysis (e.g., the
previously mentioned presence or abseneepf resource teacher
types).. When we failed to make sense out of the pattern of
responses, we rejected the proposiuiotas useless or decided to
pursue the Iissu next year rather thagirgattempt to report on it
prematurely.*.

By adopting an inductive approach to, cross-site analysis, we
'freed ourselves from the necessity to use every site to test
every propobition. Instead, we limited-Our search for generaliz-
able explanations to the subset Of'sites that provided both rele-
.vant,and reliable data on a particular matter. Thus,different
sites were used for different purposeb, as appropriate. This
approach enabled us to avoid the lobs of interesting and.impor-
tent findings that appeared in only a few sites or in different
forms in different sites.
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